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ON THE DETERMINATION OF AVAILABLE PHOS-

PHORIC ACID IN FERTILIZERS CONTAINING
COTTON SEED MEAL.

BY F. B. DANCY, A. B.

The term available phosphoric acid is used to denote the dif-

ference between the total phosphoric acid in a fertilizer and the

insoluble. The total phosphoric acid is the entire amount of

phosphoric acid, of whatever kind, that the fertilizer contains.

The insoluble phosphoric acid is, as generally accepted, that phos-

phoric acid which is left after two grams of the fertilizer, ground

to pass a sieve of approximately twenty meshes to the linear

inch, have had the soluble phosphoric acid extracted with cold

water and then been digested for thirty minutes, with agitation

every five minutes, at 65° C, with one hundred cubic centime-

ters of a strictly neutral solution of ammonium citrate of a spe-

cific gravity of 1'09, immediately after which digestion they

have been thoroughly washed with cold water.

The available, then, being the difference between the total and

the insoluble^ it follows that insolubles being equal, the available

varies exactly and directly as the total; and totals being equal,

the available varies exactly, though inversely, as the insoluble.

The total is a definite and fixed quantity, and there should,

therefore, be no material variation in its determination between

the work of accurate analysts. Not so with the others. The
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soluble, insoluble, reverted, and available are not fixed and defi-

nite quantities. They are dependent on so many conditions of

time, temperature, degree of fineness, quality and quantity of

solvent, a«;itation, etc., that it is no matter of wonder that even

skillful manipulators vary in their determination. They are the

results of methods, and will vary according to the method or the

manner of executing the details of the method. But, as has

been remarked and as its name implies, the total is all the phos-

phoric acid in the material under examination, of whatever kind

and in whatever shape or form. It is not what is gotten by a

method, but what there is there, and any method, tl erefore, that

fails to reach any part or kind of it is not a method for total

phosphoric acid. It is sometimes said that discrimination is

impracticable, and that all fertilizers should be treated equally

and alike. The position is untenable. It might as well be

urged that in order not to discriminate the plain soda-lime

method for the determination of nitrogen should be used on all

fertilizers, those containing nitrates as well as those containing

organic nitrogen alone, when every one knows that it is inade-

quate in the presence of nitrates. So a total method which is

adequate for some kinds of fertilizers, but not for others, cannot

be applied to all on the above ground or any other ground, with-

out manifest injustice to those fertilizers foi* which the method is

inadequate.

The Association of Official Agricultural Chemists in their

official methods (Bulletin 24, United States Department of Agri-

culture) give three alternate methods of determining total phos-

phoric acid. There is no distinction made between them, no

indication that either is belter ada j)ted than the other for any

})articular class of fertilizei's. The presumption is, that thry are

given as interchangeable and ecpially allowable for all classes of

fertilizers, at the pleasure oi* option of the operator. It is the

purpose of this article to show that one of them, at least, is

entirely inadequate for fertilizers that contain cotton seed meal,

and that any (;h(Muist who uses this method on such fertilizers is

in almost certain danger of doing these fertilizers a great injustice.
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The method referred to is the second of the three given, namely:

"Solution in thirty c. c. of concentrated nitri(; acid with a small

quantity of hydrochloric acid." Tlie writer has not extended

his investigation, except imperfectly, to the other two methods.

It is only with this one, as applied to cotton seed fertilizers, that

this article has to do.

Cotton seed fertilizers are comparatively unknown in the

North. It seems, therefore, that the Southern members of the

A. O. A. C. must not have been very wide-awake to the interests

of a class of fertilizer manufacturers peculiar to their own sec-

tion of country when they failed to have attached to this method,

at the time when it was adopted l>y their Association as one of

three alternate methods, the limitation "not applicable to fer-

tilizers containing cotton seed meal."

Cotton seed meal is readily and entirely soluble in either

" nitric acid with a small quanity of hydrochloric acid" or in

nitric acid alone. But such a solution does not give up its j^hos-

phoric acid to molybdic solution. It would appear that certain

nitro-organic compounds are formed which prevent the phos-

phoric acid in the solution from being yielded up to the molybdic

precipitant. Whether this is effected by in some way rendering

the menstruum a solvent for the phospho-molybdate of ammonia

that ought to be formed, or, by holding the phosphoric acid in

check, serves thus to prevent such a combination, is not clear.

But the fact remains. The attention of the writer was first for-

cibly directed to it when a sample of cotton seed meal was sub-

mitted to him for a determination of the available phosphoric

acid it contained. A nitric acid solution of two grams of it was

made (using also a little hydrochloric acid), the solution being

perfect, and a total phosphoric acid percentage of 0.51 found.

A duplicate made in the same way yielded 0.54 percent. Being

convinced that there was much more phosphoric a<'id in the meal

than this, and recalling that a short time previously a gentleman

had remarked that a friend of his had found materially more

phosphoric acid in the ash of cotton seed meal than by acid solu-

tion, two grams of the meal were ignited to perfect ash, the ash
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dissolved in acid, and a percentage of 3.24 of total phosphoric

acid found; a duplicate in the same manner yielded 3.20, though

in this case tlie incineration was not quite so perfect, a little char

being left. The true per cent, of total phosphoric acid in the

meal then was 3.24. A solution of two grams made by hydro-

chloric acid with chlorate of potash also failed by something

more than half of getting the full amount. This yielded 1.45

per cent. Next two grams of the meal were taken, washed with

cold water in exactly the same manner as when extracting the

soluble phosphoric acid from an ordinary fertilizer, then digested

with citrate solution and again washed exactly as is done in the

determination of insoluble phosphoric acid. The residue was

ignited and the phosphoric* acid determined. It was found to be

0.24 per cent. So not only did a cotton seed meal which showed

only half a per cent, of total phosphoric acid to a nitric acid

solution contain in reality three and a quarter i)er cent., but three

per cent, of this three and a quarter per cent, was available by

the methods of analysis.

A cotton seed meal fertilizer may easily contain one-third

cotton seed meal, and, if the meal had the com])()sition of that

examined above, would owe one per cent, of its available phos-

j)lioric acid to the meal. If, therefore, such a fertilizer were to

be analvzed by the nitric acid method, it would theoretically

show a shortage of nearly one per cent, of available phosphoric

acid (0.90 exactly). While none of the experiments herein given

exhibit as great a disparity as this, some approximate it, and it

is believed that a disparity fully equal to this is quite possible.

Whether the entire disparity is always due to the retention of

the phosphoric acid of the meal alone, or whether in some cases

the meal, while holding some of the ph()s})lioric acid of the

phosphate in check, gives up more of its own, or whether, in

other cases, the phosphoric acid of the phosphate in })recipitating

carries more of the UJcaTs phosphoric acid down with it than

would otherwise go and thus lessens the disparity, is not clear.

I am inclined to think that new and fresh meal will exhibit this

peculiarity in a greater degree than old meal, though of that I
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cannot speak definitely. However that may be, there seeni.s to

be not much doubt tliat the disparity will be greater or less

according to various conditions not well understood, and may

vary from a third or a half of a per cent, to even as much as

one per cent. '

Six feitilizers containing cotton seed meal were chosen. They

were not laboratory mixtures, l)ut bona fide commercial fertilizers

on sale in North Carolina. They will be distinguished as 56,

76, 77, 78, 110 and 57. In each the phosphoric acid was deter-

mined by dissolving two grams in nitric acid plus a little hydro-

chloric acid with protracted heating. This is designated in the

table below as ''acid sohition." Then in each the phosphoric

acid was determined by incinerating two grams and dissolving

the ash in nitric acid. This is designated in the table as

" incineration. '^ Following are the results:

Total Phos. Acid....
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was chosen, of which tvvo grams were dissolved in nitric acid

and hydrochloric acid, and the total phosphoric acid found to be

14.56 percent. Another two grams were then ignited for about

the same length of time that it requires to incinerate two grams

of a cotton seed meal fertilizer to complete ash, and then dis-

solved in nitric acid. The determinations were parallel, so that

each received the same amount of heating with acid, which was

protracted. In the case of the ignited phosphate, undissolved

portions w^ere plainly manifest to the eye, and the percentage

found w^as only 13.62. The undissolved portions were filtered

out and readily yielded to hydrocliloric acid, giving fulsome pre-

cipitate of phosphoric acid. Next, another two grams w^cre

ignited and dissolved in hydrochloric acid, when the full content

of phosphoric acid was readily yielded. Hence, it is concluded

that had hydrochloric acid been used to dissolve the six inciner-

ated fertilizers employed in the above experiments, higher per-

centages would in all probability have been found. Fusion

would have furnished an absolutely certain means of arriving at

the undoubted maximum content of phosphoric acid, but time

was limited and simple incineration was resorted to on account

of expedition ; and solution in nitric acid instead of hydrochloric

acid was employed after incineration because, as the results were

to be compared, it was advisable to employ the same solvent

power in each case.

In addition to the six experiments described above attention

is called to the following: Two saniples of cotton seed fertilizers

were procured in which another chemist had made determinations

of ^o^a^ phosphoric by the nitric acid method. His totals were

9.13 and 9.33. I found bv incineration and solution in hvdro-

chloric acid 9.85 and 10.13, a difference of 0.72 per cent, and

0.80 per cent, respectively. Taking his own determinations of

insoluble^ the available by his analysis was 0.72 percent, short in

the first instance (7.40 per cent, when it should have been 8.12

per cent.), and 0.80 per cent, short in the second instance (7.50

when it should have been 8.30 per cent.). The disparity here is

excessive, but the fault is not due to the chemist but to the
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method. Being one of the alternate methods of the A. (). A.

C, he had no reason to doubt it.s adequacy.

Having looked at one side of the determination of available

phosphoric acid in fertilizers containing cotton seed meal, let us

turn to the other, namely, the determination of insoluble. As
almost the entire content of phosphoric acid in the meal has been

shown to be available, it might be anticipated that there would

be likely not to be much difference in the determination of

insoluble whether the citrate-extracted residue is first incinerated

or dissolved directly in acid. Such was found by experimenta-

tion to be the fact. In fact, in every case but one (and this was

the same fertilizer that was the exception to the total rule,

namely, the old one brought from the previous season) a slightly

higher insoluble was found by dissolving in acid directly than

after incineration.

The details of the two methods of determining the insoluble

were these: After filtering from the citrate and thoroughly wash-

ing, the filter and contents were in the first instance incinerated

and the ash dissolved in nitric acid (designated in the table

below as '' incineration"), and in the second instance the filter

and contents were introduced directly into flasks and completely

dissolved with nitric acid and a little hydrochloric acid (the

^'acid solution'' of the table below). The samples used were

the same as those used in the total experiments, with the excep-

tion of 110, which was not used.

Insoluble Phosphoric
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such loss), or whether, as is much more likely, it was due to

imperfect solution of the ignited phosphate by nitric acid (a

danger already pointed out), is not positively shown. But it

should be remarked that in the case of 77, which is the case of

greatest disparity, the undissolved portions were manifest to tiie

eye, and it is the writer's conviction that had hydrochloric acid

been used instead of nitric, there would have been no material

difference in the results of the two methods, either in these par-

ticular determinations, or in anv other determinations. It is

regarded as certain, therefore, that there will be found no mate-

rial difference in the insoluble by which ever wav determined.

This being true, the available will vary directly and exactly as

the total; and, therefore, by just so much as a total is short on

account of the inadequacy of the nitric acid method when used

on cotton seed meal fertilizers, by just so much will the available

be short.

Now a few words as to what method is adequate and a very

few experimental determinations on this point, and the subject

will for the present be laid aside. It is a matter of regret to

the writer that the time was not at his disposal for more extended

experimentation on the subject. Nevertheless he is none the less

convinced, on account of the limited number of experiments here

presented, of the truth of the point urged.

In order to compare the total ns made by several different

methods sample 110 was chosen. This sample was sent by a

fertilizer company, who took a fair sample of a large lot of goods

at their factory, thoroughly mixed the sample and sent one-half

to the writer and one-half to a chemist in another State. The

total was determined first by fusing two grams of the fertilizer

with a mixture of equal parts of carbonate of soda and nitrate

of potash, as giving with certainty the maximum content, and

furnishing a standard for comparison. It was then determined

by incineration and solution in hydrochloric acid, by incineration

and solution in nitric acid, bv solution direct in hydrochloric

acid Nvith chlorate potash, and lastly, by solution direct in niti'ic

acid and a little hydrochloric acid. Following are the results:
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Fusion, ...... 10.14 per cent.

Incineration and solution in IICA., . . . 10.09 "

HNO3, . . 10.07 "

Solution direct in HCl.-fKClOg, . . . 10.11

HNO3 4- little HCI., . 9.56 "

From tlio above it seems that in this case all the methods save

the nitric acid method were adequate, but it is not apprehended

that this will hold good in all cases. For, while here incinera-

tion and solution in nitric acid sufficed, there is certainly the

danger of imperfect solution already referred to; and while here

also solution in hydrochloric acid with [)otassium chlorate suf-

ficed, it has already been shown that this method failed to extract,

from the meal alone, more than lialf its content of phosphoric

acid„ Fusion is, of course, always adequate, but too time-con-

suming, if any other adequate method less so is at hand. It

seems probable that incineration and solution in hydrochloric

acid furnishes all that coidd be desired.

It is in point to add that in this case the writer reported to

the manufacturers a total of 10.11 per cent., this being an aver-

age of the first four determinations. The insoluble found by

incineration and solution in hydrochloric acid was 1.47, making

an available of 8.64. It is not known what method the chemist

used to which the other half of this sample was sent, but his

total was 9.72, his insoluble 1.50 and his available^ therefore,

8.22. Note that the two insolubles are practically the same, and

that, therefore, his available is less than the writer's by practi-

cally the same amount that the writer's total is greater than his.

Analytical Laboratory,

Raleigh, N. C.
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[Reprinted from The Journal of Analytical Chemistry,

Vol. IV, Part 2. April, 1890.]

THE DISTRIBUTION OF BORACIC ACID AMONG
PLANTS.

BY J. S. CALLISON.

Attention was first drawn to the possibility of boracic acid

occurring as a normal constituent in certain plants by its discov-

ery in normal California wine.

Baumert"^ first drew attention to this in 1885, and his results

were confirmed by Rising"]" and Crampton.J

These observations were extended to other vines by Baumert,§

Soltsein|| and Ripper.T[

It was shown by Baumert and Ripper, especially, to be almost

invariably present in wines of all countries, in the stalks, and

even in the wild vine (Soltsein). As Crampton says, '^ There

can no longer be any question, therefore, in view of this mass of

evidence, that boracic acid is a normal and frequently occurring

constituent of the grape plant/' He then asks the question, if

boracic is so universal a constituent of the grape plant, why not

of other plants as well? In answering this question he exam-

ined certain plants, as the peach, water-melon, apple, sugar-beet

and sugar-cane. Thinking this distribution of boracic acid to

be a question of decided importance, I have extended the exan^i-

nation, to many other ashes than those mentioned by Crampton,

coming from other classes of plants than fruits, though including

also some of the fruits.

The results of my work have confirmed the conclusions that

boracic acid is very widely distributed in the vegetable kingdom,

*Land\v. Versuchstat. 33, 39-88.

fReport of Sixth Viticultural Convention, 1888.

JAmer. Chem. Journal, Vol. II, 227.

^Zeitsclirift fur Naturwissencliaften, 1887, and Ber. d. deutsch. Chem. Ges. 21, 3290.

llPharmaoeutische Zeitnng 33, No. 42, p. 312.

fVVeinbau und Weinhandel: Organ des deutschen VVeinbauvereins, No. 36, 1888.
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and that there seems to be a power of selection on the ])art of

the plants, some having no affinity for and not takino- up the

boracic iwk], though growing on the same soil from which other

plants absorb it. We are forced to the belief that it is contained

in the soil and that the plants draw it from that source, yet in

no case could I detect its presence in the soil, and in no well

water examined could I get a test for it. It is easily possible

that other waters might contain it. It would be of great int(!rest

to extend this examination of natural waters so as to see whether

the boracic acid in the soil is in a soluble form or not. It may
be present in a form soluble in plant solvents and insoluble in

natural waters. Of course it is possible, also, that it is present

in such great dilution that the amount of water evaporated failed

to give the qualitative tests. My examination of different fer-

tilizing materials revealed the fact that several of the commonest

contained boracic acid in appreciable amounts, and hence, by this

means, it is being constantly added to soil under cultivation.

Of course stable manure, coming from grain and straw,

restores to the soil the boracic acid contained in these.

A further important fact brought out by this research is that

every sample of caustic alkali examined contained boracic acid.

These samples were from the best known manufacturers, and

were marked chemically pure. As these alkalies, especially

potassium hydroxide, are used in most of the methods for deter-

mining boracic acid, it is manifestly of great im})ortance to secure

them free from it as an impurity. I think it possible that the

boracic acid in these samples, or at least in some of them, mav
have come from the glaze of vessels used in their manufacture

or from the bottles containing them.

The method of testing was that used by Meisell for the detec-

tion of boracic acid in milk.* About one gram of the ash was

treated with strong hvdrochloric acid and boiled a few minutes

to insure solution. It was then filtered from the unburnt car-

bon, insoluble silica, etc. The filtrate was evaporated to dryness

*Konig's Nahrungsmittel, 2, 250.
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on a sand-bath and the heat continued until the excess of acid

was driven off and the residue assumed a white appearance.

This was then moistened with very diUite hydrochloric acid

(1 : 100), a few drops of tincture of turmeric were added, and

the entire mass dried down on a water-bath. The appearance of

the cherry-red or cinnabar-red coloi* was taken as an evidence of

boracic acid. The residue was then used for the flame tests.

This was made by placing a part of it upon a strip of platinum,

moistening with alcohol and igniting. The green flame flashes,

best observed by blowing out and relighting the alcohol, were

regarded as confirmatory of the turmeric tests. The flame test

is, however, not so delicate as the latter, as has also been observed

by Crampton.

The relative and absolute delicacy of these tests was also

approximately determined. The flame reaction was still clear

with .01 gm. of boracic acid, but could not be gotten with .001

gm. This latter amount gave the color reaction, but .0001 gm.

failed to give it.

These figures apply, of course, only to boracic acid treated

under like circumstances to the ash. 10 cc. of a solution of

boracic acid of knowMi strength was eva[)orated in a small j)orce-

lain dish and the residue mani[)ulated exactly as in Meisell's test.

The porcelain dishes used in this research, and other apparatus

where the presence of boracic acid might be suspected, were care-

fully tested and shown free from anything that could conflict

with the tests.

The appended table gives the substances examined and the

results of tfie tests. In many cases the tests were carefully

repeated to insure accuracy. The specimens were chosen so as

to represent as many diflerent classes of plants as possible. In

the case of caustic alkalies the evaporation and testing were done

in platinutn vessels.

The experiments with various chemicals, pure and commer-

cial, were begun with the idea of seeing whether those which

might have come from some plant source, contained this sub-

stance so generally present in the plants themselves. The caustic
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alkalies were examined with a view to their use in the quantita-

tive detei'mination of boracic acid. Some other chemioals, as

ferric oxide, were examined to see if thev would in anv way

interfere with the test when present.

The table which follows will need no further explanation. I

wish to express my obligations to Dr. F. P. Venable for his

guidance and supervision of my work in this research.

Fruits.

No.
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Vegetables and Grai7is.

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

Pea

Beet, root

leaves

Salsify, root

leaves

Celery

Wheat, grain

green stalk

Pisuin Arvense

Beta Vulgaris

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fragopogon Porrifo-

liuro Yes (very faint)

Yes

Apium Graveolens Yes

Triticum Viiigare Yes (faint)

Yes

Oats, grain Avena Sativa

green stalk

Corn, grain Zea Mays

cob

No
Yes

No
No

Acer R 11brum

No
No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

stalk

blades

Maple, branches

leaves

Willow, branches Salix Nigra

Mulberry, wood Morus rubra

bark

Walnut, branches Juglans Nigra

Sumach, berries Rhus copallina

branches

Pine, long leaf,

branches Pinus Australis

leaves

short leaf Pinus Mitis

branches

leaves

Dogwood, branches Cornus Florida

Cedar, branches Juniperus Virginiana Yes

leaves Yes

Oak, branches Quercusalba Yes (faint)

leaves Yes

acorn Yes (faint)

Sycamore, branches Plantanus Occidentalia Yes

Elm, branches Ulmus Yes

Black How,

branches Viburnum PrunifoliumYes

fruit Yes

Yes

Yes (faint)

Yes

Yes

Yes (faint)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (fainl)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (faint)

Yes

No
Yes
(very faint)

No
No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (faint)

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

Hickory, branches Carpa Yes Yes

nut Yes (faint) Yes (faint)

Magnolia, branches Magnolia Grandillora Yes Yes

leaves - Yes Yes

Holly, branches Ilex Opaca Yes Yes

leaves Yes Yes

berries Yes Yes

Paulonia, buds Paulonia itnperialis Yes Yes

pods Yes Yes

Osage Orange Madura Aurautiaca Yes (faint) Yes

Miscellaneous Plants.

77
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99

100

101

102

103

104

124

125

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

Water from small

stream

Bone and Peruvian

Guano

Peruvian Guano

Bone Ash

Sodium Nitrate

Muriate of Potash

Kainite

Kelp

Potassium Nitrate

Potassium Carbonate

Potassium Chlorate

Potissium Carbonate

Potassium Phosphate

Sodium Nitrate

Sodium Carbonate

Calcium Carbonate

Ferric Oxide

Concentrated Lye

Potassium Carbonate

Potassium Hydroxide

36 litres taken No No

(1

c(

Sodium Hydroxide C.

Crude

From Stassfurt

For Fertilizers

Chemicals.

C. P.

C. P.

C. P.

Commercial

C. P.

c;. P.

c. p.

c. p.

Commercial

Pearlash

C. P., Trommsdorf

by alcohol, Marquart

by baryta, Schuchardt

" Eimer & Amend

C. P., free from AI2O3,

Si02 and SO3,

Eimer & Amend
P.

Yes
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ON THE OCCURRENCE OF BORACIC ACID AS AN
IMPURITY IN CAUSTIC ALKALIES.

BY F. P. VENABLE and J. S. CALLISON.

Ill the course of a research upon the distribution of boracic

acid in the ashes of plants, it was decided to make some quanti-

tative estimations of the boracic acid present. The reagents to

be used were first themselves tested for boracic acid, and, much

to our surprise, no sample of the caustic alkalies could be pro-

cured free from it. Specimens coming from some of the most

noted manufacturers, Schuchardt, Marquart, and TrommsdorflP,

purified by alcohol or by baryta, w^ere found to contain boracic

acid, and sometimes in decidedly appreciable amounts. No
quantitative determination has been made, but, judging frotii

the known delicacy of the qualitative tests, the amount must have

often exceeded 0.1 per cent., and was probably much greater.

As the caustic alkalies, especially potassium hydroxide, are

frequently used in the methods for the quantitative determina-

tions of boracic acid,* this presence of it as an impurity may be

a serious source of error. The knowledge of it is important on

other grounds as well.

*See, for instance, Morse & Burton, Amer. Chem. Jour. X, 154. Ztschr. and Chem.
25, 202.

Univeksity of North Carolina,

May, 1890.

3
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THE DETERMINATION OF CRUDE FIBER.

BY W. A. WITHERS.

This was begun to ascertain, if possible, some of* the causes of

the discrepancy in results obtained by different (chemists for

crude fiber. The samples were Timothy hay and cotton seed

meal. They were not extracted with ether previous to treat-

ment with alkali and acid, as is customary in ordinary analyses.

Except when so stated, the solutions used were IJ per cent.

H2SO4, and IJ per cent. NagO solutions, the time of boiling

30 minutes, and the results in per cer»t. calculated on the dry

sample.

The following questions were considered :

1. Amount of NagO neutralized.

By titration before and after treatment, an average of 5 dif-

ferent determinations gave an equivalent of .114 grams NogO

neutralized by Timothy hay for every gram of substance taken,

showing that only a very small portion of the NagO added enters

into chemical combination, and part of this is in the saj^onifica-

tion of the fat which would usually l)e extracted with ether.

2. Sulphuric acid neutralized.

Residues from Timothy hay, after treatment with Na^O solu-

tion, were taken. It was found that for each gram of substance

originally taken, .01 gram of H2SO4 was neutrah'zed, showing

that the H2SO4 does not enter into chemical combination at all.

3. Effect of different strengths of NagO solution.

Tliis was tested on Timothy hay with tiie following results:

Time of treatment 45 minutes. 1^ hours.

Na20 (srams) used per gram of)
^ g^ j 27 1.27 ].00

substance /
r:«.67 35.2(5 33.34 35.06

Residues -^33.28 35 3G 33.70 35.30

(^ ... ... 33 88

Average 33.48 35.31 33.04 35.18

Differenceduetodifferentstrengths

)

, o.> 1 zt
e \j r\ i ..• i"

1.00 1.04:
ot JNazO solution j
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This shows that the stroiion- the sohitioii, or the more of" tlie

same solution used, the suialler is the per cent, ol' fiber.

4. I{lifeet of time in treatment with Na20 sohition.

In the filtiation a simj)le asbestos fiher was used. After boil-

ing; the substanee for 30 tninutes with the alkali, the residue was

detaehed from the filter as completely as [)ossible, and subjected

to another similar treatment with a new portion of the reagent.

This method avoids very largely errors of analysis that would

be shown had different samples been taken and treated for dif-

ferent lengths of time. Duplicate determinations A and B were

made :

Treatments
WITH

Alkali.
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34.70 I 65.30
From Na20

treatment with

acid 1.1 29.10 5.60

2.' 28.20 .90

3. 27.81
!

.39

27.32 .49

33.92 66.08
\\

28.78

28.33 5 59
'

25.59

27.60! .73 h 24.79

27.25
I

.35
[

23.91

26.78 .47

71.22

3.19

.80

.88

28.34 71.66

25 38
;

2.96

24.73 1 .65

24.08
I

.65

The time of contact with acid was about 40 minutes, wiiich

makes a difference of nearly .02 per cent, of fiber for every min-

ute of treatment with acid.

Ladd (5th N. Y. Ex. Sta. Rep.) has shown that the degree of

heat employed causes a difference in results. The above work

shows that differences are also due to amount and to the con-

centration of the different reagents used, and to the time of con-

tact. To secure agreement in results, uniformity in all these

conditions must be attained.

Granting this ^-an be done with different workers, the question

of accuracy of results confronts us. Without going into a review

of the work of different chemists bearii)g on this point, I should

like to call attention to the above tables under 4 and 5. One of

two conclusions must be drawn fi'om this work, viz. : 1st, That

if half an hour^s treatment with each alkali and acid is sufficient

to give the per cent, of crude fiber, then crude fiber is soluble in

both alkali and acid, and that to a somewhat considerable ex-

tent ; or, 2d, that if crude fiber is not soluble in these reagents,

then 6 treatments with alkali, and 3 subsequent treatments with

acid, are not sufficient to separate it. From either of these con-

clusions it is evident that the method lacks accuracy, and is at

best only a rapid method of rough approximation to the truth.

6. Ash in the residue.

Six .samples were taken for this :

2 treated with alkali 45 minutes and acid 1 hour.

2 "
*' " 1.] hours

() H (( il tl (1 l( U 1

(t 1 u

In no case was any ash found in the residue.

7. Nitrogen in the residue.
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The aU)unHn()i(l enjuivalent of tin's was found to vary from 4

per cent, to 5 })er eont. with one treatment with alkali. The

acid subsequent treatment did not remove any more, but subse-

quent treatments with alkali left no nitrogen.

Chemicai- Lahokatouy,

Cornell University.

SOME MODIFICATIONS OF THE METHOD FOR
DETERMINING CRUDE FIBER.

BY W. A. WITHERS.

With the method now in use for determining crude fiber

(vide Bui. 19, 1888, U. S. Dept. of Ag.) there is little trouble

in the manipulation, except in cases of feeding-stuffs, in which

the percentage of albuminoids is rather large. In all such

cases, however, the albuminoids precipitated by the treatment

with HgSO^ seriously irupede the filtration, rendering it very

slow, and from this longer contact causes a part of the crude

fiber to be dissolved.

This difficulty can be obviated by treating the substance with

the NagO solution before rather than after the treatment with

H2SO4 solution.

To test this modification, I compared it with the ordinary

method, on samples of Timothy hay and cotton seed meal. In

both cases clear filtrates were secured by the modification in

from 15 to 30 minutes, while with the ordinary method the fil-

tration with the hay required about the same time; but the

cotton seed meal from 18 to 24 hours, and then the filtrate was

not clear. With Timothy hay the two methods gave practically

the same results. With cotton seed meal the ordinary method

gave 2.68 per cent, and 2.91 per cent., an average of 2.80 per

cent., while the modification gave, with five determinations,

3.63 per cent., 3.58 per cent., 3.69 per cent., 3.49 per cent..
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3.44 per cent., au average of 3.57 per cent. The determinations

in hay show the modification gives reliable results. In the case

of cotton seed meal, however, we see that 77 per cent, crude fiber

is dissolved by the ordinary method, on account of the longer

contact produced by the slow filtration, being more than 20 per

cent, of the whole amount.
For accuracy and, therefore, agreement of results, as well as

time-saving, this modification seems to recommend itself.

Rapid Filter.—The asbestos filter gives good results if covered

with a layer of glass wool. Care should be taken, however, not

to add too much liquid at a time, as this may cause the glass

wool to become displaced. Tlie coarse asbestos gives the best

results.

Ladd (N. Y. Ex. Sta. Rep., 1887, p. 378) finds that when the

asbestos filter was returned with the residue a larger per cent, of

fiber was found, and the two reasons given are that it prevents

so thorough contact with the reagents, and that it necessitated

lowering of the temperature to prevent bumping. When, how-

ever, the substance is first treated with alkali there is no tend-

ency to bump in the acid treatment, and consequently no need of

lowering the temperature. As to how much the first mentioned

cause will affect the results, I have not tested.

Prevention ofFrothing in Boiling.—This can be done by direct-

ing a moderate blast of air into the flask through a small glass

tube (1.5 mm. diam.). The constant level of the liquid can be

maintained by adding boiling water from time to time, or by a

reflux condenser.

Chemical Laboratory,

Cornell University.
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[From the American Journal of Science, Vol. XXXVI, October, 1888.]

Art XXIX.

ON THREE NEW MASSES OF METEORIC IRON.

BY GEORGE F. KUNZ.

/

/. Meteoric Iron from Linville Mountain, Burke County , North

Carolina.

A mass of meteoric iron* was found on Linville Mountain,

Burke county, N. C. (long. 81° 35' W. of Greenwich, lat. 35°

40' N.), about the year 1882. It was handed to a country

blacksmith in the vicinity, who sold it to a tourist miner, and

by him it was sold to Mr. Norman Spang, of Etna, Pa., who,

not being a collector of meteorites, has kindly allowed it to

come into my possession.

This meteorite weighs 428 grams ; the original weight was

442 grams (15J ounces), the remainder having been used for an-

alysis and for etching; it is 2f inches (65 mm.) long, If inches

(35 mm.) high, and 2^ inches (38 mm.) wide. One side is rather

rough, and the other pitted with very shallow pittings. Traces

of the black crust of magnetic oxide of iron are still visible, and

although the mass is not rusted, yet small drops of chloride of

iron have collected in the deep clefts; in one of these was also

found a spider's egg-case, suggesting that the iron is either a

recent fall, or had been found on the surface of the ground.

In cutting a piece from the lower side, the blacksmith has

destroyed a good deal of the surface as well as the crust, on

account of the toughness of the iron. The iron adtnits of a

very high polish, yielding a rich nickel color, which, under the

glass and by reflected light, shows an apparent net- work of two

distinct bodies.

*Exhibited at the New York Academy of Sciences, Dec. 5th, 1887.
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When bromine water or dilnted nitric acid is applied to a

polished surface of tlie iron, it blackens and does not show the

Widnianstiitteu figures. If this black deposit is washed off, an

orientated sheen appears, which resembles that of the Green county

iron, described by Blake,* and the iron in the Port Orf )rd, Ore-

gon, meteorite, as figured by Brezina and Cohen in "Die Structur

und Zusammensetzung der Meteoreisen, etc."t Almost the

entire surface has, under the glass, the appearance of a mesh-work

of which the irregularly rounded centers have been eaten out.

At a few places on both sides of a crack is a small piece of troi-

lite 3 mm. by IJ mm., through which are scattered small patches

of meteoric iron that after etching exhibit beautiful octahedral

markings so delicate as to be invisil)le to the naked eye, and

somewhat like those of the Tazewell, Claiborne county, meteor-

ite, thouo-h not more than one-tenth the thickness.

The followiutr analysis was kindly furnished by Mr. J. Edward

Whitfield, of the United States Geological Survey, through the

courtesy of Prof. F. W. Clarke:

Iron
Nickel 14-95

Cobalt

Copper
Sulphur 0-12

Carl)on trace

Phosphorus "

Magnesium
Silica none

Linville,
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It most closely resembles the Tazewell, Claiborne, and Bear

Creek, Col., meteorites in com|)()sition. I herewith take pleas-

ure in thanking Mr. Norman 8})ang for his kitidness in allow-

ing me to secure the iron and for the facts of its discovery;

also, Mr. J. Edward Whitfield and Prof. F. W. Clarke for the

analysis.

II. On the Meteoric Stone from Ferguson^ Haywood County,

North Carolina.

Mr. W. A. Harrison, of Ferguson, North Carolina, says that

about six o'clock, on the evening of July 18, 1889, he noticed a

remarkable noise west of him, and that fifteen minutes later he

saw something strike the earth, which, on examination, proved

to be a meteoric stone, so hot that he could scarcely hold it in

his hand five minutes after it fell. Two-thirds of its bulk was

buried in the earth when found. This stone w'as sent to the

writer, and was unfortunately lost in New York City during the

month of December.

The stone was slightly oblong, covered with a deep, black

crust, which had been broken at one end, showing a great chon-

dritic structure with occasional specks of iron. Its weight was

about eight ounces, and it very closely resembled the meteoric

stone from Mocs, Transvlvanin. It remained in the writer's

possession so short a time that it was not properly investigated
;

but still the mere mention of a fall, which had been so carefully

observed, is thought to be well worthy of publication.

///. Meteoric Ivonfrom Br^idgewater, Burke County, North

Carolina.

The Bridgewater, Burke county, meteorite was found by a

negro plowman, two miles from Bridgewater Station, in the

western p;irt of Burke county, near the McDowell county line

in North Carolina. Latitude, 35° 41'; longitude, 81° 45' W.
of Greenwich. The negro thought that it must be either gold

or silver, and took it to some railroad laborers, who broke it in

two pieces, one of which weighed ten-and-a-half, and the other

eighteen-and-a-half pounds, together 30 pounds, equal to 13.63
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kilos. The iron measures 22.5 x 15 x 10 cm. (9x6x4 inches).

Traces of black crnst very much oxidized are still visible on

the surface. The iron is liighly octahedral in structure, and the

mass was readily broken by the laborers who found it. Between

the cleavage plates schreibersite is visible.

On etching a polished surface of this iron with dilute nitric

acid, the characteristic Widmanstjitten figures were shown. The

iron belongs to the caillite group, and resembles those of the

Cabin Creek and Glorietta Mountain in structure.

The specific gravity of a fragment was found to be 6.617.

The following analysis was kindly furnished by Prof. F. P.

Venable, of the University of Xorth Carolina :

Fe 88.90

Ni 9.94

Co -76

P 35
CI 02

99.97

The nickel is the mean of two determinations, 9.74 and 10.14,

on different parts of the sample.

The cobalt also of two determinations, .85 and .67.

The iron is the mean of four determinations, some of which

were not very closely agreeing, as the crust could not be entirely

removed from the samples taken.

The phosphorus and chlorine are single determinations.

The author takes great pleasure in thanking Mr. T. K. Bru-

ner for his courtesy in obtaining; the information and the iron

for him, and in thanking Professor F. P. Venable for furnish-

ing the analysis.
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TWO NEW METEORIC IRONS.

BY F. P. VENABLE.

I. FROM ROCKINGHAM COUNTY, N. C.

Tills mass was reported to have fallen about the year 1846,

near the old " Mansion House/' Deep Springs Farm, in Rock-

ingham county, N. C. One of the old negro servants related to

Mr. Lindsay, the present owner of the farm, that ^' the rock fell

on a clear morning, and sti uck the ground about a hundred

yards back of the garden. It frightened every one very much.

Colonel Jas. Scales, the proprietor at that time, and Mr. Dillard

took a man and went to the spot, dug in about four or five feet

and got it out." It lay about the house as a curiosity for several

years, when it ceased to be of any more interest, and was thrown

aside. After Mr. T. B. Lindsay bought tlie farm he kept the

meteoric mass for several years upon his porch. In the fall of

1889 he presented it to the State Museum. The indentation in

the earth, where it is reported to have struck, is still pointed

out.

The weight of the mass was 11.5 kilos. It had somewhat

the outline of a rhomboid, measuring 270 x 210 mm., and having

a thickness varying from 10 to 70 mm. It is coated with oxida-

tion products to a depth, in places, of several millimetres. These

give the whole mass a dull, reddish brown color. The surface

is irregularly pitted with broad shallow pits. It is somewhat

concave on one side. On being polished and etched it gave

faintly the Widmanstiitten figures. It belongs to the class of

sweating meteorites, beads of deliquesced ferric chloride appear-

ing on the surface. This lawrencite, so-called, is evidently un-

evenly distributed through the mass. Analyses from different

portions gave different amounts of chlorine. In one boring it

was noticed that the metal near the surface (within 2^'^) gave

a decided percentage of chlorine, while that coming from the

deeper part of the drill hole (3—5 cm. from surface) gave no appre-

ciable amount.
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The analysis gave :

Fe 87.01

P 04
SiOz 53
CI 39
Ni 11.69

Co... 79

100.45

II. FROM HENRY COUNTY, VA.

This meteoric iron was found by Nathaniel Murphy, in Henry

county, Va., about four miles from the Pittsylvania county line,

and one-half mile north of the dividing line between North Caro-

lina and Virginia, near to Smith River. Murphy found the

stone in a ploughed field in the latter part of the spring of

1889. He gave it to Colonel J. Turner Morehead, of Leaks-

ville, N. C. Together with Colonel Morehead he searched over

the farm, but could iind nothing similar to this })iece. Colonel

Morehead sent the mass to Dr. H. B. Battle, of Raleigh, N. C.

It weighed 1.7 kilos, and the detached pieces, mainly crust,

weighed 0.22 kilos. This crust broke off along certain lines by

a sort of cleavage, and the main mass is permeated with cracks,

not irregular and zigzag, but as distinct and regular, almost, as

if it were a piece of crystallized gy})sum. This cleavage is in

two directions. The laminae vary in thickness, but many are

about J mm. The color of the surface is dark bluish black, mixed

with much red-rust coming from the lawrencite. Parts of the

soil apparently still clung to the mass. It measured 60 x 70 x

75 mm., taking the greatest lengths in the three directions. Here

and there scales or spots of bright silvery sheen were to be seen.

It contains a good deal of ferric chloride, and is rapidly crum-

bling. On polishing one of the faces, the Widmanstiitten figures

(coarse) came out very plainly, no etching being necessary.

The analysis resulted as follows :

Fe 90.54

CI 35

SiOs 04
P 13
Co 94
Ni 7.70

99.70
U.MVEKSITY OF NoIiTII CAROLINA,

May, 180(1.
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A IJST AND DESCiaPTION OF THE METEORITES
OF NORTH CAROLINA.

BY F. P. VENABLE.

So far as can be learned, twenty-three meteorites have been

reported as found in North Carolina. Facts with regard to these

have been collected under many disadvantages and with great

difficulty. A complete list of references in scientific literature

has proved an impossibility; still a great many such references

are given. It is also impracticable now to trace all of the pos-

sessors of portions of these meteorites. They have been divided

often into many pieces, and widely scattered. Only occasional

clues to their whereabouts can be gotten at the present time.

One fact is made ap{)arent, and that is, that nearly all have

passed out of the State, not even fragments being preserved

here.

It will be noticed that, with the exception of one from Nash

county, all of the reported meteorites have come from Western

North Carolina. That many of these came to the light at all

has been due to the intelligent energy of General T. L. Cling-

man, to whom the State owes so much already for bringing to

notice her minerals and other possessions.

It has been thought best to include in this list all reported

falls and finds. In the case of all proved to be non-meteoric, or

about which doubt exists, note is made under the proper head-

ing. If these doubtful ones be eliminated, as well as those not

belonging properly to the State, the number is reduced to about

twenty. There is doubt, however, whether the number should

be as great even as this, as there is cause for thinking the Madi-

son county, and, perhaps, some of the Buncombe county finds

may belong to the same fall. Still the number is large when

we bear in mind the comparatively small number of recorded

meteorites for the whole earth. Huntington in his catalogue

(1887) places the number at 424.
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I must express my acknuwledgments to Mr. S. C. H. Bailey,

of New York, for most valuable assistance rendered in this com-

pilation.

1.

Alexander Meteorite.

Locality—Cedar Creek, Alexander county. Not analyzed.

This iron, weighing about iifty-six grams, was given by Gen-

eral T. L. Clingman to Mr. S. C. H. Bailey, of New York, about

the year 1875. It has not been analyzed, nor have I been able

to learn more of its origin. The piece, Mr. Bailey writes, is evi-

dently a fra2:ment from a larp-er mass, and is sufficiently charac-

teristic to be distinguishable from any other iron, though it

more nearly resembles the Sarepta (Russia) iron.

Literature—
Possessor—-Bailey (56 grams).

2.

Ashe Meteorite.

Locality—Ashe county. Analyst—Shepard (?)

The only reference that can be found to this mass is the fol-

lowing, coming from the American Journal of Science:

" A fragment of meteoric stone from Ashe county, N. C, exam-

ined at the same time, was found to contain a marked quantity of

this principle (chlorine), the presence of which, however, was

accounted for by the fragment having been in contact with a

bag of salt as it was carried home by the person who found it."

It is possible that this is the same as the Grayson county,Vir-

ginia, meteorite.

Literature—Am. .Jr. Sc, 1st Ser. XLViii, p. 169; Rep. Am. Met., p. 34; Buch-

ner, p. 168.

Possessor—Unknown.
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3.

AsHEviLEE Meteorite.

Locality—Asheville, Buncombe county. Analyal—Shepard.

This meteorite was presented by Dr. J. F. E. Hjirdy to Dr.

C. U. Shepard for examination. It weighed between nine and

ten ounces, and had been detached from a rounded mass nearly as

large as a man's head, which mass was found loose in the soil about

five or six miles west of Asheville, on the farm of a Mr. Eaird,

near the south-western base of an elevation of land five hundred

feet high. Dr. Hardy was of opinion that other masses existed

at the same place.

The specimen had a distinctly crystalline structure, approach-

ing a flattened octahedron. The surface had a dissected or pitted

appearance, occasioned by the removal of portions of the external

laminte during its separation from the original mass. The cav-

ities were perfectly geometrical in shape, being rhomboidal,

tetrahedral, or in the figure of four-sided pyramids. Sections of

the external laminae loosened broke up easily into regular octa-

hedra and tetrahedra very exact in form. Some of the plates

separated into leaves nearly as thin as mica, and delicately sti-

cated in every direction.

The specific gravity of different pieces varied from 6.5 to 7.5,

and even as high as 8.

ANALYSIS.
I. 11.

Iron 96.5 94.5

Nickel 2.6 5.

Silicon 5 0.3

Chlorine 2

Chromium ]

Sulphur 1 . .

Cobalt
hnt'-aces.

Arsenic J

99.8 99.8

Analysis I is taken from Am. Jr. Sc, Vol. xxxvi, p. 81.

Analysis II is also credited to Shepard, and is taken from

Clark's List, p. 55. It seems to be an analysis of the original

lump, from which the smaller fragment described above was

taken.
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Literature—Am. Jr. Sc, 1st xxxvi, p. 81; Clark, p. 55; Rep. Am. M.,

1848, p. 24; Bucliner, p. 163; Partsch, p. 116; Jaliresber, 1847-48, p. 1309;

Huntington, p. 60; Smithsonian Report, p. 261 ; Min. and Min. Loc, p. 14.

Present Possessors—Amherst, 276 grams; Gottingen, 1.50; Shep. Cab. in

National Museum, 2.95; London, 114.9; Vienna, 271; Berlin, 13.66; Paris

(Nat. Hist.), 72; and in private collections: Gregory, 2; Siemascho (St.

Petersburg),

4.

Black Mountain Meteorite.

Locality—Black Mountain, Buncombe county. Analyst—Shepard.

The Black Mountain meteorite was found at the head of the

Swannanoa River, near the base of Black Mountain, towards the

eastern side of Buncombe county. It was given by Dr. Hardy

to Colonel Nicholson, of South Carolina. By the latter it was

given to Dr. Barratt, of the same State, and from him it was

secured by Dr. Shepard. It seems to have been picked up about

1839. The fragment weighed twenty-one ounces, and was evi-

dently a portion of a larger niass. Its texture was highly crys-

talline, having all the laminae (which were usually thick)

arranged conformably to the octahedral faces of a single indi-

vidual. There w^as evidence of the existence of very minute

veins of magnetic iron pyrites. The mass contained several

rounded and irregular nodules of graphitic matter, with which

again were found large pieces of iron pyrites.

Specific gravity, 7.261.

Iron 96.04

Nickel 2.52

Cobalt traces.

Insoluble matter, sulphur and loss.. 1.44

100.00

Literature—Am. Jr. Sc, 2d Ser. iv, p. 82; Rep. Am. M
, p. 28; Jahresber,

1847-'48, p. 1310; Buchner, p. 180; Clark, p. 34 ; Huntington, p. 56; Kerr

Appendix, p. 56; Min. and Min. Loc, {). 14.

Present Possessors—Amherst, 243 grams; Yale, 15; London, 71.5; Vienna,

45; Paris (Nat. Hist.), 5; Dorpat, 19; Neville (now Calcutta), 29; and in

private collections: Baumhauer, 44 ; Siemascho.
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5.

IIoMLW CwEEK Meteorite.

Localiti/— Ildininy Oeek, Bunconibe county. Analysis—Sliejiard and ("lark.

Tiie Hominy Creek meteorite, sometimes referred to simply as

Buncombe county meteorite, was secured for Dr. She|)ar(l by

Hon. T. L. Clingman. Tlie original discoverer was a Mr.

Clarke, and the date of the discovery seems to have been 1845.

It was found in a field near the base of Mount Pisgah, some

ten miles west of Asheville. Another much larger [)iece was

reported to have been found in the same field. The mass

weighed twenty-seven pounds. It was rather fiat on one side,

while its other sides were irregular, with cavities and various

incqualitie-^. Externally, it bore resemblance to a cinder from a

blacksmith's fire. It measured eleven inches in length by seven

in breadth, and was four in thickness at the thicker end, while at

the other extremity it is not above two and a half. On the

lower edge it thinned down to about one inch. Its surface was

rather jagged than pitted with regular depressions. In color it

was various shades of brown to black, and somewhat variegated

with an ash-colored earthy matter, derived undoubtedly from

having served for a considerable time as a support for fuel in the

fire-place of a farmer's kitchen. Upon the under side there

adhered over a few inches a crust of an earthy, black amygdaloid

nature, scarcely distinguishable, unless freshly broken, from the

iron itself, and in one spot a few grains of a dull, yellowish gray

olivine were noticed. Etched surfaces, excepting where the

structure is highly vascular, exhibit the most delicate Widman-
stiitten figures. Specific gravity, 7.32.

SHEPARD.

Iron 98.19

Chromium and Cobalt traces.

Nickel 0.23

Carbonaceous, insoluble

matter and loss..
1.58

100.00

Fe
Ni.)
Co. 1

•

Ca. 1

Sn. I

Mn. ...
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The yellowish olivine grains consisted of silicic acid, linie,

magnesia and ferric oxide.

This is })laced among the psendo-meteorites in the British

Mnseum, and does not seem to be recognized as a meteorite l)y

other anthoi'ities.

Literature—Am. Jr. Sci., 2(1 Ser. iv, p. 79; Rep. Am. M., p. 25; Jalires-

ber, 1847-48, p, 1810; Buchner, p. 175; Ciark, 22; Min. and Min. Loc, \\.

14; Kerr Appendix, p. 56.

Present Possessors—Yale, British Mnsenm.

6.

LiNviLLE Meteorite.

Locality—Linville Mountain, Burke county. Analyst—Wliilfield.

A mass of meteoric iron was found on Linville Mountain,

Burke county, about the year 1882. It was handed to a country

blacksmith in the vicinity, and, passing through several hands,

finally came into the possession of Geo. F. Kunz, Esq., of Xew
York.

The original weight was 442 grams. It was 2-| inches long,

1|- inches high, and 2J inches wide. One side was rather rough,

and the other pitted with very shallow pittings. Traces of the

black crust of magnetic oxide of iron were still visible. The

mass was not rusted, and small drops of chloride of iron were

noticed in the deep clefts, and in one of them was found a

spider's egg-case, suggesting either that the iron was a I'ccent

fall, or that it had been found on the surface of the ground.

On being polished it gave a rich nickel color, and showed an

apparent net-work of two distinct bodies. The Wiclmanstatten

figures were not given on etching. The analyses gave :

Iron 84.5()

Nickel 14.95
Col'alt 0.33

iSnlf.liur 0.12

, C'arbon .. trace.

Piiosphorns , trace.

99.96

Literature—Am. Jour. 8c., 3d Ser. xxxvi, p. 275.

Present Possessor—Geo. F. Kunz, Esq.
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7.

Bridgewater Meteorite.

Locality —Bridgewaler, Burke couniy. Analyst—Venahle.

Tliis nictcoritc was dcj^crlbed by Kmi/. it was found by a

negro two miles from liridoewater Station, in the western part of

Burke eountv, near th(> McDoweil eountv line. It was broken

by some ial>oi'ers into two pieces, one weighing ten and a lialf

and the other eighteen and a half pounds. The original lump,

therefore, weiglied thirty pounds or 13.63 kilos. The iron

measures 22.5 x 15 x 10 cm.

Traces of l)lack crust, very much oxidized, are still visible on

the surface. The iron is highly octahedral in structure Between

the cleavage plates schseibersite is visible. Widmanstfitten

figures gotten on etching.

ANALYSIS.

Iron 88.90

Nickel 9.94

Cobalt 76
Phosphorus .35

Chlorine 02

99.97

Literature—Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., Jan., 1890; Mitchell Soc, Vol. vii, p.

29.

8.

Cabarrus Meteorite.

Locality—Post Farm, Cabarrus county. Analyst—Shepard.

The fall of this meteorite was described by J. H. Gibbon,

Esq., of the United State- Branch Mint at Charlotte. On

October 31, 1849, at 3 p. m., a sudden explosion, followed at

short intervals by two other reports, and by a ruml)ling in the

air to the east and south, was heard in Charlotte. Five days

later news was brought of the fall of a meteoric mass on the

farm of a Mr. Hiram Post in Cabarrus county, some twenty-five

miles distant. This stone weighed nineteen and a half pounds,

was bluish and gritty in appearance, of irregular form, eight
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inches long, six broad and four thick, bearing marks in spots of

recent fracture, but otherwise black, as if it had been exposed to

heat and smoke, the black color being relieved where the crust

had been broken, and a little of the clayev soil in which it was

buried in its descent still adhered to it. Lustrous metallic points

appeared through the ground color. Mr. Post had heard the

explosion and heard the stone strike about three hundred yards

off with a dull, heavy jar of the ground. The stone had splin-

tered a [)ine log lying on the ground. It was buried under some

ten inches of soil.

It is further described in the Huntington Catalogue as a

^^ stone—dark gray with light grains and thickly sprinkled with
*

iron. Fragment showing dull black crust" (referring to the frag-

ment in the Harvard collection).

The specific gravity was 3.60—3.66.

Nickeliferoiis iron (witli chrome).. 6.320

Iron sulphide 3.807

iSilica 56.186
Ferrous oxide 18.108

Majjjnesia 10.406

Ahiniina 1.707

Lime, soda, potash and loss 3.394

Literature—Am. Jour. Sci., 2d Ser., ix, p. 143; x, p. 127; Buchner, p.

79; Kerr Appendix, p. 56; Huntington, p. 69; Smithsonian Rep., p 263;

Min. and Min. Loc, p. 16.

Present Possessors—Amherst (mass larger than two fists) ; Harvard, 168 grams;

National Musuem (Shep. (Jab.), 343.6 ; London, 385.5; Vienna, 138; Berlin,

133; Gottingen, 33; Paris, 42; Dorpat, 29; Dresden, 7; Bologna, 3; Yale,

2.31; Calcutta, 52; Gregory, 152; Baumhauei', 51 ; Siemascho.

9.

Caldwell Meteorite.

Locality—Caldwell county. Analyst—Venable.

A small piece of iron was found among the specimens for the

State Mu.seum, labeled, in Dr. Kerr's handwriting (roughly, on

an old piece of paper), "Meteoric iron from Caldwell county.
'^

The reference in his note-book .said it was received from a Coi.

Scilly. It has j)roved impossible to learn anything further
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nboiit it. Tt was probably set aside by Dr. Kerr for examina-

tion, but the coming on of his final illness prevented it. The piece

is about the size of a silver dollar, is still fairly bright; has evi-

dently been hammered out thin and weighs five grams. It gave

no figures on etching and a qualitative analysis revealed iron as

the only metal preseiit. It is probably of terrestrial origin.

Present Possessor—N. C. State Museum.

lO.

Caswell Meteorite.

Locality—Caswell county.

This stone fell at 2 p. M. on 30th January, 1810. It was

described by Bishop Madison (of Williamsburg, Virginia) as

resembling other meteoric stones, especially the one which fell at

Weston, Connecticut, in 1807. It was not only attracted by the

magnet, but was itself magnetic.

Whether the stone is still preserved anywhere and who

possesses it is as little known as anything further with regard to

its characteristics.

Literature—QiUh. Ann., 41, 1812, 449; Chladin, 291; Buchner, 27; Kerr

App., 56; Min. and Min. Loc, p. 13.

11.

Davidson Meteorite.

Locality—Lick Creek, Davidson county. Analysts—Smitii and Mackintosh.

This was found on July 19, 1879, by Mr. Gray W. Harris on

his laud near Lick Creek, Davidson county. It was somewhat

pear-shaped and weighed 2| pounds. Its outward color is dark

brown, not rusty. The original crust was almost entirely ham-

mered off by the finder, but a little remaining showed a peculiar

slaty lamellar structure and readily broke into fiakes. Some

cavities in this crust were lined with mammillary forms, and it

had many seams with a vitiTous luster. It failed to give the

Widmanstiitten figures.
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The analysis gave

:

Iron 93.00

Nickel 5 74
Col)alt 0.52

Phosphorus 36
Sulphur traces.

Chlorine : traces.

Copper traces.

Carbon not determined.

99.62

From four analyses by Smith and Mackintosh. Meteorite in

the possession of Hidden.

Literature— Am. .Jour. Sci., 3(1 Ser. xx, p. 3'24; Min. and Min. I^oc, p. 17.

Present Possessors—Main mass in Vienna, 887 grams; London, 20; Paris

(Nat. Hist.), 41; Harvard, 6; Bailey, 38; Hidden,? Nat. Mus. (Shep. Cab.),

9.72.

12.

Guilford Meteorite.

Locality—Guilford county. Analyst—Shepard.

This was secured by Prof. Olmsted in 1820 from a man who

told him that it had been detached from a large mass weighing

twenty-eight pounds, which was wrought by a blacksmith of the

neighborhood into horse nails. The fragment weighed seven

ounces. It was a distinct crystal in the form of an octahed)'on.

The axis measured three inches, the anole at the summit was

60°, that at the base 122°. Its structure was distinctly foliated,

the lamiujc being uniformly one-twentieth of an inch in thick-

ness and arranged parallel witli the planes of the octahedron.

The exact locality of the lind is not given, but it was stated that

it was found some ten or fifteen miles distant from the locality

where the Randolph county specimen was found. It exhibited,

when etched on tai'uished or [)olished surfaces, very perfect

VVidmanstiitten fiirures.

Analysis

:

'to

Iron 92.750
Nickel 3.145

Iron sulphide 0.750
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LilercUure—Am. Jour. Sci., xvil, p. 140; XL, p. 8G9 ; Clark, Gl ; Uep. Am.

M., p. 24; Piirtscli, p. 114; Huntington,}). r)2 ; Min. and Min. Loc, \). 13;

Kerr Appendix, p. 56.

Present Possessors—Amherst, 2.15 grams; Yale, 20; London, 15; Vienna, 8;

Gottingen, 8; Calcutta, 10.5.

13.

Haywood Meteorite.

Locallly—Haywood county. Analyst—Shepard.

This fragtueut, weighing one-eighth of an onnce, was sent to

Dr. Shepard by Hon. T. L. Clingman, accompanied by the fol-

lowing remark: ''It was given me by a person in Haywood

county whose father had obtained it in that region, but without

his being able to designate the locality. It is evidently meteoric

iron, but is perhaps from some mass already known."

Tlie fragment was highly crystalline and somewhat tetrahe-

dral in form. One side was polished and etched. It displayed

a marked character, and one which has no analogue among

meteoric irons. It was irregularly veined by a black ore, which

was not acted upon by acids and which presented all the proper-

ties of magnetite.

Specific gravity=7.419. It contained iron, sulphur, phos-

phorus, chromium, and was rich in nickel.

Literature—Am. Jour. Sci., 2d Ser. xvii, p. 327; Min. and Min. Loc, p. 15;

Kerr Appendix, p. 56; Buchner, p. 189.

Present Possessor—Amherst, 10 grams.

14.

Haywood Meteorite.

Locality—Ferguson, Haywood county.

Mr. Harrison, of Ferguson, N. C, noticed about 6 P. M.,

July 18, 1889, a remarkable noise west of him. Fifteen

minutes later he saw something strike the earth, and this on

examination proved to be a meteoric stone, so hot that he could

scarcely hold it in his hand five minutes after it fell. Two-

thirds of its bulk was buried in the earth when found. The
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stone was. slightly oblong, covered with a deep black crust which

had been broken at one end, showing a great chondritic structure

with occasional specks of iron. Its weight was about eight

ounces and it very closely resembled the meteoric stone from

Moos, Transylvania. It was unfortunately lost in New York

before examination.

Literature—Mitchell Soc, Vol. vii, p. 29.

15, 16, 17.

Madison Meteorites.

Locality—Duel Hill, Madison county. Analysis— ^m'xih and Burton.

There are several meteoric masses attributed to Duel Hill and

to Jewel Hill, Madison county. The similarity of these names

in pronunciation, and apparent confusion between them, led to

inquiry as to their exact location. The result of the inquiry is

that at present no Jewel Hill is known in this county. There

was a Jewel Hill, at one time the county-seat, but its name was

changed to Duel Hill and the county-seat removed to Marshall.

These two are therefore one and the same locality.

Several masses have been found there.

No. 16. Found in 1856 and recorded as preserved in the

Amherst collection. It weighed forty pounds. No analysis has

been found. Amherst has two pieces—one of 600 grams and

one of 167J grams.

No. 17. This meteorite was presented to Dr. Smith in the

year 1854 by Hon. T. L. Clingman. It came from Jewel Hill,

Madison county, of that State. There was a great deal of thick

rust on the surface, with constant deliquescence from chloride of

iron. Its form and surface indicated that it was entire. Its

dimensions were 7 by 6 by 3 inches, with a number of inden-

tations. Its weight was eight pounds thirteen ounces. The

analysis gave

:

Iron 91.12

Nickel 7.82

Cobalt 43
Phosphorus 08
Copper trace.

99.45
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Literature—Scient. Res., p. 317, 410; Min, and Min. Loc, p. 15; Kerr

A pp., p. 56; Huntington, p.

Present Possessors—London, 180.2 grams; Vienna, 4; Paris (Nat. Hist.), 104;

GoLtingen, 38; Dorpat, 17; Harvard, 160; Yale, 5.610; Nat. Mns., 91 ; Nat.

Mus. (Shep. Cab.,) 31.85; Calcutta, 16; Bailey, 11.4; Gregory, 40.

18.

Locality—Duel Hill, Madison county. Analyst— Burton.

This mass was found in August, 1873. on the land of Robert

Farnesworth, near Duel Hill, Madison county. It was lying

on a hill-side where it had been used in supporting a corner of a

rail fence, which was quite decayed at the time of finding. It is

said to have weighed, when first found, about twenty-five pounds.

Two or three pounds were hammered off as specimens before it

fell in the hands of Prof Burton, who analyzed it.

Mr. Farnesworth reported that a similar mass weighing about

forty pounds had been found about a tnile farther west, probably

about 1857, and had since disappeared. Efforts to find it again

were unsuccessful.

This meteorite was of a rounded irregular shape, 9 x 6 J x 3J

inches, and weighed twenty-one pounds. On being etched, it

gave the usual markings, though indistinctly. Distinct particles

of schreibersite were irregularly disseminated over the surface.

Deliquescent beads of lawrencite were also to be seen.

Specific gravity=7.46.

Iron 94.24

Nickel 5.17

Cobalt 0.37

Phosphorus 0.14

Copper trace.

Residue 0.15

100.07

The residue contained Si02, Fe., Cr., Ni. and P.

Literature—Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d Ser. xii, p. 439 ; Min. and Min. Loc, p. 15.

Present Possessors—London, 12 grams; Vienna, 160; Harvard, 222; Baum-

hauer, 29; Bailey, 3; Gregory, 1.

6
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19.

Nash Meteorite.

Locality—Castalia, Nash county. Analyst—Smith.

This meteorite fell May 14, 1874, at 2:30 P. M, near Castalia

(lat. 36° IV, long. 77° 50'). Its fall was accompanied l)y suc-

cessive explosions and rumbling noises, lasting about four min-

utes. The stones that fell must have exceeded a dozen or more

—

three only were found and they gave evidence that the territory

over which the fragments fell was ten miles long by over three

miles wide. Although occurring in the day, the body appeared

luminous to some observers. The three stones found weighed

respectively, one kilogram, 800 grams and five and one-half kilo-

grams.

The exterior coating was dull. The interior in many parts is

of a dark gray color, and in other parts quite light. The prin-

cipal cause of the dark color is, doubtless, the larger amount of

nickeliferous iron in that part. The specific gravity was 2.601.

Its composition was

Nickeliferous iron 15.21

Stonv minerals. 84.79

The nickeliferous iron consisted of

Iron 92.12

Nickel 6.20

Cobalt 41

Copper and phosphorus not estimated.

The stony part, when treated with a mixture of hydrochloric

and nitric acids, gave: insoluble part, 47.02; soluble part, 52.98.

The former consisted of

Silica 52.61

Alumina 4 80
Ferrous oxide. 13.21

Magnesia 27.31

Alkalies (soda, with traces of potash and lithia) 1.38

99.31
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and is essentially bronzite. The soluble portion gave:

Silica 38.01

Ferrous oxide 17.51

Maj^niesiu 41.27

Alumina 46
Sulphur 1.01

This is evidently olivine, with a snnall amount of sulphide of

iron so dis-eniinated through the stone that it is not easily sepa-

rated by mechanical means. The meteorite then consists of

nickeliferous iron, bronzite and olivine with small particles of

anorthite and enstalite.

Literature—Araer. Jour. Sci., 8(1 Ser. x, p. 147; Min. and Min. Loc, p. 16;

Smithson. Rep., 1885-'86, Part ii, pp. 258, 262; Huntington, p. 94; Kerr, p.

314; Smith's Res., p. 478.

Present Possessors—Harvard, 211 grams; National Museum, 19.7; London,

29.4; Vienna, 285; Yale, 248 ; Bailey, 9.8; Baumhauer, 40 ; Gregory, 10.5.

20.

Randolph Meteorite.

Locality—Randolph county. ^wa/^/s^— Shepard.

This was first described by Prof. Olmsted in 1822, in a descrip-

tive catalogue of rocks and minerals collected by him, during

his geological survey of North Carolina. It is there spoken of

as occurring in the vicinity of a bed of argillaceous iron ore.

It is distinctly foliated, the laminse being thin and much inter-

laced. It weighed originally about two pounds. When etched it

presents very fine, almost invisible, feathery lines much resem-

bling hoar frost on a window-pane. Hardness equal to that of

the best tempered steel. Specific gravity=7.618. The only

metal detected, besides iron, was cobalt, which was present in

traces only. A reddish brown j)owder, insoluble in aqua regia,

was considered to be silicon.

Literature— Atwer. Jour. Sci., 1st v, p. 262; 2d iv, p. 85; Jahresber., 1847-'48,

p. 1311; Clark, p. 75; Min. and Min, Loc, p. 13; Kerr Appendix, p. 56;

Buchner, p. 160.

Present Possessors—This is reported by Buchner as in collection of Amer.

Geolog. Society and in London.
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21.

Rockingham Meteorite.

Locality—Smith's Mt., Rockingham county. Analysts—Genth and Smith.

This was found in 1866 at Smith^s Mountain, two miles north

of Madison, in an old field grown up with pines, but cultivated

ten or fifteen years previously. It fell probably in the interval.

The original weight was eleven pounds. It is highly crystalline

and on etching gives fine AVidmanstiitten figures, showing that it

consists of probably three kinds of iron. It contains also

schreibersite in short, very minute quadratic crystals, and, accord-

ing to J. L. Smith, solid chloride of iron. Specific gravity, 7.78.

Iron 90.41 90.88

Nici<el \ Q -

.

8.08

Cobalt /
^-'^

.50

Copper 11 .03

T , ,, (Iron 27
Insoluble 1 xt- 1 I lr^ l y.^ qq
Phosphide:::;.:

Nickel (Cobalt).
^

\ rhosphorusphorus 14 .03

100.00 99.46

Literature—Min. and Min. Loc, p. 15; Kerr, p. 313; Kerr Appendix, p. 56;

Sclent. Res., p. 526.

Present Possessors—N. C. State Museum ; Jardin des Piantes, Paris ; Lon-

don, 77.3 grams; Vienna, 124; Gottingen, 54; Harvard, 821; Nat. Mus.,

58.8; Gregory, 8; Bailey, 128.

22.

Rockingham Meteorite.

Locality—Rockingham county.
^

Analyst—Venable.

This mass was reported to have fallen about the year 1846 on

Deep Springs Farm, Rockingham county. Its fall caused much

terror among the negroes on the place. It was dug out imme-

diately after falling, being buried four or five feet under the sur-

face. After lying about the house for many years, it was in the

fall of 1889 presented to the State Mu.seum.

The weight of the ma.ss was 11.5 kilos. It measured 270 x 210

mm., having a varying thickness of 10 to 70 mm. It is coated
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with a crust of several iiiilliinetres tlii(;kness. The surface is

irreguhirly pitted with broad, shallow pits. On beiii<^ polishc'<l

it gave faintly the Widnianstiitten figures. It belongs to the

class of sweating meteorites.

Analysis:

Iron 87.01

Phosphorus 04
Silica 53
Chh)rine 39
Nickel n.69
Cobalt 79

100.45

Literature—Amer, Jour. Sci., 3d Ser., 1890, p. 161 ; Mitchell Soc, vii, p. 29.

Present Possessor—N. C. State Museum.

23.

RUTHERFORDTON METEORITE.

Locality—Rutherfordton, Rutherford Co. Analysts—Shepard, Rammelsberg.

This was analyzed by Shepard, who found Fe.=84.00, Si.=

13.57, P.==1.31. He called it ''ferrosilicine.'^ A partial analy-

sis made in Wohler's laboratory gave Fe.=87.1, Si.=10.6,

C.=0.4. Rammelsberg on examiuiiig it declared it to be noth-

ing more than a piece of white pig iron of inferior quality.

This is placed among pseudo-meteorites in the Catalogue of

the British Museum.

Literature—Amer. Jour, Sci., 2d xxxiv, p. 298; Kerr Appendix, p. 56;

Clark, p. 67 ; J, prakt. chem., lxxxv, 87.

Present Possessor—Amherst (?)

24.

Rutherford Meteorite.

Locality—EUenboro, Rutherford county. Analyst—Eakins.

This iron was found in the latter part of 1880, on a farm near

EUenboro, Rutherford county, N. C. Its nature remained

unknown until February, 1890, when it was brought for exami-

nation to Mr. Stuart W. Cramer, of the U. S. Assay Office at

Charlotte, N. C. It seems to have weighed about 2i kilos. In
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shape it was roughly two globular ends with a connecting bar, the

total length being about 150 mm. with end diameters 75 mm.,

and 50 mm. in the middle.

The iron is very tough and highly crystalline, the Widman-

stiltteu figures showing distinctly on a polished, unetched face,

and after etching they are unusually strong, Small, irregularly

distributed patches of troilite are visible, and schreibersite also

seems to be present. The analysis is as follow^s :

Fe 88.05

Ni 10.37

Co 68

Cu 04
P 21

S 08
Si 02

99.45

Literature—Amer. Jour. Sci., 1890, p. 395.

Present Possessors—Charlotte Assay Office and Geo. F. Kiinz.

LIST OF WORKS REFERRED TO.

Some of these works are referred to from citations only. The

limitation of library facilities prevented direct reference.

Amer. Jour. Sci.—American Journal of Science and Arts. Three Series,

Jahresbericht—Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der, etc., Cheniie, etc.

Liebig and Kopp.

Rep. Am. M.—Report on American Meteorites. Shepard, 1848.

Clark—On Metallic Meteorites. Clark, 1852.

Huntington—Catalogue of all Recorded Meteorites, 1887.

Smithson. Rep.—The Meteorite Collection in the U. S. National Museum.

F. W. Clarke, 1889. (Vol. II, 1885-'86, Smithsonian Report).

3Iin. and M in. Loc.—The Minerals and Mineral Localities of North Caro-

lina, 1885.

Scient. Researches—Mineralogy and Chemistry, Original Researches. J. L.

Smith, 1873.

Kerr—The Geology of North Carolina, Vol. I. Kerr, 1875.

Kerr Appendix—Appendix to Kerr's Geology.

Mitchell Soc.— Journa\ of Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society.

Partsch—Die Meteoriten in Hof-Mineralien-Kabinette zu Wien, 1843.

Bnchner—Die Meteoriten in Satnmlungen, 1863.

Oilb. Ann.—(Gilbert's Annalen der Ph-ysik.

Chladni—Ueber Feuer-Meleore und iiber die mitdenselben iierabgefallenen

Massen, 1819.
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NO.

1

2

3
4
5

6

7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
16
17
18

19
20
2L
22
23
24

COUNTY.

Alexander
.^she
Buncombe

Burke

Cabarrus
Caldwell
Casweil
Davidson
Guilford
Haywood

Madison

Co.

(1

Nash
Randolph '

Rockingham'

Rutherford '

ACCREDITED NAME.

Asheville
Black Mountain.
Hominy Creek...
Linville
Bridgewater.

Ferguson..
Jewel Hill,

Due! Hill..

Smith's Mountain

Rutherfordton.. ..

DATE. WEIGHT.

secured 1875. 50 grams.

found 18.39
" 1835
" 1845
" 1842
" 1888

fell 1849

fell 1810
found 1879
described 1841..

described 1854..

fell 1889
found 18.5G

1854
" 1873

fell 1874
described 1822..

found 18Cr3

fell 1846

1.3(530 grams
590 grams
2000-3000 grams.
442 grams
13630 grams
8860 grams
5% gi'ams
1360 grams
12720 grams
1250 grams
3.6 grams
227 grams
18180 grams
400(1 grams.
11.3(i0 grams.
(3) 1000, 8(J0, & 55(30 grams.
900 grams
5000 grams
11500 grams

found 1880 2500 grams.,
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NEW AND IMPROVED METHODS OF ANALYSIS.

BY S. J. HINSDALE.

COLORIMETRIC METHOD FOR ESTIMATING THE MORPHINE

STRENGTH OF LAUDANUM AND OTHER PREPA-

RATIONS OF OPIUM.

Prepare an officinal tincture of opium with assayed opium.

You will know the morphine strength of this tincture.

Make tliree dilutions of it with dilute alcohol, as follows:

One 3 parts tincture and 1 pari dilnte alcohol.

One 2 " " " 2 " " "

One 1 •'
" " 3 "

Put 12 cc. of the tincture and of the dilutions in vials,

and add to each 12 cc. dihite alcohol—cork well and keep

them as standard dilutions of known strength. L-»bel them

Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4. Let the dilute officinal tincture be No. 1.

Dissolve 0.04 gram potassic ferridcyanide in 500 cc. water,

and add to it fifteen drops liquor ferri chloridi. Call this

Ferridcyanide Mixture. {This must be freshly prepared). Pre-

pare it in a glass-stoppered bottle, with water perfectly free of

iron.

Place four 50 cc. clean glass tumblers or wine-glasses on a

white surface, and deliver with a pipette (about one-third filled)

one dro[) of the dilutions in the glasses, commencing with No. 4

(the weakest), blowing out the pipette after each dropping.

(The pi})ette should be about four inches long, and made of one-

quarter inch tubing, and should deliver drops of the dilutions

weighing about .016 gram or one-fourth grain. To test the

pipette, see how many drops will balance a .200 gram weight.

The reason for using so small a drop, and for diluting the tinc-

ture, is because a full drop of the undiluted tincture would

develop too deep a blue color).

Now add to each glass about 5 cc. ferridcyanide mixture

(it is convenient to use a homeopathic vial as a measure), and in
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about one minute adil 15 or 20 cc. water, and observ-e the

shades of color. This observation must be made ivithin jive

minutes, as the air and bVht will soon cause all to be unifbrmlv

blue.

By comparison with the shades of color ])roduced by these

standard dilutions, you can easily estimate the strength of any

sam[)le of laudanum with much accuracy. The sample must,

of course, be dilut^nl with an equal part of dilute alcohol. The
presence of tannin interferes with this method, but opium does

not contain tanuiii. Tannin is easily detected with a solution

of a salt of iron. The ferridcyanide mixture must be freshly

prepared and the glasses must be cleari and dear, as the slightest

bluish tinge interferes. Wash them with caustic soda and then

with hydrochloric acid and rinse if they are soiled with Turn-

bull's Blue.

The ferridcyanide mixture is probably the best confirmatory

test for morphine. If one drop of water containing .000001

gram of morphine is mixed on a white slab with one drop of

the ferridcyanide mixture a blue color will be developed within

one minute. With water alone the mixture will become of a

bluish shade in about ten minutes, owing to the action of air and

light.

P. S.—To estimate the strength of vinous or aqueous com-

pounds of opium they must be brought to about the same spe-

cific gravity as the "standard dilutions'' with alcohol, that the

drops may be uniform in size.

COLORIMETRIC METHOD FOR ESTIMATING TANNIN IN

BARKS, ICTC.

Dissolve 0.04 gram potassic ferridcyanide in 500 cc. water,

and add to it 1.5 cc. (about 22 drops) liquor ferri chloridi.

Call this Iron Mixture.

Dissolve 0.04 gram "pure tannin (gallotannic acid) which has

been dried at 212° F. in 500 cc. of water. Call this Tannin

Solution.
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Exhaust 0.8 gram oak bark with boiling water, and make it

up to 500 cc. with cold water.

Place six two-ounce clear glass tumblers (or beaker glasses) on a

white surface, and in one of them, loith a dropping pipette (about

four inches long and one-quarter inch wide) about half filled, put

five drops of the infusion of bark, and in the others, toith the same

jnpette (after rinsing), put 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 drops of the "tannin

solution.^' (The drops of the infusion and of the tannin solu-

tion must be uniform. The use of the same pipette, about half

filled, insures that).

Now, add to each 5 cc. of "iron mixture," and in about one

minute add to each tumbler about 20 cc. water, and within three

minutes observe the shades of color. The number of drops of

"tannin solution'^ used in the tumbler which corresponds in

shade of color to the tumbler containing the infusion of bark

indicates the percentage of tannin in the hark; i. e., if it is the one

in which seven drops were placed, the tannin strength of the

bark is seven per cent.

It is best to observe the shades of color horizontally, rather

than vertically, and to hold up the infusion tumbler, with the

one which most nearly corresponds, opposite to a white wall,

with vour back to the hVht.

The above is written for oak bark, but the same process will

answer for any substance containing less than ten per cent, of

tannin.

For substances containing between about 10 and 20 per cent.,

it is best to dilute the infusion with an equal part of water and

proceed as above, using five drops of the dilute infusion, and for

the answer double the result. Thus, if the diluted infusion of

tea required eight drops tannin solution to correspond, call the

percentage sixteen.

For substances containing less than one, or one and a half per

cent., exhaust 8 grams instead of 0.8 gram, and take one-tenth

of the result for the answer. For substances containing more

than twenty per cent., as galls, sumach, catechu, etc., you may

dilute the infusion with two, three or more times its bulk with
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water, and calculate as above (as with tea), or you may use 1, 2,

3 or 4 drops of the U!idilutcd infusion in the first glass and

make the calculation thus, /. e.: As the number of drops of

infusion used is to the number of drops "tannin solution" used

(to correspond), so is 5 to the answer—thus, suppose two drops

infusion were used and the corre3[)()nding tumbler contained fif-

teen drops tannin solution

—

-2 : 15 : : 5, answer 37.5 per cent.

The object in diluting the infusions is because the infusion

glass may be of too deep a blue shade. It is better that it should

just produce a light blue.

The tumblers must be perfectly clear and clean.

The "iron mixture," "tannin solution" and infusion must

be fresldy prepared and not exposed to the rays of the sun.

The water used must be free of iron and tannin.

The results are necessarily in terras for commercial gallotannic

acid, and not for those of pure tannin, or of the particular tannin

in the material assayed.

TEST FOR IRON.

A solution of neutral sulphite of soda containing a little

pyrogallic acid has been proposed as a test for copper. A few

drops of it mixed with a dilute solution of a salt of copper

produces a red color similar to that which is developed by the

addition of sulphocyauide of potash to a solution of a persalt of

iron. The test is much more delicate for iron, as the followino;

experiment will show:

Dissolve 0.7 gram ammonia ferrous sulphate (=0.1 gram iron)

in a liter of water; it will be 1 part in 10,000. To 10 cc.

of this solution add water to make 100 cc. ; this will be 1 to

100,000. Dilute some of this by adding four times its bulk of

water; it will then be 1 in 500,000.

Make a saturated solution of sodium sulphite, and separately

a solution of pyrogallic acid 0.5 gram in 50 cc. water. Put

some of the iron solution in a wine-glass, add 4 drops of the
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solution of sodium sulphite and afterward 2 drops of the pyro-

gallic solution and a pui-ple color wdl be developed.

This test with distilled water alone develops a light pink

shade, which, however, soon fades. This is due to the trace of

free ammonia which it usually contjtins. Iron produces a pur-

ple tint. The test is so delicate that it will detect iron in 100

cc. of water, in which a bright cambric needle has been

immersed for an hour.

Fayetteville, N. C.

(Issued September 23, 1890).
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SOME ERYSIPHE^E FROM CAROLINA AND
ALABAMA.

BY GEO. F. ATKINSON.

During the past four years the writer has collected occasionally

species of this group in parts of North and South Carolina and

Alabama, some of which are of interest in showing the extended

range of species found elsewhere, while others throw some light

on the relationships of imperfectly known forms.

The descriptions of the species enumerated are in reality notes

upon the forms collected in tliis comparatively circumscribed

region, so that in some cases the specific description may seem to

lack the broader character which would be given from a descrip-

tion based upon a comparison of specimens from widely different

latitudes and on a much greater variety of host plants.

The paper is not monographic, but professes the simpl char-

acter of being a contribution to a knowledge of some juthern

forms. Bearing this in mind, it is hoped the small contribu-

tion given will not be devoid of interest to students of this

fascinating group of microscopic plants.

A list of the works consulted will be found at the close of

the article. In prescribing the limitations of the species I have

tried to follow the admirable work of Professor Burrill on the

Erysiphece of Illinois* so far as consistent with the characters of

the specimens.

*Parasitic Fungi of Illinois, Part II. In Bull. 111. State Lab., Nat. Hist. 1887.
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Perhaps the chief point of (departure from that work i.s iu

regarding Microspluertxi Van Bruntunia Ger. as a (Hstinct spe-

cies and not one of the many synonyms of M. Alai (D C.)

Winter. The appendages are totally different fron) the descrip-

tion there given or from those of the other species placed as

svnonvms. On the other hand, an examination of a large series

of specimens of lllcrosjyhcera on diiferent species of oak only

confirms the correctness of the judgment displayed in uniting

Peck's extensa et abhrevi'da into one variable species. It is

doubtful, however, if M'lcrosphcei^a Quercina (Schw.) Burrill can

be morphologically distinct from M. Alni (D C.) Winter, since

many of the intermediate forms between Peck's extensa et ahbre-

viata agree perfectly with the description of M. Alni (D C.)

Winter, and have constantly been referred by various authors

and to 31. Hedwigia et penicillata wdiich are now regarded by

many as synonyms of M. Alai (D C.) Winter. I prefer, how-

ever, to suspend a final judgment on this subject, considering the

local character of this contribution.

There seems to be no necessity for a full presentation of the

synonomy of all the species, and where synonyms are'given it is

only because of the peculiar value of these expressions in inter-

preting a few of the forms.

It is hoped that to members of the Society, and other readers

in the South who are interested in microscopic study, this contri-

bution will prove a stimidus and aid in the study, collection and

determination of this common, easily recognized and interesting

group of plants. For this reason the notes are S() arranged as

to enable one to determine the species presented here.

The Erysiphece, or, as they are commonly called, the powdery

mildews, are parasites growing generally upon the surface of the

leaves, often on the stems, occasionally upon the fruits and

deformities of plants. The vegelive condition from wliicii they

obtain the name of mildew consists of a loose wefi of white fmi-

gous threads distributed over the affected parts, sometimes cover-

ing a large part or all of the leaf surface, or again confined to

definite spots. The fungus derives its nourishment through the

medium of short suckers, or haustoria, which here and there
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pierce through the epidermis of their host. The eoiiidial stage

consists of short branches arising perpendicularly to the weft,

of mycelium which abjoint serially oval or oblong conidia, which

in numbers give a powdery appearance to the mildew.

The mature condition of the fungus is manifested to the

unaided eye in the form of minute concoptaeles of a dark color,

which can be seen here and there to dot the surfacie of the leaf,

sometimes vavy numerous and quite evenly distributed, or again

loosely aggregated or very few in number.

It is outside the purpose of this paper to describe the rather

complex development of these conceptacles which result from

sexual organs. With proper magnification they are seen to be

of a blackish, or various shades of a brown, color, the surface being

more or less definitely reticidated, and in a single plane of the

periphery they have a number of filamentous appendages of

various forms of development, either hyaline or colored. The

interior of a conceptacle, or peritkeclam, is occupied with one or

several sacs, or ascl, which themselves contain a variable num-

ber, two to eight, of one-celled spores.

It is a source of regret to myself that a greater number of

species have not been collected, and the absence of some common
ones will be noticed. In a number of cases the conidial stage of

Erysi'phe graminis and Sphcerotheca paiinosa have been very

abundant, but I have not collected the fruit in the past four years.

During the past year the conidial stage of Sphoerotheca pan-

nosa has l)een very injurious to roses in Auburn, Ala.

The measurements are given in terms of the micromillemeter.

To serve in distinguishing the genera the following "brief key

will be found serviceable:

I. Appendages simple.

a, Irregularly fiexiions. •

1

,

One ascus

—

Sphoerotheca.

2, Several asci

—

Erysiphe.

b, Coiled at the tips

—

Uncinula.

c, Needle-shaped, swollen at base

—

Phyllaclinia.

II. Appendages dichotoinously branched.

a, One ascus

—

Podosphcera.

b, Several asci

—

Microsphcera.

III. Appendages percurrent, primary branching opposite

—

Microsphcera.
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SPHaEROTHECA Lev.

Perithecium containing only one asciis; appendages simple,

irregnlarly flexnons, frequently interwoven with the niycelinni.

S. Castagnei, Lev.

Ampliigen(nis; mycelinm thin, evanescent. Perithecia scat-

tered or subgregarions, nnmerons, small, 70-80, chestnut brown,

reticulations large, distinct. Appendages few, flexuou<, of uneven

diameter, colored, in length one to four times the diameter of the

perithecium, interwoven with the mycelium. Asei oval to sub-

orbicular 45x50. Spores eight, oval, small, 14—15.

On Bidens, Auburn, Ala., October 20, 1889, 1020.

S. HuMULi (D C.) Burrill (?).

Leaves of the common hop plant were collected at Auburn,

Ala., in the autumn of 1889, which bore numbers of a specimen

probably of this species. My laboratory not being ready at that

time, the specimen was lost.

ERYSIPHE (Hedav ) Lev.

Peritliecium containing several asci ; appendages simple, irreg-

ularly flexuous and frequently interwoven with the mycelium.

E. coMMUXis (Wallr.) Fr.

Amphigenous; mycelium dens(^, persistent. Perithecia scat-

tered or subgregarions, 80-120, reticulations distinct. A])})end-

ages few, long, hyaline when young, strongly colore<l when

mature, frequently lying upon the mycelium. Asci three to eight

30—35 X 45-60, ovate, shortly j)edicellate. Spores three to eight,

1 5-20.

On Oenothera biennis, Auburn, Ala., June 3, 1890, 1144;

C'olumbia, S. C, November 25, 1888, 635; Chamj)i()n of Eng-

land peas. Auburn, Ala., June, 1890, 1135.

Tiiis is son)etimes very injurious to cultivated peas in this })art

of Alabama, entirely (M)vering the vines, leaves and fruit with

the dense mycelinn). In mature Si)ecimens the appendages are

very dark, clearly showing that the form on })eas cannot on

account of hyaline ap})endages be separated froni this species.
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E. CiCHORACEARUM D C.

Syii. E. spadlcea B. c^ C. Grov. TV, p. 159. Ani[)lii^(Mioii.s;

inycelium abundant, persistent. Perithecia numerous, scattered

or gregarious 100-140. Appendages numerous, two to tliree

times diameter of peritlieeium, woven with the mycelium, col-

ored. Asci six to ten, 30-40 x 50-70, ovate or oblong, pedicel-

late. Spares two to four, variable in size, oval to elliptical,

15-20.

On Ambrosid trljida, Chapel Hill, N. C, September 15, 1885,

626; Uniontown, Ala., July, 1890; Ambrosia artemisioefolia,

Auburn, A]i\., June 3, 1890, 1193; Verbesina Seigesbeckia,

Columbia, S. C, November 3, 1888, 624; Xanthium Canadense,

Chapel Hill, N. C, autumn, 1885, 627; Auburn, Ala., October

21, 1889, 1018; Helianthus, Chapel Hill, N. C, September 7,

1885, 632.

The specimens on Xanthium Canadense collected at Auburn,

No. 1018, seem to agree with Eryslphe spadlcea B. & C, except

that the perithecia are gregarious, and the spores vary to less

than four. Berkeley's description is as follows :

"Perithecia scattered, rich brown, ap[)endHges flexuous, three times longer

thaii tiieir diameter; sporidia fmr." On leaves of Xanthium, Car, Inf.

The notes taken from my 1018 are as follows: Amphigenous;

mycelium persistent, abundant, perithecia gregarious, 120-140,

appendages two to three times diameter of perithecium, woven

with the mycelium; perithecia and appendages rich chestnut

brown. Asci six to ten, 30-40x60-70, })eclicellate. Spores

' two to four, very often four, variable in size. For several of

the first examinations the spores were quite uniformly four.

Recognizing this variability which is known to occur in the spe-

cies there is no reason why E. spadlcea B. & C. should not belong

to this S})ecies.

E. LiRIODENDRI Schw.

I Good specimens of this species were collected in the autumn of

1888 at Columbia on young twigs of Lirlodendron tuliplfera.

The mycelium was very abumlant both on the leaves and twigs.
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The perithecia were only found ou the twigs, imbedded in the

dense felt of mycelium.

UNCINULA L£v.

Perithecium containing several asei ; appendages coilect or

incurved at the tips, free from the mycelium.

U. SPIRALIS B. & C.

*Syn. U. spiralis B. 6c C. Berkeley, Introduction to Crypto-

gamic Botany, 1857, p. 278, Fig. 64.

U. Ampelopsidis Peck, Tran*. Albany Inst., Vol. YII, p.

216, 1872.

U. Americana Howe, Journal Bot., 1872.

U. subfusca B. & C. Grev. IV, p. 160, 1876.

Epiphyllous; mycelium thin, evanescent. Perithecia numer-

ous, scattered, black, 70-100. Appendages twenty-five to thiity,

three to four times the diameter of the perithecium, colored,

faintly septate, tips loosely coiled. Asci five to eight, 30-40 x

50-65, ovate, pedicellate. Spores four to six, small.

On cultivated grape, autumn. Auburn, Ala., 1889, 1030. It

appears to come too late to do harm, so far as I have observed

here for two years.

U. MACROSPORA Peek.

Amphigenous, mostly epiphyllous; mycelium thin, persistent.

Perithecia numerous, scattered, 100-1 20, globose biconvex, reticu-

lations evident, but not very distinct, small. Appendages

thirty to fifty, about equal to diameter of perithecium, radiating,

or ascending to erect from crown of upper side. Asci five to

ten, ovate or elliptical, pedicellate 25-30 x 60-65. Spores two

to three, large, oval, 25-30.

On Ulmus Americana, Columbia, S. C, October 28, 1888,

622; Ulmus, Auburn, Ala., August 6, 1890, 1788.

U. FLEXUOSA Peck.

Hypophy lions; mycelium thin, evanescent. Perithecia scat-

*Prof. B. T. Gal!o\vay, who has recently made cultures of this species to determine the
different hosts, kindly furnished me with the synonymy of this species.
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tered, 100-130, black, wall tissue hard, hriitlo, reticulations

obscure. Appeiulages twenty to fifty, hyaline, rough, short,

flexuous and enlarged tovvard ends, coiled at tips. Asci five to

ten, 30-35 x 50-65, ovate, pedicellate. Spores six to eight,

about 20.

On xiescuJus, Wright's Mill, Lee county, Ala., July 5, 1890,

1223; August 6, 1890, 1535.

U. PARVULA C. & P.

Hypophyllous; mycelium thin. Peri thecia globose, lenticular,

80-100, soft, reticulations distinct. Appendages numerous, fifty

to one hundred, or more, about equaling diameter of the perithe-

cium, or less, arising in crown on upper side, somewhat scattered

toward center, hyaline, slender, tips well coiled. Asci four to

five, 35-40x50-60, ovate, pedicellate. Spores four to eight,

about 20 long.

On Ctltis occidentalism Columbia, S. C, November 8, 1888, 621

;

Auburn, Ala., autumn, 1889 (Wright's Mill). All the speci-

mens were collected on shrubs.

U. POLYCH^TA (B. & C.) Masse (see Figs. 5, 11, PI. I).

Syn. Erysiphe polychceta B. & C. Grev. IV, 159, 1876.

Uncinula Lynchii Speg. Fung. Arg. Pug. II, p. 17.

Pleochceta Qurtisii Sacc. & Speg. Fung. Arg. Pug. II, p. 44;

Sacc. Syll., Vol. I, p. 9 (in part).

Pleochceta Lynckii Speg. Sacc. Syll., Vol. II, Addend., p. 9.

Uncinula polychceta Ell. Jour. Mycol. 1886, p. 43 (in part).

Pleochceta Cartisii Sacc. & Speg, Sacc. Syll. Addit., p. 2 (in

j)art).

Uncinula polychceta T. & G. Bot. Gaz., XIII, p. 29 (in part).

Uncinula polychceta Masse, Grev. XVII, p. 78, 1889.

Uncinula polychceta Rav. Fung. Car. ex. fasc. 4, 68.

Hypophyllous; mycelium in dense, definite patches, or dis-

tributed over a large part of the leaf surface. Perithecia gener-

ally numerous, scattered, brown, becoming black, globose, lentic-

ular, 225-280, reticulations minute. Appendages numerous,

two hundred or more, hyaline, about equal to diameter of perithe-
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cium, arising in circle toward one side, straight when young,

to incurved or coiled at the tips when mature. Asci about fifty,

cylindrical, clavate or rarely oblong, ovate, abruptly contracted

into a prominent pedicel, 30-35 x 45-50. Spores two, about 30

long.

On Celtis oGcidentalis, Columbia, S. C, autumn, 1888, 620 and

634. Very common.

Plate I, Fig. 5, is from a camera lucidu drawing of a mature

perithecium on leaves of C. tara from Buenos Ay res, S. A.,

which was kindly loaned me by Rev. J. B. Ellis. A majority

of the perithecia were young and possessed straight appendages.

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 are from the same specimen. Figs. 9, 10 and

11 are from a South Carolina specimen; all from camera lucida

drawings.

PHYLLACTINIA L]6v.

Perithecium containing several asci; appendages needle-

shaped, abruptly swollen at the base, free from the mycelium.

P. SUFFULTA (Reb.) Sacc.

Hypophyllous; mycelium abundant, persistent. Perithecia

scattered, large, 180-200, reticulations small, distinct. Append-

ages seven to twelve, one to four times diameter of the perithe-

cium, liyaline. Asci eight to twenty, irregularly ovate to oblong

or elliptical, 25-30 x 70-80, pedicellate. Spores two to three,

30-35.

On Ulmus Americana, Columbia, S. C, October 13, 1888,

619; Ulmus, Auburn, Ala., October 20, 1889, 1017; Aliius,

Columbia, S. C, November, 1888, 623.

Var. macrospora, perithecia 200-250; asci elongated, curved

or straight, 40-50 x 70-120, long pedicellate; spores two, 35-50.

On Quercus nigra, Auburn, Ala., February, 1890, 1103; Q.

nigra or aquaticaf Auburn, Ala., November 25, 1890, 1799;

Q. phellos et aquatica, D^'cember, 1890.

There is a second kind of appendage on the perithecia of this

species. They are hyaline, knobbed at the end, the knobbed

end bearing numerous slender flexuous short filaments. On
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specimens from elm these appeiulaj^es are quite equal to one-half"

the diameter of the peritheeium; on specimens from oak they

are quite short and apt to be overlooked.

PODOSPH.ERA (D C.) D By.

Peritheeium containiui^ one ascus; appendages dichotomously

branched, free from the mycelium.

P. BIUNCINATA C. (S: P.

Epiphyllous; mycelium abundant, thin, diffuse. Perithecia

black, numerous, scattered, small, 65-70, reticulations rather

large, distinct. Appendages five to ten, three to five times the

diameter of the peritheeium, hyaline, faintly colored at the base,

rough, once dichotomous, tips rather long, strongly divergent,

sliofhtlv recurved. Asci jj^lobose or oval, sometimes with a short

broad pedicel, 45-50x50-55. Spores eight, 15-18.

On Hamamells Virginiana, Blowing Rock, Watauga county,

N. C, August 24, 1888, 613.

P. OXYACANTH.f: (D C.) D By.

Amphigenous; mycelium thin, not very persistent. Perithecia

numerous, scattered, small, 65-70, dark brown. Appendages

eight to twelve, about twice the diameter of the peritheeium,

dark brown for over half their length, three to four times dichoto-

mously branched, branching compact, tips incurved. Asci sub-

orbicular, 55x60, thick-walled. Spores eight.

On Cratcegus punctata, Blowing Rock, Watauga county, N.

C, August, 1889, 663.

MICROSPH^RA Lfiv.

Peritheeium containing several asci, appendages dichotomously

branched, or percurrent and then the primary branching oppo-

site, tips of the branches dichotomous.

M. SEMITOSTA B. & C. (see Figs. 12, 13 and 14, PI. I).

Hypophyllous; mycelium thin, evanescent. Perithecia scat-

tered, usually numerous, small, black, about 80, reticulations

obscure in age. Appendages rough, five to ten, about the length

2
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of the diameter of perithocinm or sometimes very little longer,

dark l^rown for about half their length, sometimes the color

ceasing abruptly midway as if tlie appendage were septate, some-

times extending to near the tips, four to five times dichotomous.

Asci four to five, obovate, about 35x50, shortly pedicellate.

Spores three to four, mostly four, small, about 15.

On Cephalanthus occidentalism Auburn, Ala., autumn, 1889,

1031.

M. DIFFUSA C. & P.

Amphigenous or mostly epiphyllous; mycelium thin, persist-

ent or evanescent. Perithecia numerous, scattered or subgrega-

rious, black, small, 100-120. Appendages ten to twenty-five,

long, two to five times the diameter of the perithecium, some-

times colored at the base, loosely several times dichotomous,

tips straight or flexuous. Asci five to ten, ovate or elliptical,

30-40x50-60, pedicellate. Spores six, small, 16-18.

On Desmodium, Auburn, Ala., autumn, 1889, 1019; Lespe-

deza striata, November, 1889, 1014.

On Desmodiwn the specimens were mostly epiphyllous, while

on Lespedeza they were common on both sides of the leaf.

M. Vaccinii C. & p.

Amphigenous; mycelium thin. Perithecia numerous, scat-

tered, black, 100-130, reticulations distinct. Appendages six to

fifteen, three to four times the diameter of the perithecium or

longer, hyaline, colored at base, rough, slender, three to four

times dichotomous, tips incurved when mature, branching usu-

ally compact, sometimes the first branches strongly divergent.

Asci six to eight, 25-30x50-60, oval or elliptical, pedicellate.

Spores four to six, 17-20.

On Vaccinium, Blowing Rock, Watauga county, N. C,
August, 1888, 616.

M. EuPHORBLE B. & C. (see Figs. 1-4, PI. I).

Amphigenous; mycelium dense, persistent. Perithecia numer-

ous, scattered, soft, 80-100, reticulations distinct. Appendages

five to fifteen, roughened, hyaline, two to six times the diameter

of the perithecium or longer, short ones usually not branched,
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longer ones irregularly dichotomous, tips sometimes eiilarge<l,

sometimes irregularly lobed. Asci four to twelve, ovate to ellip-

tical, pedicellate. Spores four to six.

On Euphorbia (several species), Ciiapel Hill, N. C, autumn,

1885, 628; Auburn, Ala., November, 1889, ]()23; June, 1890,

1143. This species is quite common throughout the greater part

of the year. I have collected it maturing its fruit in January.

M. Van Bruntiana Ger.

Syn. M. Alni Burrill, Bull. 111. State Lab. Nat. Hist., Vol.

II, Parasitic Fungi of III., p. 421 (in part).

M. Van. Bruntiana Ger. Torr. Bull., Vol. VI, p. 31.

Amphigenous; mycelium abundant, rather thin and covering

large part of the leaf surface, or in spots, persistent. Perithecia

numerous, scattered or subgregarious, 90-100, reticulations dis-

tinct.

Appendages ten to sixteen,

about equal to diameter of the

peritheciuni or little longer, rough,

slightly colored at base, stout, sev-

eral times dichotomous, tips long

and flexuous. or short and blount,

sometimes toothed, never recurved.

Asci four to five, 35-40x50-60,

ovate, pedicellate. Spores four to

eight, 18-20.

On SambuGus Canadensis, Blowing Rock, Watauga county,

N. C., August, 1888, 615.

M. Alni (D C.) Winter.

Amphigenous, or epiphyllous; mycelium abundant and per-

sistent or thin and evanescent. Perithecia numerous, scattered,

small, 80-100, black, reticulations rather distincr. Append-

ages eight to fifteen, one to two times diameter of peritheciuni,

colored toward base, four to five times regularly dichotomous,

tips incurved when mature. Asci four to five, oval, 30-45 x

50-70, pedicellate. Spores six to eight, about 20.

On Castanea sativa, Blowing Rock, Watauga county, N. C,
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August, 1889, 617. The asei are quite regularly eight-spored aud

larger than in tiie two following specimens. Syriiiga, Union

Springs, Ala., May, 1890, 1146. (Sent by Rev. J. L. Moul-

trie). Asci six-spored. Corylus Americanus, Blowing Rock,

Watauga (county, N. C, August 24, 1888, 614. Asci six-spored.

These specimens do not represent the variation in numbers of"

asf.'i in a perithecium (two to eight) nor spores in an ascus (four

to eight) given by Burrill (/. c). This is })rol)ably owing to

the small number of hosts represented.

M. QuERCiNA (Schw.) Burrill.

Amphigenous, sometimes entirely epiphyllous or hypophyl-

lous, persistent or evanescent. Perithecia generally numerous

aud scattered, mostly small, 80-100-130, dark brown or black.

Appendages eight to fifteen, from less than to three or four times

the diameter of the perithecium, colored at the base, rough or

smooth, four to five times dichotomously branched, branching

regular and compact, or open or sometimes quite irregular, tips

of mature specimens incurved, frequently an incurved tip is

unpaired, its mate having divided and formed a paii- of incurved

tips. Asci three to eight, shape and size variable, 35-50 x 60-80,

usually pedicellate. Spores two to eight, 20-30.

Var. extensa, appendages three to five times diameter of the

peritheciun), branching regular, compact; asci three to five,

45-50 X 65-70. Spores four to eight, 20-25. On Quercus nigra^

mostly epiphyllous. Chapel Hill, N. C, autumn, 1885, 630.

Var. abbreviata, apj)endages about equal to diameter of the

perithecium, branching open ; asci three to eight, 40-50 x 60-70

;

spores four to eight, 20-30. On Quercus nigra, mostly hypo-

phyllous, asci three to five, spores four to five, 30, Auburn, Ala.,

December 22, 181K), 1797; Q. nigra, hypo[)hyll()us, asci four

to six, spores ei^jht. Chapel Hill, N. C, autumn, 1885, 631
;

Q. falcata {Q. triloba 3Iichx), ami>higenous, mostly hypo-

phyllous, branching appendages oj)en and irregular; asci three

to eight, spores six to eight, 25, Chapel Hill, N. C, autumn,

1885, 629; Q. falcata, hypophyllous, asci four to six. Spores

four to eight, Columbia, S. C, October 13, 1888, 636.

Forms intermediate and varying to M. Alni (D. C.) Winter.
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On Quercus dellata, amphitronoiis, mycelium dense, append-

ages one to two times diameter of peritliecium, asei three to five,

spores four to five, 25-30, Auburn, Ala., October, 1889, 1803;

Qaercus rubra f e[)ipiiyllous, appendages one to three times diam-

eter perithecium, rough, asci three to five, 50-60 x 70-80, spores

two to six, 30. Auburn, Ala., December, 1890, 1798.

M. CALOCLADOPHOiiA Atkinson.

Syu. 31. derislssima E. & M. Journal Mycology, Vol. 1,

1885, p. 101.

3L denslsslma E. & M. N. A. F. No. 1538.

M. densissima Sacc. Sacc. Syll. Addit., p. 2 (in part).

Hypophyllous, mycelium thin, diffuse, or in orbicular patches,

dense. Perithecia scattered, black, rather stout, 100-140, reticu-

lations rather distinct. Appendages one to two times diameter

of the perithecinm, percurrent, primary branching opposite or

nearly so, branches dichotomous, tips incurved, some of thp tips

unpaired as in M. Quercma."^ Asci four to six, (^
ovate or elliptical, pedicellate, 35-40x65-80.

Spores six to eight, 20-25, granular. Through

the kindness of Dr. Charles Peck I have had (?^/$. <j)^(^^^

the opportunity of examining specimens of 31. ^^^ ^ (g^
densissima (Schw.) Peck. The specimens are S^r^5^ ^^^\^^

verv distinct from those of 31. densissima E. &
M. The appendages are dichotomous throughout and the orbicu-

lar patches of the mycelium are very different. The specimens

in N. A. F. No. 1538 agree perfectly with those I have col-

lected except that the mycelium is in orbicular patches, and more

dense. This, however, is a very common variation in a number

of species.

Some might think this species deserving to be the type of a

new genus from the character of the appendages, but the dichoto-

mous branching of the branches shows its close relationship to

3ficrosph(Era.

On Qaercus aqaatlca, Columbia, S. C, October, 1888, 618;

Auburn, Ala., December, 1890, 1804.

(^

*This is not a peculiarity of the tips of speeimens on oak. I liave noticed it in M.
Alni on Syringa.
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LIST OF ^yORKS CONSULTED.

Berkeley—Grev. Vol. IV, 1876.

BuRRiLL—Parasitic Fungi of 111., Part II, Art. VI, Bull. 111. State Lab.

Nat. Hist., Vol. II, 1887.

Cooke—Grev. Vol. XI, p. 36, 1882.

Ellis—Jour. Mycol. Vol. II, p. 43, 1886.

Ellis & Martin—Jour. Mycol. Vol. I, p. 101, 1885.

Gerard—Torr. Bull. Vol. VI, p. 31, 1875.

Leveille—Ann. Sci. Nat., Ser. Ill, T. XV, 1851.

Massee—Grev. XVII, p. 76-78, 1889.

Ravenel— Fung. Carol. Exsic, fasc. 4, No. 68.

Tracey & Galloway— Bot. Gaz. Vol. XIII, p. 29, 1888.

Saccardo—Syll. Fung. Vol. I, p. 9, Vol. II, Addend., p. 9., and Addit. p. 2.

Winter—Die Pilze. Kab. Krypt. Flora., 1888.

EXPLANATION OF FIGURES IN PLATE I.

Microsphoera Euphorbice B. & C. (from Alabama).

Fig. 1, Perithecium with appendages.

Fig. 2, End of appendage quite evenly branched four to five times.

Fig. 3, End of appendage quite unevenly branched.

Fig. 4, Asci.

Uncinula polychceta (B. & C). Massee.

Fig. 5, Perithecium from Buenos Ayres, S. A.

Fig. 6, Asci from Fig. 5.

Fig. 7, End of well coiled appendage of same.

Fig. 8, End of incurved appendage of same.

Figs. 9. and 10, Asci from specimen from South Carolina.

Fig. 11, End of well coiled appendage of same.

Microsphoera semitosta B. &. C. (from Alabama).

Fig. 12, Two i)erithecia.

Fig. 13, Ascus containing four spores.

P"ig. 14, End of appendage.

All of the figures were drawn with aid of camera lucida, and the plate then

reduced one-half in length and width in the process of photo engraving.

Figs. 1, 5, 12 and 14 drawn by objective A A and compensation ocular 12.

Figs. 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 and 13, objective D, comp. ocular 4.

Figs. 7, 8 and 11, objective D, comp. ocular 12.

Zeiss microscope used.
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THE PROPER STANDARD FOR THE ATOMIC
WEIGHTS.

BY F. P. VENABLE.

Among tlie iuiportant questions attracting the attention of

chemists to-day is that of the proper standard to be adopted for

the atomic weights. It is a question whose settlement cannot be

much longer postponed without injury. It must be settled by

careful consideration on the part of associations and individuals,

and then by general usage—a sort of majority vote. I therefore

venture to bring the question in its present status to the atten-

tion of chemists, asking a careful, thoughtful discussion and

consideration of it.

Two elements lay claim to the position of standard for all

other atomic weights, hydrogen and oxygen. Hydrogen is called

by Meyer and Seubert the Dalton-Gmelin unit and oxygen the

Wollaston-Berzelius unit. The contention is an old one then,

and first one then the other has been forced to give way in the

struggle. For a long time oxygen was the accepted standard of

the only approximately accurate atomic weights— those of Ber-

zelius. It was then displaced by hydrogen, and this element has

so fixed itself in the literature that it cannot well be in turn dis-

placed as the unit. But I would make a careful distinction

between unit and standard. To make a radical chansce now would

be inconvenient and difficult, and should be done only under stress

of absolute need. When one considers the difficultv and tedi-

ousness of becoming accustomed to new numbers and the decrease

in value and intelligibility of all the literature in the old nota-

tion that would follow a change of unit, one can properly realize

the cost of such a change.

We are closing a century\s labor, however, and a century's

history, and it is important that we should come to some agree-

ment on this point, and so be in a position to confer some degree

of constancy upon our so-called constants. As it stands now
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each revision, or redetermination, is calculated by two standards,

and the individual chemist is left to choose between them at his

own sweet will. There is no necessity for this, and it is a blot

upon our science. Other scnences, notably electricity, are getting

their standards in order, their loins girt, as it were, for the race

of the twentieth century. We must settle this question, as well

as others, if we would move freelv in the o^rand onward march.

The best settlement comes, as is often the case, in the way of

a kind of compromise. Let oxygen be the standard and hydro-

gen practically the unit. This reduces the changes to the least

possible, and tables arranged on this basis have been in use a

long time. In fact, it was only with the idea of securing greater

accuracy that this arrangement was ever changed. The use of

O = 15.96 as a factor for calculation appeared about the time of

the first appearance of Meyer's work on the Modern Theories of

Chemistry, and is mainly due to his instrumentality. The pur-

suit of accuracy in that direction has proved an \(jnis fatuus,

and the necessity for something more fixed becomes every day

more and more apparent.

The extent of this need impressed me greatly while studying

the various recalculations of the atomic; weights as made by

Clarke, Meyer and Seubert, Sebelien and Ostwald, and led

to an article on the subject first published by the Elisha

Mitchell Scientific Society, and afterwards by the Chemical

News and the Journal of Analytical ChemidryS^ This seems

to have been the first article published in the discussion,

but to Dr. Brauner, of Prague, belongs the credit of arous-

ing the discussion which was carried on in the Berichte of the

German Chemical Society during 1889, and which was partici-

pated in by Ostwald, Meyer and Seubert, and Brauner.f Meyer

and Seubert alone opposed the adoption of 0=16 as the

standard.

*See Vol. Ill, p. 48.

jSee also Chem. Zeit. 1800, No. 13, wliero Dittmar say.s: " Ich wage zu lioffen dass die-
jenigen ('hemiker, welchc seither, naelidoin sie die Ueherzeugung gewonnon liatten
dass 0:H kleiner ist als Ki, darauf bestanden liuben, dass H = l als einlieit fur die
Atomgewielite festgehalten vverdeii mnsse, de-^^e absurde Praxis aul'geben and die 16
Theil des Atomgewichtes des Sauerstoffs als einheit adoptiren werden."
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Without dwelling separately on these arti(^lcs, or the argu-

ments adduced on one side and the other, I shall content myself

with trying to state clearly the reasons for adopting () = 10 as

the standard. AVere it a mere matter of sentiment, of securing

a larger luimher of integers in the table of atomic weights, or

something of that kind, I think all will agree with lue that the

change would he mere folly. Such men as Ostwald and Brauner

would not waste time quibbling over anything so insignificant.

There must be and is something deeper, and it is strange to me
that Meyer and Seubert seem unable to see the true point of

contention.

The facts of the case are as follows: Hydrogen, as having the

least atomic weight, seems, at first sight, the most ap[)ropriate

unit for measuring the others. It admits of all being represented

by numbers greater than unity, and none of them of such incon-

venient size as in the Berzelius table with O = 100. If we could

determine the ratio of the other elements to hydrogen di recti v,

that is, if their atomic weights were determined by means of

hydrogen, and hence were directly dependent upon this as unit,

there would be nothing further for us to desire. Unfortunately,

very few such direct ratios can be secured. Only three or four

have been determined.

Under these circumstances, two things are possible. First find

the ratio between hydrogen and oxygen, then, using this as a

factor, calculate the other atomic weights. Could we find this

ratio absolutely, there would be no objection to this method, but

it is impossible to eliminate or allow for personal and experi-

mental errors. The ratio found can at best be but an approxi-

mation. Evidently, by using an approximation to calculate

other approximations, we get further and further from the truth.

As Ostwald has said, we are introducing totally uncalled for and

unnecessary errors, and he is right in styling it, in this stage of

our science, a barbarism. As Brauner has pointed out these

errors can easily amount to several integers in the higher atomic

weights.

It is not for lack of skilled workers to undertake the determi-

3
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nation of this ratio. Much excellent work lias been done u})()U

it, and especially in the last two or three years. Ostwald has

summed these np, and says there is an error of at least 0.3 per

cent, which has not been removed by recent workers. Branner

agrees with him that the variations are irreconcilable, and though

Meyer and Seubert think the ratio can vary but little from that

assumed by them as justifiable by the best determination, it is

manifestly a point on which the best authorities differ and hence

one of uncertainly.

Why should we then make use of the number 15.96 if it is

not fixed by incontrovertible, unerring, universally accepted

experiments? It makes the matter no whit better for Meyer and

Seubert to profess their willingness to recalculate their table

should a change in the number 15.96 prove necessary. It is

merely a confession of the insecurity of their own position. We
do not wish any recahndation. We wish a standard bv which

the calculations can be made once and for all, one that will give

us the least possible error and is itself independent of other cal-

culations. The present use of the double standard 15.96 and

16 seems puerile and leads to all manner of inaccuracies.

The second possibility is to use oxygen as the standard.

The question reduces itself, then, really to this: Shall we use

O = 15.96 or O = 16? For oxygen must be used from very

necessity. If O = 15.96 is not the absolute ratio or is not gen-

erally accepted as such then the reason for its use ceases.

It is not necessary to hriDu- forward aro^uments as to the rela-

tive convenience of the two, nor as to their effect upon the peri-

odic ln\v. Such arguments have little weight or significance

when it is seen that the question lies between 0= 15.96 and

O^ 16, and that hvdroiren can never be the actual standard or

fa(;tor from i)urely chemical reasons. Nor yet is there much in

any argument from analogy with other standards and units.

Such only lead us away from the one nil-important considei^a-

tion—the avoidance of unnecessary errors.

I have said that the present proposition could be looked upon

in the light of a compromise. If oxygen takes the place of

hydrogen as standard, what falls to the share of the latter ele-
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ment? If oxygon wtre made 100, as in tlio Borzelius tabic, or

10 or 1, as have been ])ropose(], then the present nninl)ers, as

referred to hydrogen, wouhl be entirely (;hange<l and lost sight

of. The plan is to change thetn as little as possible, giving oxy-

gen the number sixteen, which was once regarded as the ratio

between it and hydrogen, and, ac(;ording to the views of some,

may still be it. Then the number for hydrogen will vary very

little from unity, and the whole table is nearly based upon it as

the unit. This number will change from time to time with new

determinations, but such changes will involve no others. Oxy-

gen, the standard, will then be fixed, and our task lies in the

accurate determination of the others by it.

Meyer and Seubert cling to the idea that if r)xygen be adopted

it must be taken equal to unity, maintaining that = 16 is

neither flesh nor fowl, and by no means a unit. It is true that

the standard or basis of a series of physical constants has in the

past usually been taken equal to unity, but I cannot conceive the

power of this habit to be sufficiently strong to force us into

inconveniences or inaccuracies. That it is not regarded as a bind-

ing rule has been shown by the choice of some recent standards,

especially in the new science of electricity.

The atomic weights are but relative numbers. To be in any

respect constants, they must be relative to but one single element.

With but few exceptions the ratio to oxygen can be determined.

In revision of atomic weights, then, this should receive the

chief attention and the oxygen ratio should be most carefully

and directly determined.

Where the intermediation of another element is made use of

(even though this be one which "may be counted among those

of which the atomic weights are already known with the nearest

approach to exactness," as Dr. Mallet recommends) it must be

borne in mind that the result is subject to a certain error, which

is generally m^dtiplied several times and hence cannot give con-

cordant results with the direct oxygen ratio, and less stress must

be placed upon it. If the well determined ratio H : O is subject

to an error of 0.3 per cent., how much greater is the error in the

case of ratios less well known?
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THE ACTION OF PHOSPHORUS UPON CERTAIN
METALLIC SALTS.

BY GASTON BATTLE.

The action of phosphorus upon vsolutions of copper sulphate

has been examined with some detail.* The precipitates given

with certain metallic solutions by phosphorus dissolved in carbon

bisulphide have also been noted. f But no account could be

found of any research upon the prolonged action of phosphorus

upon aqueous solutions of the ordinary metallic salts.

An investigation of these changes was, therefore, begun but

interrupted and finally finished under pressure for time, conse-

quently it cannot be looked upon as complete or satisfactory and

is reported only to show the progress made and to place on

record whatever new facts were observed. The solutions experi-

mented upon and the results were as follows:

1st. A solution of Silver Nitrate.

The phosphorus was added in thin shavings and the whole

placed in the dark. On the first day needle-like crystals were

f )rmed. By the third day these had lost much of their lustre

and a dirty white residue began to be formed. On the fourtii

day a heavy sp )ngy mass had formed over the phosphorus.

Qualitative tests showed the j)r(\sence of nitric, phosphoric,

and jJiosphorous acids in the liquid and in the solid residue silver

and silver phosphide. A quantitative analysis gave 99.19 p. c.

of silver. These tests were made after the solution had stood

two months or more, and show that the silver was almost per-

Icitly reduced from solution.

2il. Solution of PotasHimn Bichromate.

After two months' standing of a dilute solution of this salt

over phosphorus it had turned green and there was a dirty green-

ish deposit over the phosphorus. The excess of phosphorus was

*Lompt. Rend. 84, 1454. Tliis Journal, Vol. II, p. 57.

fZeit. Cliern. IV, IGl.
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removed from the solid by washing with carbon bisulphide, and

on analysis gave

:

p. c. Cr = 2L98.

p. c. P205= 29.20 or p. c. P.=n.34.

The liipiid contained both acids of phosphorus, chromic acid-

potassium and chromium. Unfortunately the condition of the

phosphorus in this residue was not determined. The amount

on hand was insufficient and the changes took place too slowly

for another supply to be secured. If possible the reaction will

be investigated more closely at some subsequent time. Another

solution exposed for a shorter period gave a brownish deposit

which yielded an analysis

p. c. Cr= 41.48.

p. c. P2O5 = 7.96 or p. c. P.=3.47.

3d. Solution of Ferric Chloride.

A very slight precipitate was given after standing several

days. Finally a whitish pasty precipitate settled to the bottom.

After washing, drying and powdering the color was yellowish

white.

Much iron was left in solution along with hydrochloric and

phosphorous acids. The dried precipitate contained

p. c. Fe= 42.90.

p. c. P.= 18.17.

This approximates to Fe203. 3 Fe PO^. The drying was done

at 115° C. and the precipitate was possibly not entirely dried. It

can only be definitely stated then that a basic phosphate of some-

thing like the above composition was formed.

Phosphorus placed in a solution of ferrous sulphate became

covered with a black, soot-like deposit which seemed to be iron

phosphide.

4th. Solution of Mercuric Chloride.

A white precipitate was formed within the first twelve hours.

This increased with time and proved to be mercnrous chloride.

The usual oxidation of the phosphorus took place and its oxy-

acids could be detected in the solution.
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When a solution of mercurin sulphate was used instead of the

chloride a blackish deposit containing mercury and phosphorus

was gotteu and at the same time much metallic mercury was

formed, showing a complete reduction.

A number of other solutions were tested in the same way, but

lack of time prevented a thorough examination. No effect was

noticed in the case of antimony chloride, bismuth nitrate, chro-

mium sulphate, titanium chloride, manganous sulphate, sodium

tungstate, zinc sulphate, potassium chromate and cobalt sulphate;

with nickel sulphate a green amorphous deposit was gotten, con-

taining nickel and phosphorus; with potassium permanganate a

dark, heavy, green deposit was obtained; with lead acetate a

white deposit, containing lead, and acetic and phosphoric acids;

with uranium acetate there seemed to be first an oxidation of the

phosphorus to phosphoric acid, this precipitating uranium in the

well-known way. No phosphoric acid could be detected in the

solution above the yellow deposit. In the case of ammonium

molybdate the liquid went through many changes of color, indicat-

ing the stages of reduction, but the resulting products were not

closely examined. This, then, cannot be looked upon as a report

of work finished, but rather of work interrupted and necessarily

given up for the present. The examination of these changes

more thoroughly offers much of interest, and will be taken up

again when opportunity offers.

The reducing action of phosphorous acid upon metallic solu-

tions is known and often quoted. The formation of phosphorous

acid is most probably an intermediate step here and the reactions

are to be accounted for by its presence.

Chemical Laboratory U. N. C, May, 1890.
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LEAD chloro-bromidp:s.

BY F. P. VENABLE.

The double coinpounds of the lialogen salts of lead have com-

monly very, simple and regular formulas assigned to them, often

as if they occurred only with equal proportions of the constitu-

ents. In some previous work upon these compounds* it was

seen that in several classes of compounds, at least, this was not

the case. As a contribution to our knowledge of this combining

power of lead some further experiments were tried upon the

chloro- bromides of lead and the results are given in detail.

First Experiment. In the first experiment 13.2 gm. of lead bro-

mide and 5 gm. of lead chloride were dissolved in hot water.

This is in the proportion of two parts of bromide to one of

chloride. A very small portion, less than one-tenth of a gram

remained undissolved. Three crops of crystals were gotten from

this. The following percentages of lead were obtained on

analysis:

1st Fraction 62.48: 3 Pb Br,. 2 Pb Cl^ has 62.41 p. c. lead.

2d Fraction 64.80: Pb Br,. Pb CU lias 64.14 p. c. lead.

3d Fraction 62.50: 3 Pb Br,. 2 Pb CI2 has 62.41 p. c. lead.

On evaporating further on a water bath three more crops of

(•rystals were gotten.

4th Fraction contained 60.26: 3 Pb Bra. Pb CI2 lias 60.42 p. c. lead.

5th Fraction contained 59.48: 4 Pb Br2. Pb CI2 has 59.26 p. c. lead.

6th Fraction contained 59.09: 5 Pb Brg. Pb CI 2 has 58.71 p. c. lead.

The next cro}) of crystals gotten on furtiier evaporation was

very evidently lead bromide mixed with a few crystals similar

to fractions 5th and 6th.

Second Experiment. Two parts of chloride were taken to one

of bromide. Four fractions of crystals were gotten and the per-

centage of lead in them determined.

*This Journal, V, 10.
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1st Fraction contained 64.50; Pb Br,. Pb CI, has 64. 14 p. c. lead.

2d Fraction contained 64.76: Pb Br,. Pb CI, has 64.14 p. c lead.

3d Fraction contained 66.34: 2 Pb CI,. Pb Br, has 66.16 p. c. lead.

4th Fraction contained 69.11: 3 Pb CI,. Pb Br, has 68.97 p. c. lead.

When it is remembered that these various crops of crystals

cannot be thoroughly washed and purified because of the ease

with which they are usually decomposed by water, and further-

more that there is no probability of procuring absolutely dis-

tinct crystallization from one fractionation, the variations between

calculated and observed numbers in the analyses will not appear

large.

Of course it cannot be absolutely maintained from the agree-

ment of the analytical numbers with those for certain formulas

that such and such compounds were obtained. But the fact that

these were well-formed crystals and that not even the magnifying-

glass could reveal evidences of mixing lends strong probability to

the view that lead chloride and lead bromide have the power of

uniting in a great many distinct proportions, depending upon the

relative amounts in solution and perhaps upon other factors, such

as concentration and temperature.

That the crystals were very similar in appearance in all cases

makes the solution of the question of the actual existence of

these v^arious compounds more difficult. It is hoped that some

other double compounds may be found which lend themselves

better to the decision of the question.

LEAD BROMO-NITRATES.

BY H. L. MILLER.

A solution of lead nitrate, containing also some lead bromide,

on standing and slowly evaporating gave handsome clumps of

needle-like crystals very different in appearance from crystals of

lead bromide. Some of these were collected, washed, dried and

on analysis gave 33.05 j>er cent, of bromine.
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Atteni[)ts wore then made to prepare tliis compound and so by

determining its nietliod of ])re[)aration and by fnrtlier analyses

to decide whether it could be called a definite compound or

not. Three grams of lead nitrate were dissolved in hot water

and ten y:rams of lead bromide added. Tiie whole was filtered

hot and allowed to cool. The bromide (as judged by the appear-

ance of the crystals) crystallized out with very little admixture

of nitrate.

Next a saturated solution of lead nitrate was taken and lead

bromide dissolved in it while hot in such amount that it did not

crystalize out immediately on cooling. Four crops of crystals

were gotten from this mixture on its slow evaporation. These

presented very much the same appearance, that of stellated groups

of needle-like crystals.

On analyzing these after drying at 100° the following results

were obtained :

1st Cnip percentage bromine 41.23.

2d
'' " " 36.75.

3d " " " 33.40.

4th " ** " 34.68.

There are reasons for thinking this last analysis faulty as the

amount of substance at command was insufficient.

The percentage of bromine in lead bromide is 43.58; in

Pb (N03),. 5 Pb Br, it is 36.92, in Pb (^03)^. 3 Pb Br, it is 33.50.

The first crop of crystals then contained only a small amount

of lead nitrate and this amount increases with each subsequent

crop, approaching nearly to two definite compounds as far as the

analyses can point out. It is of course highly improbable tliat

one could secure pure compounds by one such fractional crystal-

lazation, but the fact that figures approximately correspcjuding

to Pb (Nog)^. (Pb Brjg were obtained in each of the two experi-

ments certainly affords ground for believing that such a com-

})ound is formed.

Chemical Laboratory U. N. C, Ma.y, 1890.
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ADULTERATED SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE.

A CONVENIENT METHOD FOR DETECTING AND FOR ESTIMATING PETROLEUM

IN SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE.

BY SAMUEL J. HINSDALE.

Put ten drops of the spirits to be examined in a (moderately

concave) watch glass, and float the glass on about a quart of

water which has a temperature of about 170° F. If the spirits

is pure it will evaporate and leave the glass quite dry in seven

minutes. If the spirits contains even five per cent, of petroleum

it will not have completely evaporated in that time.

This experiment will prove the absence or presence of petro-

leum in the sample.

To estimate the percentage of petroleum, weigh a watch glass

and put into it ten drops of the mixture, and w^eigh again. Put

into another glass ten drops of pure spirits of turpentine and

float both glasses on about a quart of water at about 170° F.

As soon as the pure spirits has evaporated take off* the glass

which contained the mixture and weigh it. The difference

between this weighing and the weight of the glass will indicate

the amount of petroleum in the mixture. Knowing the weight

of the ten drops, the percentage can be calculated.

A bent loop of wire is convenient to place on and remove the

watch glass from the water.

The hydrometer will detect adulteration wnth benzine or

petroleum, but it cannot be used to estimate the amount of adul-

teration.

The specific gravity of pure spirits of turpentine is about 0.865.

Petroleum is the usual adulterant.

Fayetteville, N. C.
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OCCURRENCE OE GOLD IN M()NTGO>rERY
COUNTY, NORTH CAROLINA.

BY J. M. MOREHEAD.

In his Geological Report of the inivlland counties of North

Carolina* Dr. Enimons says, concerning the origin of the gold

in the Uharie Mountain region of Montgomery county:

^'One of the most interesting instances of the occurrence of

gold in consolidated sediments is at a place called Zion, twelve

miles from Troy." And again in a following paragraph : "The
gold which has been obtained was derived from the debrvi of the

rock, but the rock itself sometimes shows particles of gold '^; and

further, " notwithstanding the evidences there are of the sedi-

mentary origin of the gold it is a curious and interesting fact

that it is visible in scams which traverse the rock."f

These quotations and the context show clearly Dr. Emmons'

opinion to have been that the gold of the gravel of this region

was deposited as a sediment contemporaneous with the rock, and

along with the subsequent processes of weathering of the rock

and the formation of the deposits that the gold which was f )rm-

erly distributed in finer particles through the rock, later by the

segregating process collected into larger particles and nuggets.

From observations made during the past summer at the Sam

Christian Gold Mine and vicinity near Zion I am led to doubt

the correctness of this opinion and to believe rather that at least

much the larger part, if not all, of the gold found in these

gravels came from the numerous small quartz veins which tra-

verse the region in a N. W. by S. E. course and with a nearly

vertical dip.

The reasons for this belief are as follows: No o:old of any

consequence has ever been found in places where there were no

evidences of quartz veins either broken down or intact. The

*North Carolina Geo!o>^icaI Sm-vey, Emmons, New York and Raleigh, 185n, p. 135.

tSame as above, pp. i:35-13(k
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gold is generally found in the iraraediate proximity of these

broken down quartz veins or down, never up, the slope from

them. In several cases good-sized nuggets have been found in

the veins themselves. Large nuggets have been found with the

edges sharp and angular, showing very conclusively that they

had not been transported any distance by water. Quite a num-

ber of small nuorojets have been found attached to frao:ments of

the vein quartz.

These facts show that the larger part, if not all, of the gold

of this region first occurred in the small quartz veins, and that

with the breaking down of the veins the gold and the vein quartz

settled down into and formed part of the gravel in the

immediate vicinity or below it, and not, as Dr. Emmons had sup-

posed, that the gold found in the gravels had existed originally

in the country rock in minute quantities on a sedimentary

deposit.

The Sam Christian Gold Mine property lies among the hills

at the southern end of the Uharie Mountains. The character-

istic rock of the region is quartzite in places quite cherty and

so thoroughly altered as to leav^e the original bedding in places

quite obscured. Here and there these rocks, everywhere quite

obdurate, rise into steep and irregular hills traversed by numer-

ous quartz veins, the great majority of which are small, but a

few of which are several feet in thickness, though quite irregular.

Only a few of the large, many of the small veins are gold-bearing.

In depressions ("channels'') on the slopes of these hills lies the

auriferous gravel one to four feet thick, composed of numerous

irregular angular fragments of vein quartz and a larger propor-

tion of quartzite of from very small size to two feet and more

in diameter and with a matrix of gritty sand, with a small por-

tion of clay. These gravels lie on the irreguhir surface of the

country rock and are in turn overlaid by one to six feet of a

gravelly loam soil. Tiie origin and distribution of tiie gravels

has been due lai'gely, if not entirely, to frost action.*

••Kerr, American Journal of Science, May, 1881 (reprinted as Appendix C, Ores of North
Carolina, 1888, p. 329). Also Transactions American Institute Mining Engineers, Vol.

VIII, p. 462 (reprinted as Appendix A in Ores North Carolina, 1888, p. 321).
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INTRODUCTION.

Several years ago, under instructions from the Director of

the United States Geological Survey, the writer undertook the

collection of materials for an historical sketch of the scientific

surveys of North and South Carolina.

Records relatino^ to such survevs in the first named of these

States were found to be fairly well preserved, and an historical

sketch of these surveys was prepared in 1888, and an abstract

of the same was published in this Journal, Part I, for 1889.

But the records relating to such surveys in South Carolina have

been imperfectly preserved, and the collection of material for the

following sketch has involved a considerable amount of labor, a

large part of which has been attended with unsatisfactory results.

Nearly all of the citizens of the State who were interested

in such matters during the surveys of Ruffin and Tuorney

(1843-'47) have since passed away; and, although Lieber's sur-

vey (1856-'60) came at a later date, this was immediately fol-

lowed by the civil war, during which Lieber him>elf was killed,

and many of the records of the survey destroyed. Moreover,

the thouo^hts of the citizens of the State were then drawn in

other directions with such intensity that the details concerning a

scientific survey were seemingly forgotten beyond recall.

*Published by permission of the Director of the U. S. Geological Survey.
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Nevertheless, by applying to several hundred of the older

citizens of the State, I have secured a considerable amount of

information that could not otherwise have been obtained.

Among those who have contributed most to the supply of

information, it is but just that I should mention the names of

Professor L. E,. Gibbes, of Charleston; the late Dr. H. W.
Ravenel, of Aiken, and the late Col. James H. Rion, of Winns-

boro.

The writer has in preparation also a sketch of the early geo-

graphical surveys of the Carolinas, but this is not yet ready for

publication. Of the Slate surveys in South Carolina bearing

on Mineralogy, Geology and Agriculture there have been niade

three that deserve consideration in the present sketch. These

are in the order of their occurrence: The Vanuxem Geological

and Mineralogical Tour (1825-'26), the Ruffin-Tuomey Agri-

cultural and Geological Surveys (1843-'47), and the Lieber Geo-

logical, Mineralogical and Agricultural Survey (1855-'59).

Vanuxem Survey (1825 and 1826).

The survey by Professor Vanuxem deserves special considera-

tion mainly by virtue of its early date, it having been preceded

by but one of the State surveys, as far as I am informed—the

Olmsted Geoloo^ical and Mineral{)<>:ical Survey in North Caro-

lina (1824-'25).*

It may be considered as a geologic il and mineralogical tour

through the counties (then called districts) in the upper portion

of South Carolina. These tours were made by him during his

vacations while he was connected with the South Carolina Col-

lege as Professor of Geology and Mineralogy, during the years

1825 and 1826.

The survey was originated in the following manner: Lardner

Vanuxem was elected Professor of Geology and Mineralogy

in the South Carolina College in December, 1821, on a salary of

f 1,000 per annum. In April, 1824, he tendered his resignation

*See Jour, Elishn Mitchell Soc, 1889, Part I, pp. 5-S.
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(to take effect in December following) on account of the insuffi-

ciency of the salary paid him. In the meantime, however, it

was suggested to him by members of the Board of Truste(.'s that

there might arise an opportunity for him to make a geological

and minerahia;ical survev of the State and thereby have his sal-

ary increased. Accordingly he indicated to the Board of Trus-

tees his willingness to act on the suggestion and outlined the

proposed work of the survey in a letter, of which the following

is an extract :*

This idea I find meets with the sanction of many of the members of the

Legislature,-and it is thought that an application for funds for this purpose

from your Honorable Board would meet with little or no opposition from the

Legislature; I therefore request you, Gentlemen, before accepting my resigna-

tion to consider the propriety and expediency of making said application.

I propose, Gentlemen, to make a thorough examination of each District of the

State, as to its Rocks, Minerals and Fossils. To collect specimens of every

different kind that comes under notice in the different Districts; and to

arrange the same by Districts in the South Carolina College, giving to each

specimen its name and its location. Likewise to mark on the map of the State

the rocks as they exist, and also such valuable minerals as may have been

noticed. As the mineral history of the Stale will be interesting at home and

abroad, it is a part of my plan to prepare a work of the kind. It is thought

that an examination of the State in the manner aforementioned, would occupy

three years; giving to each year about six months, or as much of my time as

could with convenience be taken from my present duties.

After consultation with Prof-ssor Vanuxem the Board of Trus-

tees recommended to the General Assembly that he be placed "on

equality with the other professors in point of salary and that he

be required to perform the additional duties of a Geological and

Mineralogical Survey of the State by Districts, collect and

arrange the specimens, as proposed in his communication, during

the sumtuer m()nths."f

The result of the above action was the insertion into that part

of the appropriation bill for 1825, relating to the South Caro-

lina College, the following: "* * * For the salary of the

*MS. Minutes of the Board of Trustees of the South Carolina College, 30th November,
1824, now in the College Library. Columbia.
IMS. Minutes of the Board of Trustees of the South Carolina College; proceedings

of December 1 and 6, 1824, now in the College Library, Columbia.
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Professor of Geology and Mineralogy, one thousand dollars; and

five hundred dollars for making^ a Geoloojical and Mineralotjical

Tour during the retiess of College, and furnishing specimens of

the same'^;* also the appropriation of a like amount for the

year 1826.t

After 1826 the appropriation of the $500 for the support of

the survey was discontinued. In November, 1827, Professor

Vanuxem resio:ned his connection with theSoutii Carolina College
CD O

to accept a lucrative position as superintendent of a gold mine

near the City of Mexico.J

Concerning the extent and character of Professor Vanuxera's

work and his methods of operation, we are left largely to con-

jecture, as but little information has been left on record. But

as based u[)on the data given above and in the records referred

to, the following statement may be considered as substantially

correct

:

The work of the survey extended over two years, occupying

about one-half of each year.§ During this time Professor Van-

uxem was regularly connected with the South Carolina College as

Professor of Geology and Mineralogy and the remainder of his

time was give to teaching work; and, indeed, his work on the

survey was regarded as a part of his college duties. To his

regular college salary of $1,000 per annum, the sum of $500 per

annum was added for making the survey; and otit of this addi-

tional $500 a year, or $1,000 for the two years thus added to

his salary. Professor Vanuxem bore the entire expense of the

survey.

Thus limited in time and money, working alone, with X\\k\

science of Geology in its infancy, and with organized geological

surveys almost unknown, but little could have been expected in

the wav of methods and results fi"om the survey. It was in

reality but a mineralogical or geological " Tour" or series of tours

*I^a\vs of South Carolina, 1824.

flbid., 1825.

JLaliorde's History of South Carolina College, Revised Eciition, 1874, pp. 138-143, gives
a brief sketch of Piofessor Vanuxem and liis connection with the South (Carolina College.
gin a letter dated March 29,1845 (Laliorde's Hist. S. C. College, 2d Edi., p. 141), Pro-

fessor Vanuxem alludes to the "only year given to the survey of the State," but he here
probably refers to the two halves of two years.
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through some of the rie(hi)()Dt comities of the State ([)ortions of

Abbeville, Pickens, Si)artai)biirg and York, and perhaps also of

Pendleton and (jreenville), during which Professor Vanuxeni

examined in a superficial way tiie rocks and various important

mineral deposits wliich he found in these regions, and collected

more than 500 sj)ecimens, which he placed in the cabinet of the

college.

As a further result of his work, he located on a copy of the

State ma})* ihe charactei'istic rock formations over which he

passed in making his explorations, and also published them in

MiWs Statistics of South Carolina, 1826, pp. 25-30.t

No formal report of his survey is now to be found, or was

probably ever published other than this list. He subsequently

presented a copy of his report, probably in manuscript, to Mr.

Tuomey, who describes it as 'kittle more than a descriptive cata-

logue of the rocks and minerals collected."!

His work doubtless stimulated the search for valuable min-

erals aujong some of the citizens along the line of his tours;

and his map and collections of specimens added to the teaching

facilities of the college. But other than as to these general points

there is little to be said as to the beneficial results or additions to

science resulting from tlie survey. As to this latter point, how-

ever, it must be added that at some time during his stay in South

Carolina Mr. Vanuxem determined the post-pliocene age of the

deposits underlying Charleston, arjd along with Dr. Morton, in

1829,§ he pointed out the existence of tertiary formations in the

eastern portion of the State.

RuFFix Agricultural Survey, 1843.

The establishment of this survey, near the close of the year

1842, was *^due to a movement altoo^ether a'j:ricultural."

*As early as 1845 this map and many of the specimens had disappeared from the col-
lege cabinet. (LaBorde's History S. C. Collegk, p. 141). All the specimens have since
disappeared.
fSee also Tiiomey's Geology of South Carolina, 1848, vXppendix, pp. XXXI and XXXII.
JTnomey's Report on the Ueologieal and Agricultural Survey of S. C., 1844, p. IV.
gSilliman's Journal, July, 1820, pp. 254-25(5. Jour. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci.

i|For further discussions of Professor Vanuxem's life and work see LaBorde's History
S. C. College, 1874, Revised Edi., pp. 138-143; Silliman's Journal of Science, Mav, 1848, pp.
445-446.
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For a decade and more previous to this date the more intelli-

gent planters in South Carolina had become deeply interested in

the recent improvements of modern agriculture. A number of

agricultural societies were organized in different regions of the

State, and here these planters met together for discussions of vari-

ous topics relating to their profession. The doctrines of modern

agricultural chemistry concerning soils, the adaptability of crops,

manures, and especially calcareous manures (marls, etc.), were

taking root among a few of the more intelligent planters; but

they felt the need of more information and of having some bet-

ter informed person show how to put these doctrines into practice.

For several years an agricultural and geological survey of the

State had been advocated by R. W. Roper, chairman of the

legislative committee on agriculture; and now the demand for

such a survey had become quite extended. Accordingly at the

session of the Legislature of November and December, 1842,

Governor James H. Hammond, one of the more intelligent and

progressive planters in the State, in his annual message to the

Legislature, urged the establishment of such a survey, and his

recommendation was seconded by memorials from several of the

agricultural societies (S. C. Agricultural Society, Wateree Agri-

cultural Society and Milton Laurens Agricultural Society).

In December* (1842) the General Assembly authorized the

establishment of an "Agricultural Survey of the State, '^ * *

for the examination of our soil, discovery and application of

marl lime, and developing all other resources and facilities of

improvement"; and "as a means of testing this salutary meas-

ure," appropriated the sum of $2,000 a year for two years, auth-

orizing the Governor to appoint the surveyor, "who shall report

all geological information which may be incidentally collected."

It was further authorized in the establishing act that the results

of each year's survey be reported to the Legislature, and that

copies of the reports be distributed to every agricultural society

in the State.f

*Dec. 14, in the House of Representatives, and Dec. 17, in the Senate.
fExtracts from the Acts of South Carolina, 1842, pp. 92 and 93.
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Soon after the passage of the above act, Governor Hammond
appointed to the position of " Agrienhiiral Surveyor for tlie

State" Mr. E(hnund Riiffin, of Virginia, who, early in the year

1843, assumed the (hities of his office.

A word or two will suffice to show the fitness of the app(jint-

ment. It was Mr. Ruffin, who, in 1818, had discovered the

agricultural value of marl and other calcareous manures, by the

use of which the producing capacity of much of the land in

Eastern Virginia was nearly doubled. In 1832 he pul)lished his

*' Essay on Calcareous Manures," which soon passed through

three editions and was widely circulated. From 1832 to 1842

he edited and published the Farmers^ Register, an agricultural

periodical, which had a wide circulation and exerted an important
»

influence, especially in Eastern Maryland, Virginia and North

Carolina. In all of his writings Mr. Ruffin advocated the

improvement of soils by drainage, by use of manures of all

kinds, and especially by the use of marls and lime; and his opin-

ions were based upon the fact that by the use of marl he and his

neighbors in Virginia had nearly doubled the productive capac-

ity of their lands.

All of this gave Mr. Ruffin a reputation second to none in the

South Atlantic States in matters pertaining to agriculture.

In South Carolina a few leading planters, among them Gov-

ernor Hammond, under the guidance of Mr. Ruffin's advice,

had begun to use marl extensively and with success. It was

l)elieved that marl existed in abundance over the eastern part of

the State, but a general ignorance })revailed with regard to it,

and it was especially desired that the agricultural surveyor should

examine this region and show the people where marl existed,

and how to procure and use it.

Mr. Ruffin's ap|)ointment was then in every way a suitable

one; and he accepted it for one year with the understanding that

he should ''direct his efforts, for the most part, to discovering

and examining the beds of marl and other calcareous deposits, and

urging their use upon the people of the State."* He devoted the

*DeBow\« Rev. < ). S., VoL XI, 1851, p. 435.
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year to this work, aud at the end of the year he resigned and

returned to Virginia. His work met with popular favor, and

it was generally regretted that he could not be induced to con-

tinue it longer.

His methods of operation were simple. The occurrence of

marl being limited to the eastern or southern half of the State

(the coastal plain region), his work was largely confined to this

area, all portions of which he traversed in search of marl, shell-

rock and other sources of lime, and in explaining their use to the

planters.

In locating marl beds he used (1) a long auger, boring through

the overlying soil ; and in some cases (2) a steel gouge attached

to the end of a long measuring rod; in still other cases (3) he

had lioles dug through the overlying soil with ordinary farm

tools; occasionally supplementing these methods by searching

along the banks of creeks and larger streams. The presence or

absence of carbonate of lime in specimens was determined by

use of muriatic acid or vinegar. For a number of samples the

percentage of lime present was determined by chemical analyses,

made in part by Mr. Ruffiu himself, and in part by Dr. J. Law-

rence Smith,* who subsequently became so well known as a

chemist.

The following extract from a letter written long afterwards by

the late Dr. H. W. Ravenei, of Aiken, S. C, well illustrates

Mr. Ruffiu's general mode of procedure. He sa3'S:

At the time of Mr. RiifEn's survey I was a planter in iSt. John's, Berkley

Parish, ahout forty miles north of Charleston. We had a flourishing agricult-

ural society, and my first acquaintance with him was at one of our anniver-

sary meetings. He attended this meeting by invitation purposely to consult

with the planters and to urge and recommend the use of calcareous marls,

which were abundant in that region. He made a long address (or lecture) on

the subject, and remained in our neighl)orhood for some weeks, going from

place to place and assisting aud suggesting how and where to obtain these

marls.

Thus he traveled about from county to county, neighborhood

to neighborhood, urging upon farmers the use of marl and other

*Prof. L. R. Gibbes, of Charleston, S. C, in a letter to the writer.
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manures, a better druiuaga ot" tlio laml and otlier iinprovetnents

in agricultural methods.

In the prosecution of the survey Mr. Ruffin hihorcd alone,

except during December (1843), when other duties and ill health

rendered necessary his stay in Columbia, he employed an assist-

ant to examine for him calcareous deposits along the north-east

border of the State. I am unable to obtain any information as

to the name and history of this assistant. Mr. Ruffin says con-

cerning him in a letter to Governor Hammond published in

Tuomev's Report for 1844:* "But havino^ had latterly the ser-

vices of an assistant in whose care and accuracy I could implic-

itly rely, he was sent with special and particular instructions, to

examine the most extensive and important of the omitted locali-

ties, as soon as it was certain that I could not perform the duty.

The ground left for these last intended observations, and where

calcareous deposits were expected to be found, was along Lynch's

Creek, the Waccamaw River, and any other places on and near

the line of route to the north-eastern border of the State, in which

marl might be discovered, or heard of, on the journey.'^

No claim is made for additions to science resultiutr from this

survey. Mr. Ruffin was an intelligent and careful observer, but

he had enjoyed no training in any department of science, and his

entire aim here was economic results; though in the prosecu-

tion of his work he added materially to the then existing knowl-

edge as to the boundaries and character of the tertiary deposits

and corrected many errors as to localities for characteristic fossils.

As to material benefits resulting to the people of the State

from his labor, it may be said (1) to have awakened a more

general spirit of inquiry and experiment among the planters;

(2) to have led to the more general adoption of some improved

methods, such as ditching the lowlands, using green manure

for a supply of vegetable matter, and (3) it led to a more

general use of marl, which, in many cases at least, proved highly

beneficial.

'Report on the Geological and Agricultural Survey of South Carolina, 1844, p. 57.
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It must be admitted that the use of marl among the planters

of the State has of late years been largely discontinued, owing

to the cheapening of lime and the wide-spread use of phosphates

and other concentrated conimercial fertilizers, and further that the

use of marl by many planters in years immediately following

Mr. Ruffin's work proved a disappointment ; but there can be but

little doubt that on the w4iole such use was beneficial when the

marl was judiciously applied.

The entire expense of conducting the survey was borne by

Mr. Ruffin, the only appropriation made by the State being the

$2,000 referred to above.

The publications of the survey consisted of a report of 175

pages submitted by Mr. Ruffin November 30, 1843, and pub-

lished by the State, and a supplemental report of seven pages sub-

mitted January 12, 1844, and published as a part of Tuomey^s

first report, 1844.*

Tuomey's Geological and Agricultural Survey,

1844-^47.

When at the close of the year (1843) Mr. Ruffin resigned his

position as Agricultural Surveyor to the State, he recommended

as a suitable person to succeed him M. Tuomey, of Virginia.

Mr. Tuomey was accordingly appointed to this position by the

Governor (James H. Hammond) near the beginning of the next

year and began to discharge the duties of his office about the end

of February following (1844).

From the account which follows it will be seen that, notwith-

standing the fact that the law under which Mr. Tuomey was

appointed was that authorizing an agricultural survey, upon

the assumption of his duties, and with the approval of the Gov-

ernor, he at once began a geological exploration of the Piedmont

region of the State, and that throughout the prosecution of the

work of the survey he regards the geological examination as the

more important j)art of his work and subordinates the agricult-

*See Bibliography, p. 113.
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ural work to it. Hence I have considered it more appropriate

to treat of these as two difFerej)t surveys, liavin^ different ol)je('ts

in view, notwithstanding the fact that legally one was a continu-

ation of the other.

This diiference between the two surveys grew naturally out of

the difference between the surveyors. Mr. Ruffin was a planter

whose ambition was to improve the agricultural condition of the

country by the introduction of better methods, and especially by

the use of calcareous manures. Mr. Tuomey, on the other hand,

was by profession a geologist and possessed also a fairly good

knowledge of chemistry and botany. In his first Report on the

Geological and Agricultural Survey of the State* he signs himself

"Geological Surveyor''; and his work during this first year's

connection with the survey was devoted to the examination

mainly of the general and mining geology of the Piedmont

region of the State.

In his Report of 1846t he gives the following statement of the

objects of the survey

:

In the renewal of my commission, by his Excellency, Gov. Aiken, in

1844, I was directed to make a Geological and Agricultural Survey of the

State. Such a survey, as it is at present to be understood, includes the fol-

h)wing objects.

1. The determination and description of the various minerals and rocks of

the State.

2. Their examination as to extent and relation to each other in their order

of superposition, as well as their influence upon the physical features of the

Slate.

3. The discovery of metallic veins, and beds of other useful substances, such

as lime, rock, marl, etc., that they may contain.

4. Tiie relations of the rocks to soils, and their chemical examination, to a

certain extent.

5. The pointing out of such improvements in mining and metallurgy, as

may be thought useful to those engaged in those operations.

Concerning the methods of operation followed by Mr. Tuo-

mey in the prosecution of the survey, there is very little informa-

tion to be had. But the following extract from his letter to

*Columbia, 1844.

TGeol. of S. C, Columbia, 1848, p. II.
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Governor Hammond transmitting his report for 1844* throws

some light on his operations dnring this the first year of his con-

nection with the survev :

In accordance with my instinictions, I hastened early in the spring, with all

possil)le despatch, to tiie upper portion of the State, there to commence my
labors. But before proceedin*^ to a minute and systematic exploration, it was

necessary that I should make myself acquainted with the K^^neral geological

character of the region to be examined, for without such knowledge, I couhl

scarcely know what to look for, and in science, it is a maxim that "what is not

looked for is seldom found," By tracing a number of sections, at right angles

with the general direction of the strata, and by determining carefully the

strike of the rocks |)assed over, and by connecting these observations, I was

enabled to determine, with some accuracy, the boundaries of the different

formations.

While making this geological reGonnolssance of the '' hill coun-

try'' of the State (the region of crystalline rocks) many obser-

vations were made as to the occurrence, distribution and extent

of various ores and other minerals and rocks of economic value^

and as to the character of the soils. Many specimens of ores,

minerals and soils were collected for future analysis. Special

attention was also given to the gold mines of the region.

During the two years following (1845 and 1846) Mr. Tuomey

extended his explorations into evQYy portion of the State, in the

*'hill country" continuing the work as indicated above, while in

the '' low coujitry " or coastal plain region, he devoted himself

mainly to a study of the stratigraphy and paleontology of the

recent geological formations, his predecessor, Mr. Ruffin, having

already investigated with considerable thorouorhness the marls

and soils of this latter reo-ion.

In his studies of the fossil forn^s found so abundantly in the

coastal })lain region of South Carolina Mr. Tuomey had the vol-

unteer assistance of Professor F. S. Holmes, of Charleston, and of

several other occasional collectors, and also of Professor Louis

Agassiz, who visited Cliarleston in 1846, and who, during the ieA^

years following, took great interest in and rendered great assist-

*Report on the Geological and Agiienltural Survey of South Carolina, 1844, p. III.
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ance in the ideiitificatioti and description of tlie fossil forms.

The results of the combined labors of these gentlemen \v(.'re pid)-

lished in twi) large and beautiful VM)lumes, P/cloceiie i^.s'.svV.s- and

Post FicloGene Fossils of Soutk Carolina (1 857-' (JO).*

In his study of the soils of the several rey-ions of the State,

Tuomey collected a number of samples, and of many of these

L'hemical analyses were made. In his reports he publishes a

considerable number of these analyses of both soils and marls,

made in part by himself and in part by Dr. J. Lawrence Smith,

and Dr. Ciuirles U. Shepard, of Charleston.

The economic results of Tuomey's works cannot perhaps be

fairly or intelligently discussed at a time so long after the survey

was made. But there can be no doubt that his survey was of

considerable and lasting benefit to the State.

In the line of agricultural improvement he encouraged the

farmers to adopt the improved methods which Mr. Ruffin had

introduced. In person, as he traveled through the State, and in his

reports, he instructed them as to the character of soils and their

improvement by rotation of crops and manures of various kinds.

He located and described the various sources of limestone rock

in the "hill coufitry," and instructed the people as to building

furnaces and burning lime for agricultural and architectural pur-

l)oses. He investigated with considerable thoroughness the gold

mining interests of the State, and the results of this work pub-

lished in his reports helped in bringing a considerable amount of

t'apital into the State and in properly directing the investment

of home capital. And so, also, his examination and advertise-

ment of the iron ore deposits, building materials, material for

millstones, and potters' clay de{)osits has at various times brought

capital in considerable quantity into the State, and has saved

to its citizens equally as great an amount by directing their own

investments and thus preventing waste of money.

The results of the Tuomey survey are not rich in additions to

science, but nevertheless some valuable advances were made along

this line, especially as a residt of the work done in the coastal

*See Bibliography at end of this paper, p. 113.
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plain region. His work among the crystalline rocks of the *^ hill

country'' left to the public a better knowledge of the general

character and distribution of these rocks, but the results involve

nothing of importance in the form of either data or principles

new to geologic science.

As to legislation relative to the Tuomey survey, it will be

remembered (see p. 94) that the act of December, 1842, estab-

lishing the Ruffin survey, provided for a continuation of this

survey f)r two years; and that Mr. Tuomey, having been ap-

pointed early in the year 1844, prosecuted his work during

that year under the authority of this act.

In December, 1844, sundry petitions from the people of the

State were submitted to the General Assembly, asking for a con-

tinuance of the "Agricultural and Geological Survey," and the

General Assembly authorized "a continuance of the survey

under the direction of the present incumbent, for a period of

two years, and at an annual salary of two thousand dollars.''*

In December, 1845, a resolution was adopted by the General

Assembly authorizing a continuance of the Survey during

the following year.! And again in December, 1846, a

resolution was adopted authorizing that the "Geological Survey

of this State be continued for four months from the first day of

January next.| * * *" According to this, the existence

of the survey appears to have ended with the last day of April,

1847. Soon thereafter Mr. Tuomey left the State and went to

Alabama, where he was elected to the professorship of Geology,

Mineralogy and Agricultural Chemistry at the State University.

The annual appropriation of two thousand dollars for the sal-

ary of the geologist, was the only appropriation made for the

prosecution of the work of the survey, tiie geologist being

expected to bear all of the expenses incurred, except for publi-

cation, out of his salary.

The publications of the survey consisted of two reports ;§—(l)

*Proceeding8 of House of Reps, of S. C, Deo. 14, 1844.

fReports and Resolutions of S. C, 1845, p. 195.

ilbid., 1840, p. 2(«.

gSee Bibliography, p. 113.
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the first a small report submitted for jMiblication November,

1844, whieh contains, in addition to Tnotney's report of 48

pa^es, an appendix giving the "Prize Report of Agricultural

Ex[)eriments, submitted to the State Agri(udtural Society of

South Carolina," November, 1844, hy F, S. Holmes, consisting

of 7 pages, and a "Supplement to Mr. Ruffin's Re})ort," by

Edmund Ruffin, 7 pages. (2) The second, a "Report on the

Geology of South Carolina," is a volume of larger proportions.

It was submitted for j)ublication November, 1846 (though not

published until 1848), and contains a summary of what was

known at that time relative to the geology of the State. In

addition to Tuomey^s rejiort, covering 29^3 pages, it contains as

an appendix a Catalogue of the Fauna of South Carolina, by

Professor L. R. Gibbes (24 pages); Meteorological Tables

(6 pages); and several lesser papers, among which is an abstract

of "Vanuxem's Report" on minerals and rocks collected in the

State, taken from '^MlWs Statistics of South CaroUnaJ^*

Lieber's Geological, Mineralogical and Agricultural

Survey, 185e-'60.

The results of ti)e surveys by Ruffin and Tuomey were such

as to arouse a deeper interest in the development of the agri-

cultural and mineral resources of the State. Among these

results, and accompanying them, the development and successful

working of various gold deposits of Chesterfield, Lancaster,

York, Abl)eville, Edgefield and other counties, and iron de-

posits of York and Spartanburg, served to increase this interest.

And it was doubtless this growing interest in the mineral wealth

of the State which led to the inauguration of the Liel)er survey.

The immediate establishment of this survey is explained in the

following Report and Resolutions adopted by the General

Asseujbly (»f South Carolina, December, 1855:

The Conuuittee on Agriculture aiul Internal Improvements, to whom was

referred the memorial of sundry citizens of St. Helena Parish, on the suljett

of an Agricultural and Geological Survey of the State, and also a resolution

Columbia, S. C, 182G, p. **5,
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of the Senate on the propriety of selecting a suitable person to procure and

effect a mineralogical survey, respectfully report : That they have considered

the same, and now submit the following report with accompanying resolu-

tions:

The limits of a report on the present occasion forbid your committee

attempting anything more than an exhibition of those general results which

have been derived from the numerous examinations and explorations which

all the Governments of Europe and many States of the Union have ordered,

under the guidance of men of high scientific attainments.

In 1823, our State took the lead (North Carolina only excepted) in giving

direction for a Geological survey in charge of Professor Vanuxem, and

although his explorations were unaccompanied by any of those notable dis-

coveries, which tend to diversify the industrial pursuits of a people, yet the

subsequent labors of a Ruffin and a Tuomey, are so full of hope in the future,

that the State should feel encouragement in prosecuting immediately what she

has already so well begun. ^ * *

Believing, then, that these enlightened examples of other countries can be

advantageously imitated by us, your committee recommend the adoption of

the following resolutions:

Resolved, That this General Assembly authorize the appointment of a Geo-

logical, Mineralogical and Agricultural Surveyor, whose services shall be

engaged for four years, and whose duty it shall be to explore the several dis-

tricts, make a geological map, analyze minerals, ores, soils, and manures free

of charge, and submit an annual report to tlie Legislature for general circula-

tion.

Resolved, That this officer shall receive a salary of three thousand dollars,

to be ap[)ointed by joint resolution of the two houses, and that it shall be the

duty of the joint committees of Agriculture and Internal Improvements of

the Senate, and of Internal Improvements of the House, to nominate a suit-

able person to fill this ofl^ce.*

Ill accordance with the above resohitions, and within a few

days after their adoption, Oscar M. Lieber was nominated by

the committees and unanimously elected by the General Assem-

bly Geological, Mineralogical and Agricultural Surveyor of the

State for a term of four years, and his election was confirmed by

the Governor December 22, 1855.

As to other legislation con(;erning the survey, the following

may be noted: By a resolution of the General Assembly,

December, 1856, the State Geologist was instructed to endeavor

*This Keport was adopted by the Senate Dec. 13, 1855; concurred in by House of Rep-
resentatives Dec. 19, 1855. See also Reports and Resolutions of S. C. for 1855, pp. 324-327.
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to discover a "hydraulic limestone" which could su|)j)ly lime

and cement for use iu the building of the new State House at

Columbia.*

At the annual meetings of the General Assembly, December,

1856, '57, '58 and 1859, resolutions were passed ordering the

printing of the Reports of the Survey, and commending the

work of the Geological, Mineralogical and Agricultural Sur-

veyor. f

The survey having been established in December, 1855, for a

period of four years, was to be discontinued after 1859, unless

otherwise ordered by legislative enactment. At its annual ses-

sion in December, 1859, the General Assembly ordered the con-

tinuance of the survey for another year, with Mr. Lieber in

charge. At a later date in the same session, however, a resolu-

tion making the usual appropriation ($3,000) for the salary and

expenses of the geologist for the year 1860 failed to pass the

General Assembly; and the survey was necessarily discontinued.

Lieber did not resign his position, however, until April 2, 1860,

for reasons which can best be stated in his own language ::|:

My resignation has been pobtponed until the present time, becanse I

desired first to complete my last Report in such a manner that it might,

together with those previously published, embrace the statements concerning

everything of any importance which had been observed or effected during the

fowr years of my service. This fourth Report, therefore, contains several

chapters of a general character, and others referring to portions of the State

where the survey had not yet advanced to completion. Believing that such

work of reference would be of little practical value without a glossary and

index, I have prepared one for the four Reports, and now append it.

The arrangement and writing these matters, and seeing the entire Report

through the press, has occupied me three months.
'g

By way of further statement of the objects of this survei/, I

cannot do better than insert here a few extracts from the Intro-

*See Lieber's Second Annual Report, 1857, p. 117; and Senate .lourual for 18.50. pp. 142

and 143. At the same session of the General Assembly a resolution was adopted in the

Senate, instructing the State Geologist to deposit in the cabinet of the S. C. College com-
plete and duplicate sets of the rocks and fossils collected during the survey of the State,

all to be properly arranged and labeled. But I find no record showing tliat the House
of Representatives concurred in the resolution. (See Senate .Journal, 185(i, p. 14U).

fReports and Resolutions of S. C, 1856, pp. 317-319; and Ibid., 1858, p. 41.5.

JFourth Annual Report (1859), p. v.
.

gThe General Assembly, at its session in December, 18Gn, appropriated the sum of

$750.00 to pay Mr. Lieber for his services during these additional three months.
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duel ion to Lieber^s Fourth Aunual Report, thus giving liis ovvu

statement o( the opinions which guided him in the prosecution

of the survey. He says:"*"

The object of a survey of this description appears lo me U> be endowed

with various and entirely distinct features. The priniary cause of its institu-

tion is unquestionably the development of our natural resources; and this

intention of its originators should always continue to retain its prominent

position. But yet this commendable object by no means comprises all that

should be embraced within the duties of a State Geologist, T think he should

not merely endeavor to discover more occurrences of useful minerals and,

here and there, labor to repress and prevent expenditure of private means in

the search for such gifts of nature, where there is really no promise of suffi-

cient importance to warrant it. Attentive as he ought to be to these mc)re

practical duties, whether of a [)ositive or negative character, if interested in

his own studies, he should not rest satisfied with them alone. His office em-

powers him with the means of extending a knowledge of the current progress

of his science, and of aiding, often in no inconsiderable degree, in that field

of research and exploration of nature, to which he has more particularly

devoted his attention. For this purpose he must endeavor to obtain correct

information of the latest deveiopn)ents in his department of science, and of

the newest results of contemporary explorations of a cognate character.

Impressed with the conviction that the objects of a geognostic survey should

be thus diversified, I have endeavored to explore and define our natural

resources, to contribute jis much as j)ossible to the enlargement of knowledge

in the particular department of science concerned, and to enable these

Reports lo become the vehicles for the distribution of that information on

connected subjects, both technological and scientific, which is cradually

accumulating elsewhere. * * *

The only subject, apart from running notes on petrology, which I have

deemed it expedient to enlarge upon more fully, on account of its immediate

technological bearings, and the absence of its notice in almost all American

and English books on geology, is the study of veins; and in this particular

branch, I believe, indeed, that at least the general outlines have been pre-

sented in the different Reports.

The special character assumed hy the survey was the resultant

of the foHowiug conditions:

(1) Mr. Ruffin's work related to the agriculture of the 'Mow

country" more especially. Mr. Tuomey^s work extended in a

general way over the entire State, but a large share of his atten-

*Report on the Survey for S. C. for 1851), pp. 1 and 5.
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tion was given to the stratigraphy and })aleonto]ogy of the Low
conntry. It seems now (1855) to liave been generally conceded

that the time had coQie for a more thorough survey of the gen-

eral and economic geology of the "up country"—the region of

crystalline rocks.

(2) Mr. IJeber's early training as a geologist and the work to

which he seemed most devoted was petrology and "vein geog-

nosy." His studies in Germany with Humboldt, Von Cotta

and others, and his work on the geological survey in Alal)ama,

under Tuomey, were along this line. And these features of his

work in South Carolina were prominently in view durincr the

entire existence of the survey.

(3) The smallness of the appropriation* prevented the em-

ployment of any regular assistants, by the aid of whom a larger

amount and greater variety of work could have been accom-

plished.

As to the area covered by the survey, Lieber has left on

record the following statement if

The Districts (counties) which I have now surveyed and mapped out are:

Chesterfield, Lancaster, Chester, York, Union, Spartanburgh, Greenville,

Pickens, Anderson and Abbeville—my plan having been first to proceed along

the North Carolina line from the margin of the sand region. As our meta-

phoric rocks strike very uniformly north-east, this plan enabled me to reach

the heads of the columns as it were. Having effected this, and thus facili-

tated the mechanical part of the operation, I was engaged in proceeding down

the Savannah, intending this year to have commenced filling up the interme-

diate Districts, when the Survey was stopped,

Edgefield has been partially surveyed and also, in part, reported upon; but

I could not yet prepare a map.

Other Districts in which cursory or partial examinations liave been made

are: Lexington, Richland, I^aurens, Newberry, Fairfield, and the Districts

along the coast from the mouth of the Savannah to Bull's Bay. These obser-

vations on the coast were made during a portion of the winter (1859), but

they are, as yet, quite incomplete.

Concerning the methods of operation followed by Lieber dur-

ing the prosecution of the survey, but little can be said other

*S3,000 per annum.
fFourth Annual Report, 1859, p. 146.
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than what is given in his Reports, supplemented by private let-

ters from persons who came in contact with him more or less

during this time. A few interesting suggestions are given in

the extract just quoted, and also in the extract quoted below

relative to the making of maps.

The resolution establishing the survey (p. 104), in enumerat-

ing the duties of the State Geologist, specifies that he shall

"explore the several Districts and make a geological map,

analyse minerals, ores and manures, free of charge," etc. The

chemical work here specified, Lieber does not aj»pear to have

undertaken at all. He was not a chemi>t by profession nor by

training, and furthermore, realizing that the performance of this

part of the work would require the whole time of a competent

chemist, he proceeded with that part of the work for which he

was the better qualified, and which, he believed, would result

more beneficially to the State— the field explorations, and mak-

ing the geological maps. During the progress of the survey,

however, he collected, from time to time, numerous specimens of

rocks, minerals, ores and soils, with the hope that the General

Assembly would further provide for their analysis by the em-

j)loyment of a chemist.* Tiiis, however, was never done, and

the specimens were subsequently destroyed by the burning of

the capitol building at Columbia during the civil war.

In prosecuting his field explorations, Lieber traveled on foot

or in a wagon. During much of the time he had as his head-

quarters a tent, which was removed from place to place as his

field work demanded. His only constant assistant was a ser-

vant, usually a negro or an Indian, who served as cook and

general attendant.

In the following notes concerning the maps accompanying his

reports Leiber suggests some of his methods of operation :f

A word in regard to the maps may be suitably added. These have been

enfj^raved with so much care and beauty by Mr. Colton.J that it has been a

*See Report for I806, pp. 101 and 108; Report for 1857, p. 117; Report for 1858, p. VIH.
IFourth Annual Report (I85j), pp. G-8

iMr. G. Woodvvorth Cclton, f)rmerly of the firm of J. H. CoUon & Co., now (1859) of
that of Thayer & Colton, New York.
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great stiiiiiilus to nie in seeking to increase to the utmost the accnracv of niv

portion of the labor. The manner of preparing the manuscript maps, l)y

noting the points where diflerent rocks pi-esent themselves, and afterwards

connecting such points in accordance with nature, is too readily coniprehended

to demand fartiier esplanation.

But there are instances where tiie maps might possibly engender the belief,

that an amount of accuracy had l>een attained which would, under no circum-

stances, be within tlie reach of an examination of the surface. Where solid

rocks are observed out-cropping ncMr the margin of their area, the case is easy

of solutic^n ; nor is the difficulty of the determination of boundaries much
increased, where a conspicuous variation in the soil is seen, and the mother-

rock of such soil is known; but many soils, derived from distinct rocks, are

very similar in character (those of granite rooks and mica-slate, for instance),

while some again, from their lightness, are drifted into the area of another

rock. In these instances we are forced to rest satisfied with the utmost aitain-

Kible accuracy. But as a uniform rule, precision in all details has been aimed

at. Hence, the region around Limestone Springs, whose great scientific and

t-echnological interest ap[)eared to demand the utmost care, was first drawn on

a scale of one statute mile to two inches. From this manuscript, the plate

XII was reduced by Mr. Colton. The ordinary scale on which the manu-

script maps are drawn is that of two miles to the inch, the subsequent reduc-

tion being to a scale of five miles to one inch.

As the maps of Report I were the first regularly printed in colors in the

United States, it was necessary to make a number of experiments in regard to

the manipulation of the work, before arriving at that degree of excellence

which, I certainly think, Mr. Colton has now successfully attained. A great

difference is even observable between the maps accompanying the different

Reports. Those of the First were engraved on stone; those of the Second on

zinc, and those of the Third and Fourth on copper, without any increased

expense, the recent improvements in the art of engraving having rendered

the latter sufficiently cheap for the purpose. In comparing these maps with

those coloretl by hand, the incomparably greater accuracy of the printed

colors will appear at once, and it is, therefore, with gratification that we may

perceive our State to be the first to introduce a new system, as it were, in a

branch of engraving in which, until recently, almost all other countries have

far surpassed us. These colors are applied in such a way that the blue, for

instance, is era[)loyed for the blue, purj)le and green ; the yellow for the yel-

low, orange and green; the red for the red, purple and orange-^^so that the

impression of one and the same color applies to different rocks, by being used

alone or in combination. In the maps of the present Report (for 1859), a great

additional improvement will be seen in the representation of the gradual pas-

sage of one rock into another—a highly important feature, which it would be

impossible to indicate with uniformity and precision by hand-coloring. The

colors employed throughout have been the deep and decided ones seen in the

$?e()gnostic maps of continental Europe, which appeared to me far preferable
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to the weak, watery and indefinite colors hitherto employed in our conntry

and England, whose difficulty of discrimination and early fading aro certainly

very olsjectionahle features.

The expenses incurred in conclueting the .survey were borue by

Lieber out of the annual appropriation of |3.000 for the ''sal-

ary'' of the geologist; and the total cost of carrying on the sur-

vey (including the salary of the geologist) during the four years

and three months of its existence amounted to the sum of $12,750.

The personnel of the Lieber survey can be briefly stated, ^o
provision was made in the establishing act or in the appropria-

tions for the employment of assistants on the survey; and in

reality the survey was conducted by Lieber himself, working

alone during the larger part of the time. I have found mention of

only two persons who rendered him professional assistance, as

follows:

During a portion of the year 1856, Mr. Abraham Hardin, at

Lieber's request, made a "geodetic survey" of the itacolumite

region of York and Spartanburg counties.*

Lieber has left on record the following note concerning the

assistance rendered lu'm by Mr. J. Friedeman during a portion

of the year 1856 if

To J. Friedeman, Esq., I am, however, certainly most indebted, as he kindly

accompanied me throughout the main portion of the field duties, which the

great heat of last summer rendered more arduous perhaps than might be

expected in other years. Mr, Friedeman's thorough knowledge of mining

engineering, and mining geognosy—a fact which his having passed through

the whole course of tuition, practical and theoretical, at the far-famed mining

school of Clausthal, and elsewhere in Germany, would of itself insure—and his

extensive experience in the mines of North Carolina, specially in the talcose

slate mines, were of the greatest value in the investigation of the analogous

occurrences of metals in our State. It would be difficult and, indeed, scarcely

possible to distinguish his labors from my own since he attached himself to the

survey, and I am under still greater obligations to him as his valuable services

were gratuitously rendered, a fact which was unfortunately made necessary on

account of the inconsiderabla amount of the appropriation and the necessary

outfit expenses which, of course, fell somewhat heavily upon the first year.

*LieVjcr's First Annual Report, Survey of S. C, 1856, p. 23. I have no information as to

the exact annount of time devoted to ttiis work by Mr. Hardin. It is presumed that he
was paid for liis services by Mr. Lieber. See Biographical Notes, p. 115.

jFirst Annual Report, S. C. Survey, 185(i, p. 4. I have no further information concern-
ing Mr. Friedeman,s career.
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^\\o reports of this survey* consisted of four Annual Reports,

one for each of the years 185G, 1857, 1858 and 1859. These

were published in editions of 2,000 copies each, by the State

j)rinter, and distributed in accordance with the following resolu-

tion :t

Resolved, That two tlionsand copies of the Report be printed; that each

member of the Senate and of the Honse of Representatives be allowed one

copy, and that tire remaining copies be placed in the hands of the Governor,

and that he be requested to have twelve copies deposited in the Legislative

Library, two copies in each college and Public Library in the State, and the

remaining co[)ies in the hands of the booksellers of Columbia and Charleston,

?ind in one store at each Court House in the State, to b-e sold at fifty cents a copy,

tlie same commissions to be allowed ihera as on the Statutes at Large, and they

would further recommend that the copies now on hand;}: shall be sold at a like

price.

Of the Report for 1856 at first only 1,000 copies were printed,

but at the session of the General Assembly for 1857 1,000 addi-

tional copies were oi^ered, and were printed as a second (and

somewhat revised) edition, in 1858.

During the civil war many copies of these reports were lost

In the burning of Cohirabia and other towns, and they are now

exceediutrlv rare.

The economic results of the Lieber survey were mainly in the

line of mining enterprises. His investigations of the character-

istics and distribution of metalliferous veins in the gold regions

of South Carolina (and the neighboring portions of North Caro-

lina), and the best methods of working the same, helped in

bringing about the successful working of a number of these

mines, such as the Brewer, Hale, Dorn, etc., and would have

resulted tiiuch more advantageously in the development of these

mines but for the untimely interruption of all such undertak-

ings by the civil war. There was then every indication of

growing industrial progress. Mr. Lieber's discussion of agri-

cultural and other industrial matters in his reports exercised a

beneficial influence, through the ''hill country" especially.

*See Bibliography, p. 114.

fThird Annual Report of S. C. (1858), p. III.

jCopies of the Reports for 185fi and 18-57 had formerly been sold "at cost," distributed

as above stated.
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Sornetliing may be said l)y way of couclusion concerning the

additions to science resulting from the Lieber survey, thongli it

will be difficult to discuss these intelligently until the regions

and problems he studied can be W'Orked over again in the light

of more recent investigations. The region in which he labored,

embracing a considerable area of the crystalline rocks of the

south Appalachian region, is one of great geologic and economic

interest and importance. The general problems that interested

Lieber more especially were the characteristics, classification,

nature and origin of the metalliferous veins, the character and

age of metamnrphic rocks, including the age and history of the

Appalachian mountain region and especially of the itacolumite

formation, and the character and relative age of the eruptive

rocks. It must be borne in mind that the science of petrography

was in its infancy, and the use of the microscope in the study of

crystalline rocks almost unknown at the time of Lieber's work;

and yet it may be fairly claimed that he added considerably to

our knowledge and understanding of these problems connected

with the crystalline rocks and "vein geognosy" of the southern

Appalachian regions. Those interested in the subject should

read his four annual Reports where his conclusions are stated at

length, as the limits of the present sketch preclude a full state-

ment of them here. One of his conclusions—as to the age of

the itacolumite series of rocks and the neighboring crystalline

schists of portions of upper South Carolina, Western North

Carolina and upper Alabama—may be stated here as of special

interest; and it will be better to state it in his own words:*

If, then, we remember that in some localities the itacolumite, or rather the

qnartzite stratigraphically identical with it, has already been established to be

of lower Silurian age, and also take into consideration that appearances cer-

tainly favor the view that the crystalline slates of Alabama belong to that

geologic period, we may, it is true, still justly regard the proof as imper-

fect, but we cannot deny that the weight of evidence is greater for than against

the supposition that the itacolumite rocks of the South are lower silurian, and

that such also is the probable age of all the crystalline slates of the Allegha-

nies in general.

*See The Itacolumite and its Associated Rocks—Supplement to The Third Annual
Report of the Survey of S. C, (1858) p. 149.
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Lieber devoted but little time to tlie iiivestiiratioi) of ireoK)*'v

of the coastal [)laiii region, but, as stated above, during the win-

ter of 1859 he examined the coast region from the Savannah

river to Bull's Bay, and he has added somewhat to our knowl-

edge of the recent geologic history of this region. He distin-

guishes five or six " prominent effects of change":*

L All ancient depression along our coast.

2. A total change in the course of the portions of the rivers near the coast.

3. A more recent superficial elevation of the coast, and

4. Consequent gradual seaward extension of the land.

5. A present depression of the coast, and

6. A southward translocation of our littoral islands.

Bibliography of the Several SuRVEYS.f

L. Vanuxem. Report on Geology, published in newspapers,

and most of it in Mills' Statistics of South Carolina, 1826, 8vo.,

pp. 25-30; and in Tuomey's Geology of South Carolina, 1848,

pp. XXXI and xxxii.

Report of the Commencement and Progress of the Agricult-

ural Survey of South Carolina for 1843; by Edmund Ruffin,

Agricultural Surveyor of the State. Columbia, 1843, 8vo., 120

and 55 pp.

Report on the Geological and Agricultural Survey of the State

of South Carolina; by M. Tuomey. Columbia, 1844. 8vo., iv,

and 63 pp.

Report on the Geology of South Carolina; by M. Tuomey.

Columbia, 1848. 8vo., vi, 293, and Ivi j»p., plate and 2 maps.

Pleiocene Fossils of South Carolina: containing descriptions

and figures of the Polyparia, Echinoderraata and Mollusca; by

M. Tuomey and F. S. Holmes. Charleston, 1857. Quarto, 152

pp. and 30 plates.

J

Post-Pleioceue Fossils of South Carolina; by Francis S.

Holmes. Charleston, 1860. Quarto, 122 pp. and 28 plates.

J

*Fourth Annual Report (1859), p. 117; also Ana. Jour. Sci., XXVIII (1859), pp. 354-59.

tA more elaborate list of publications relating to the geology, natural history and
resources of South Carolina will be published in a future number of this Journal.'
JThe propriety of placing these two publications among the reports of the surveys

may be questioned, but they were published largely at the expense of the State, and
much of the material was originally intended for Tuomey's Report (1848).
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Report on the Survey of South Carolina : being the first annual

report to tiie General Assembly; by Oscar M. Lieber. Colum-

bia, 1856. 8vo., viii, and 136 pp. and 9 plates.*

Report on the Survey of South Carolina: being the second

annual report to the General Assembly; by Oscar M. Lieber.

Columbia, 1858. 8vo., viii, and 145 pp. and 5 |)lates.

Report on the Survey of South Carolina: being the third

annual report to the General Assembly; by Oscar M. Lieber.

Columbia, 1859. 8vo., xv, and 223 pp. and 3 plates.

Report on the Survey of South Carolina: being the fourth

annual report to the General Assembly; by Oscar M. Lieber.

Columbia, 1860. 8vo., ix, and 194 pp. and 4 plates.

[The last four reports are bound in one volume, with the title,

Reports on the Geognostic Survey of South Carolina; by Oscar

Montgomery Lieber, State Geologist of S. C, I, II, III, IV.

1856-1860. Columbia, 1860, with an index and glossary to

the four Reports.]

Biographical Notes.

Lardner Vanuxem.—See notes and references, ])ages 90-93,

above. He was born in Philadelphia, 23d July, 1792, and died

in Bristol, Pa., 25th January, 1848. He was graduated at the

ficole des Mines, Paris, 1819, and soon thereafter (1821) accepted

his position in the South Carolina College. While connected with

this institution he devoted his vacations during 1825 and 1826

to making geological tours through various portions of the State.

After his return from Mexico, during 1827—28, under the aus-

pices of the State of New York, he studied the geological fea-

tures of the States of New York, Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee and

Virginia; and in 1836 the geological survey of New York was

established and Vanuxem was placed in charge of the third geo-

logical district, where he remained in active service until 1841^

and published his results in the Geology of New York, Third Dis-

trict (Albany, 1 842). Subsequently he spent some time in arrang-

ing the collections of the survey, in Albany. In 1838 he sug-

*A second ^and sliglitiy revised) edition of tiiis report was published in 1858.
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gested a meeting of geologists from Virginia, Pemisylvaiiia and

New York fur the purj)ose of devising and adopting a uiiifoiin

geological nomenclature for use among the several State geolo-

gists, which meeting was held in 1840, when the Association of

American Geologists was organized. He published numerous

papers ou scientific subjects in the American Journal of Science,

Journal of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences; and

"An Essay on the Ultimate Principles of Chemistry, Natural

Philosophy and Physiology" (Philadelphia, 1827).

Edmund Ruffin.—See pages 93-98, above. He was by

profession an agriculturist; born in Prince George county

5th January, 1794; died at Redmore, Amelia county, Vir-

ginia, 15th June, 1865. During I810-'12 he attended Wil-

liam and Mary College. In 1813 he took charge of the estate

left him by his father, at a time of general agricultural depres-

sion ; and at once began various experiments looking to the

improvement of soils. In 1848 he tried the first experiment in

the use of lime (marl) as a supposed counteractant of the acidity

of the soil, and found the results greatly beneficial.

During the few years following this the use of marl, through

Mr. Ruffin's exertions, extended rapidly throughout Eastern Vir-

ginia, generally with like beneficial effects. During 1841 and

1842 he was a member (and Secretary) of tlie Board of Agri-

culture of Virginia, and for several years he was President of

the State Agricultural Society. During 1843 he served as

''Agricultural Surveyor" of South Carolina, and published a

report of his results (Columbia, 1843). From 1832 to 1842 he

edited the Farmers' Register, a journal which exerted a wide-

spread and beneficial influence on the agriculture of Virginia

and other Southern States. He was also the author of ''An

E-^say on Calcareous Manures" (Richmond, 1832), an "Essay on

Agricultural Education " (1833), and " Sketches of Lower North

Carolina" (Raleigh, 1861).

Michael Tuomey.—Pages 98-103, above. Born in Cork, Ire-

land, September 20, 1805; died at Tuscaloosa, Ala., March 30,

1857. Came to New York, and studied at the Troy Polytech-
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nic School, where he graduated in 1835. He subsequently con-

ducted a school in Petersburg, Va., where he lived when early

in 1844 he was ai)})()inted State Geologist of South Carolina.

In 1847 he resigned this latter position and was elected Profes-

sor of Geology, Mineralogy and Agricultural Chemistry in the

University of Alabama. From 1848 to 1854 he acted as State

Geologist in addition to his duties at the Universitv; 1854 and

1855 he gave all of his time to the survey, and afterwards

returned to his professorship at the University, which he held

until the date of his death. In addition to his two Reports on

the Geology of South Carolina (1844 and 1848) he published

two Biennial Reports on the Geology of Alabama (1850 and

1858) and several papers on geological subjects. At the time of

his death, in connection with Professor F. S. Holmes, he had in

hand the publication of a " splendid work on the Fossils of

South Carolina, which has not been surpassed in the country fur

the beauty of its ])ala?ont()logical illustrations. Geological

science is greatly indebted to Professor Tuomey^s zeal and

fidelity.'"^

Professor Tuomey was a member of the Boston Society of

Katunil History and the Atnerican Association for the Advance-

ment of Science.

Oscar Montgomery Lieber.'f—Pages 103-13, above. He was

born in Boston, Mass., September 8, 1830; was educated in

Boston, at the South Carolina College—where his father, Francis

Lieber, was a member of the faculty—and at the Universities of

Berlin and Gottingen (1847-'48). In 1851 he was elected

Assistant Professor of Geology in the University of Mississippi,

his duties being confined to the work of making a geological

survey, and extending over but seven months, when he resigned.

In 1854-'55 he was Assistant Geologist on the Alabama survey^

under Tuomey. In December, 1855, he was elected by the

I^egislature of South Carolina Geological, Mineralogical and

Agricultural Surveyor of the State, which position he held lor

*Am. Jour. Sci., XXIII, 1857, p. 448.

t.\ more elaborate sketch of Liel>er will be pubMshed in a future number of this Jour-
nal.
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four years and three months, the survey bein<r discontinued by

the faihire of the Legishitnre to make the necessary aj)|)roj)i-ia-

tion. In July, 1860, he aeeonipanied the U. S. Astronomical

Expedition to Labrador as Meteor()h)g;ist and Geologist, under

Professor Charles S. Venable. At the breaking out of the late

civil war in 1861 he joined the Confederate army, was fatally

wounded in the retreat from Williamsburg, Va., arxl died in

Richmond, June 27, 1862.

In addition to his South Carolina Re})()rts Lieber was the

author of "The Assayer's Guide" (Philadelphia, 1862); "The
Analytical Chemist's Assistant," translated from the German of

Wohler's "Beispiele zur Uebung in der Analytischen Chemie,"

with an introduction (1852); Der Itacolumit, Seine Begleiter

und die Metallfiihrung desselben, in Von Cotta's Gangstudien

(Freiburg, 1860), Vol. Ill, pp. 309-507; and numerous papers

on scientific subjects published in the New York Mining Maga-

zine, and otiier journals in this country and in Germany.

Abraham Hardin.—See page 110 above. Born in what is

now Cleveland county, N. C, 22d June, 1789; died at Black's

Station, S. C, 11th July, 1881. In 1836 he was elected to the

Legislature of South Carolina and served for three terms. Jn

1856 he was employed by Lieber to make a "geodetic survey"

of the King's Mountain and adjoining itacolumite regions.

J. Friedeman.—See page 110 above.

8
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RECORDS OF MEETINGS.

FIFTIETH MEETING.

Person Hall, January 14, 1890.

Professdr Holmes called the meeting to order. The following papers were

read

:

1. How the Distance Between the Sun and Earth is Measured. Professor

J. W. Gore.

2. A Sketch of Pasteur's Life and Work. Mr. W. H. Shaffner.

3. Pasteur's Treatment of Rabies. Mr. V. S. Bryant,

The following were read by title:

4. Some Modifications of the Method for Determining Crude Fiber. Pro-

fessor VV. A. Withers.

5. The Determination of Crude Fiber. Professor W. A. Withers.

These are published in this number of the Journal.

FIFTY-FIRST MEETING.

Person Hall, February 18, 1890.

6. The Chemical Problems of To-dav ; A Resume of Professor Victor Mever's

Address. F. P. Venable.

7. The Recent Geologic Formations on the Roanoke River. J. A. Holmes.

8. Recent Progress in Electricity, J. W. Gore.

FIFTY-SECOND MEETING,

Person Hall, March 4, 1890.

9. On the Great Ship Canals, Wm. Cain,

fifty-third meeting.

Person Hall, April 1, 1890.

10. Note on Work on New Elements. F. P. Venable.

11. Abundance of the Elements. J, S, Callison,

12. Occurrence of Boracic Acid in the Caustic Alkalis. J. S. Callison,

13. On the Suez Canal. Wm, Cain,

14. Exhibition of some Minerals from the Mica Mines and of some Fine

Crystals, J. A. Holmes,

fifty-fourth meeting.

Person Hall, May 7, 1890.

15. Sanitary Disposal of the Dead, H, L. Miller,

IG, Inter-oceanic (-anals Crossing the Isthmus of Panama. Wm, Cain.

Read by title:

17. On the Determination of Available Phosphoric Acid in Fertilizers Con-

taining Cotton Seed Meal. F. B. Dancy,
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18. The Distril)ntion of Boracic Acid Aiiumg Plants. J. 8. Callison.

19. Three New Masses of Meteoric Iron. Geo. V. Kimz.

20. Two New Meteoric Irons. F. P. Venable.

21. New and Improved Methods of Analysis. S. J. Hinsdale.

22. List and Description of North Carolina Meteorites. F. P. Venahle.

The Secretary reported as the result of the meeting of the Council the

election of the following Corres[)onding Members;

Marcus Benjamin, P]sq., New York City.

Geo. F. Knnz, Esq., New York City.

Professor A. Giard, Paris.

By order of the Council all officers were to continue holding their offices

until the December meeting, so that in the future their terms should begin

and close with the year.

FIFTY-FIFTH MEETING.

Person Hall, September 16, 1890.

23. On the Germination of Some of the Graminese; A Resume of the paper

by Brown and Morris. F. P. Venable.

24. Report on the Meeting of the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science. J. W. Gore.

FIFTY- SIXTH MEETING.

Person Hall, October 14, 1890.

26. The Discoverer of Oxygen; A Discussion of Berthelot's paper and

Thorpe's reply. F. P. Venable.

27. A Raining Tree in the Campus of the University. P. Dalrymple.

28. Some Notes on Aluminium. J. V. Lewis.

29. The New Object Glass for tlie Great Telescope at the University of

South California. J. W. Gore.

30. Exhibition of Specimens and Photographs. J. A. Holmes.

FIFTY-SEVENTH MEETING.

Person Hall, November 11, 1890.

31. Reports as to Koch's Lymph. V. S. Bryant.

82. Improvements in Explosives. F. P. Venable.

33. The Croton Aqueduct. VVm. Cain.

34. A New Method of Propelling Ships. J. W. Gore.

FIFTY EIGHTH MEETING.

Person Hall, December 2, 1890.

35. Problems of the Atlantic Coastal Plane. J. A. Holmes.

36. Some Erysiphere from Carolina and Alabama. Geo. F. Atkinson.

37. Action of Phosphorus on Certain Salts. Gaston Battle.

38. Lead Bromo-Nitrate. H. L. Miller.

39. On Lead Chloro-Brouiides. F, P. Venable.

40. Adulterated Spirits of Turpentine. S. J. Hinsdale.
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REPORT OF TREASURER FOR 1890.

Receis'ed from associate membership fees $ 7 50

Received from full membership fees 96 00

Received from subscriptions 2 00

Received from special contributions 115 00

Balance unexpended from 1889 69 37

$289 87

Expended for postage f 22 35

Expended for express and freight 16 13

Expended for engraving 29 00

Expended for printing 224 75

Miscellaneous 3 40

Expended in excess 5 76

$295 63 $295 63

F. P. VENABLE,
Treasurer.

December, 1890.

DONORS TO THE LIBRARY.

Richard P. Rothwell, Esq New York.

Marcus Benjamin, Esq New York.

Dr. H. Carrington Bolton New York.

Geo. F. Kunz, Esq. New York.

Dr. Wm. B. Phillips Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Professor J. A. Holmes Chapel Hill, N. C.

Professor F. P. Venable Chapel Hill, N. C.

EIST OF MEMBERS.

additional corresponding members.

Profes.«;or A. Giard Paris, France.

Geo. F. Kunz New York, N. Y.

Marcus Benjamin New York, N. Y.

regular member.

Rev. John H. Clewell, D. D vSalem, N. C.

ASSOCIATE members.

Alston, Howard Chapel Hill, N. C.

Andrkws, a. B., Jr Chapel Hill, N. C.
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Andrews, W.J ^»>«Pel Hill, N. C.

Olaflin, Geo. H Chapel inil,N. C.

Edwards, A. J ^'''^H Hill, N. C.

Ellis, Caswell <^'l^=M^el Hill. N. C.

Gaither, J. F CJ'^Pe^ "'"' N- ^•

Green. B. T ^^^apel Hill, N. C.

Kenan, W. R Chapel Hill, N. C.

Lewis. J. V Chapel Hill, N. C.

Little, W. R Chapel Hill, N. C.

Miller, H. L ^l^apel Hill, N. C.

Morehead, .1. M Chapel Hill, N. C.

Patterson, A. H Chapel Hill, N. C.

Pearsall, M. J Chapel Hill, N. C.

RoNDTHALER, H. E Chapel Hill, N. C.

Shaw, H. B Chapel Hill, N. C.

Smith, T.C Chapel Hill, N. C.

Toms, C. F Chapel Hill, N. C.

Wills, Geo. S Greensboro, N. C.

LIST OF EXCHANGES.

UNITED STATES.

Albany—New York Museum of Natural History.

Boston—American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Boston Scientific Society.

Society of Natural History.

Brookville—Society of Natural History.

Cambridge—Entomological Club.

Charleston—Elliott Society of Science and Arts.

Cincinnati—Society of Natural History.

Davenport—Academy of Natural Sciences.

Denver—Colorado Scientific Society.

Granville—Denison Scientific Association.

Kansas City—Academy of Science.

Madison— Wisconsin Academy of Arts and Sciences and Letters.

Manhattan—Kansas Academy of Natural Sciences.

Meuiden—Scientific Association.

Milwaukee—Wisconsin Natural History Society.

Minneapolis—Academy of Natural Sciences.

New Brighton— Natural Science Association of Staten Island.

New Haven—Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.

New Orleans—Academy of Sciences.

Newport— Natural History Society.
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New York—Academy of Sciences.

American Museum of Natural Histor>'.

Linnean Society.

Microscopical Society.

Torrey Botanical Club,

Peoria—Science Association.

Philadelphia—Academy of Natural Sciences.

American Philosophical Society.

Franklin Institute.

Wajiner Free Institute of Science.

Providence—Franklin Geological Society.

Rochester—Academy of Science.

RoLLA— Baccalaureus Scientiae.

Saco—York Institute.

Salem—American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Essex Institute.

Peabody Academy of Science.

San Diego—Society of Natural Historv.

San Francisco—California Academy of Sciences.

St. Louis—Academy of Science.

Trenton—Natural History Society.

Tuscaloosa—Alabama Industrial and Scientific Society.

Urbana—Central Ohio Scientific Association.

Washington—Chemical Society.

National Academy of Sciences.

Philosophical S(^ciety.

educational institutions.

Johns Hopkins University—Circulars.

Studies from Biological Laboratory.

Harvard University—Museum of Comparative Zoology.

Cornell University— Bulletins.

Columbia School of Mines—Chemical Society.

Washburn College—Laboratory of Natural History.

Denison University—Scientific Laboratories.

University of Michigan—Reports, etc.

Iowa State University—^Engineering Society.

University of Virginia—Philoso{)hical Society.

Ma.ssachusetts Institute of Technology—Technology Quarterly

observatories.

Harvard University Obskrvatory—Cambridge.

Leander McCormick Observatory— University of Virginia.

Lick Observatory—Mount Hamilton.

Meteorological Observatory— Blue Hill.
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Naval Observatory— Wasliiii^ton.

Warnkr Observatory—Rochester.

Yale Observatory—New Haven.

INDEPENDENT PERIODICALS.

The Engineering and .Mining Journal—New York.

Botanical Gazette—Crawfordsville.

Modern Language Notes— Baltimore.

The Nautilus—Philadelphia.

The Western Naturalist—Minneapolis.

North Carolina Medical Journal—Wilmington.

boards of health, etc.

Maine—Augusta—The kSanitary Inspector.

Massachusetts— Boston—State Board of Health.

Michigan—Lansing—State Board of Health.

National— NVashington.

New York—Albany—State Board of Health.

New York—The Sanitary Era.

North Carolina— Wilmington—State Board of Health.

Ohio—Colinnbus—Sanitary Record.

Pennsylvania—Philadelphia—State Board of Health.

South Carolina—Cohirabia—State Board of Health.

Tennessee—Nashville—State Board of Health.

Wisconsin—Appleton—State Board of Health.

North Carolina Medical Society—Wilmington.

North Carolina Pharmaceutical Society—New Berne.

agricultural experiment stations, etc.

Alabama—Auburn.

Arkansas—Fayetteville.

California—Berkeley.

Colorado—Fort Collins.

Connecticut—New Haven.

Cornell University—Ithaca, N. Y.

Delaware—Newark.

Georgia—Athens.

Illinois—Champaign.

Iowa—Ames.

Kansas—Manhattan.

Kentucky—Lexington.

Louisiana— Baton Rouge.

Maryland—Agricultural College.

Massachusetts—Amherst.

Michigan—Agricultural College.
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Minnesota—St. Anthony Park.

Mississippi—Afjricnltnral Golle<;:e.

Missouri—Columbia.

Nebraska—Lincoln.

Nevada—Reno.

New Hampshire— Hanover,

New Jersey—New Brunswick.

New York—Geneva.

North Carolina— Raleij^h.

Ohio—Columbus.

Orec40N— Corvailis.

Pennsylvania—State College.

South Carolina—Columbia.

South Dakota— Brookings.

Storrs School—Mansfield.

Tennessee—Knox vi lie.

Texas—College Station.

Vermont— Burlington.

Virginia—Blacksburg.

West Virginia— Morgan ton.

Illinois State Laboratory of Natural History—Champaign.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society—Boston.

Michigan Horticultural Society—Grand Rapids.

Minnesota Horticultural Society— Minneapolis.

Missouri Botanical Garden—St. Louis.

North Carolina Horticultural Society— Raleigh.

Virginia Department of Agriculture—Richmond.

Department of Agriculture— Washington.

geological surveys.

Alabama—Tuscaloosa.

Arkansas— Little Rock.

California—State Mining Bureau, San Francisco.

Illinois—Springfield.

Indiana—Indianapolis.

Minnesota— Minneapolis.

New Jersey—New Brunswick.

New York— .Albany.

North Carolina— Raleigh.

Ohio—Columbus.

Wyoming—Cheyenne.

U. S. Geological Survey—Washington.

government departments.

Fish Commission— Washington.

National Museum—Washington.
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Signal Service Bureau— Wnsliinf^ton.

Smithsonian Institution— Washin^'ton.

(\)AST and Geodetic Survey— Waslun^toti.

Surgeon General's Office -WnshinKton.

Department of State— \Vi»sliin«>t()n.

CANADA.

Grimsby—Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario.

Halifax—Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Sciences.

Montreal— Xatural History Society.

Ottawa—Field Naturalists' Club.

Royal Society of Canada.

Geological Survey of Canada.

Entoinolojjical Society of Ontario.

Port Hope—Canadian Entomologist.

Toronto—Canadian Institute.

Winnipeg— Historical and Scientific Society.

great BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

Belfast—Naturalists' Field Club.

Bristol— Naturalists' Society.

Dublin—Royal Dublin Society.

Dumfries-Natural History and Antiquarian Society.

Edinburgh—Royal Society of Edinburgh.

Glasgow—Geological Society.

Natural History Society.

Halifax—Yorkshire Geological and Polytechnic Society.

Leeds—Philosophical and Literary Society.

Liverpool—(xeological Association.

London—Royal Society of England.

Manchester—Geological Society.

Literary and Philosophical Society.

Newcastle—North Staffordshire Naturalists' Field Club.

Penzance—Natural History and Antiquarian Society.

Royal Geological Society of Cornwall.

Rothamsted—Agricultural Experiment Station.

Truro—Royal Institution of Cornwall.

argentine republic.

Buenos Ayres—La Sociedad Cientifica Argentina.

AUSTRIA.

Brunn—Der Naturforschende Verein.

Graz—Der Naturwissenschaftliche Verein fur Steiermark.

Prag—Die k. k. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.

9
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Trieste—La Societa Adriatica di Scienze Naturali.

WiEN—Der Naturwissenschaftliclie Club,

Die Zoologisch-botanisclie Gesellschaft.

BELGIUM.

Bruxelles—La Socie'e Royale Malacologique de Belyique.

La Acadeiuie Royale de Medecine de Belgique.

La Suciete Royale Linneenne.

BRAZIL.

Rio de Janeiro—Miiseu Nacional.

CHILE.

Santiago—Der Deutsche VVissenschaftliche Vereio.

FRANCE.

Amiens—La Societe Linneenne de Normandie.

Angers— La Societe d'Etudes Scientifiques.

AuxERRE—La Societe des Sciences Hist, et Nat. de I'Yonne.

Caen—La Societe Linneenne du Nord de la France.

NiMES—La Societe d'Etude des Sciences Naturelles.

Paris—Bulletin Scientifiqiie de la France et de la Belgique.

Le Laboratoire Municipal de Cheniie.

Rouen—La Societe des Amis des Sciences Naturelles.

GERMANY.

Augsburg—Der Naturhistorische Verein.

Altenburg—Die Naturforschende Gesellschaft des Osterlandes.

Berlin—Botanischer Verein fur die Provinz Brandenl)urg.

Entomologischer Verein.

Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde.

Naturae Novitates.

Bonn—Naturhistorischer Verein.

Braunschweig—Verein fur Naturwissenschaft.

Bremen—Naturwissenschaft licher Verein,

Breslau—Die Schlesische Gesellschaft fur Vaterliiiidische Cultur.

Carlsruhe—Naturwissenschnftlicher Verein.

Danzk;—Naturforschende Gesel Ischaft.

Dresden—Naturwissenschaftliclie Gesellschaft "Isis."

Durkiieim—"Pollichia"—Naturwissenschafilicher Verein des Bayr. Plalz.

Emden—Naturforschende Gesellschaft.

Frankfurt am Main—Senckenbergische Naturforschende Gesellschaft.

Frankfurt am Oder— Naturwissenschafilicher Verein.

Societatura Literae.

Gera—Gesellschaft von Freunden der Wissenschaft.
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(jIESSEN—Oberliessisohe Gesellscliaft fur Nattir ii. Ileilkunde.

GiiEisswALD—Natin vvi.sHenchaftlichfr V^erein fur Neii-Poiiunern u. Ivii<;en.

Halle—K. Leopoltlinisclie Carolinische Deiilsclie Akad, d. Natiiifursclier.

Hanau— VVetteraiiische Oesellscliaft fur die Gesainiiite NatiirUniide.

Hannover—Natmhistorisclie Gesellscliaft.

Heidelberg—Naiiirliistorisch-.Mediziiiischer Verein.

Kassel—Verein fur Naturkunde.

Kiel—Natiirwissenschuftlicher Verein fur Schleswig-Holstein.

KoNiGSBERG—d. K. Pliysikaliscli okonouiibclie Geselischaft.

Leipzig—Die Naturforschende Gesellscliaft.

Luneburg—Naturwissenchaftlicher Verein.

Magdeburg— Naturwisseuscliaftlicher Verein.

MuNSTER— Westfalisciie Provinzial-Verein fur Wissenschaft u. Kunst.

Offenbach—Verein fur Naturkunde.

Osnabruck—Naturwissenschaft I idler Verein.

Kegexsburg—Naturwissenschaft I idler Verein.

Wiesbaden—Nassauischee Verein fur Naturkunde.

ITALY.

Catania—Accademia Gioenia di Scienze Naturali.

Napoli—Societa Africana D'ltalia.

Padova—Societa Veneto-Trentina di Scienze Naturali.

Perugia— Universita libera di Perugia.

Pisa—La Societa Toscana di Scienze Naturali.

Roma—R. Accademia dei Lincei.

Torino—Musee di Zjologia ed Anatomia Comparata.

JAPAN.

Tokyo—Deutsche Gesellscliaft fur Natur und Volkerkunde Ostasiens.

LUXEMBOURG.

Luxembourg—Societe Botanique.

MEXICO.

Mexico—Observatorio Meteorologico- Magnetico Central.

Sociedad Mexlcana de Historia Natural.

Sociedad Cientifica " Antonio Alzate."

NETHERLANDS.

Amsterdam—K. Nederlandische Akadeniie d. Wissenschaften.

Harlem—Musee Teyler.

Middelburg—La Societe Hollandaise des Sciences.

Numegen—Nederlandische Botanische Vereenigung.

Utrecht—La Societe Provinciale des Arts et des Sciences.
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PORTUGAL.

Lisbon—L:i Acadetnie Royale des Sciences.

RUSSIA.

DoRPAT—Die Nalurforchende Oesellschaft.

Helsingfors—Societas pro Fauna et Flora Fennica.

Kharkow—La Section Medicale de la Socieie des Sciences Experiment-

ales.

KiEFF—La Sociele des Natural istes.

Moscow—La Socieie Irnperiale des Natnralistes.

Odessa— La Societe des Naturalistes de la Nouvelle-Rnssie.

Riga— Der Naturforschende Verein.

SYRIA.

Beyrouth— Revu Internationale de Bibliographie (naed. et pharm.).

SWEDEN.

Lund—Universitatis Carolina Lundensis Acta.

Stockholm—La Societe Entomologique.

Sveriges Offentliga Bihilothek.

Konegeliga Svenska Vetenskaps Akademie.

SWITZERLAND.

Aarau—Die Naturforschende Gesellschaft.

Basel— Die Naturforschende Gesellschaft.

Bern—Die Naturforschende Gesellschaft.

CiiUR—Die Naturforschende Gesellschaft Graubiinden.

Frauenfeld—Die Thurgauische Naturforschende Gesellschaft.

Fribourg—La Society Fribourgeoise des Sciences Naturelles.

Geneve—L' Entomologiste Genevoise.

Geneve— L'Institut Genevois.

Lausanne—La Socidie Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles.
"

St. Gall—Die St. Gallische Naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft.

Zurich—Die Naturforschende (iesellschaft.

International Entoinologischer Verein.
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INDEX.

VOLUME V—VOLUME VII.

Acid Phosphate, Changes in Bottled Samples of. V, 22

Addendum to Minerals and Mineral Localities of N. C VI, 45

Analysis, New and Improved Methods of VII, 52

Aquatic Respiration in the Mnsk-Rat V, 21

Atkinson, Geo. F.

—

Protective Resemblance in Spiders .- V, 28

Tube-inhabiting Spider V, 30

Soaring of the Turkey Vulture V, 59

Nematode Root-Galls VI, 81

Some Erysi[)he8e from Carolina and Alabama VII, 61

Atomic Weights, Recalculations of tiie. V, 98

Atomic Weights, Proper Standard of VII, 75

Atypus Niger Hentz (?), Notes on Habits of VI, 134

Auriferous Suljjhides, Chlorination of V, 68

Available Phosphoric Acid in Fertilizers Containing Cotton Seed

Meal VII, 5

Axes, Three Crystallographic V, 66

Battle, Gaston

—

Action (tf Phosphorus, etc VII, 80

Battle, H. B.—
Changes in Superphosphates. V, 111

Boracic Acid Among Plants, Distribution of VII. 14

Boracic Acid as an Impurity in Caustic Alkalies VII, 21

Botany as a Disciplinary Study VI, 33

Braswell, A.

—

Butterflies of Chapel Hill, N. C V, 19

Bromination of Heptane V, 5

Bryant, V. S.—
List of Fishes and a New Species V, 16

Butterflies Collected at Chapel Hill, N. C V, 19

Callison, J. S.

—

Distribution of Boracic Acid, etc. VII, 14

Boracic Acid as an Impurity, etc VII, 21

Camphoric Acid, some New Salts of V,

Caustic Alkalies. Boracic Acid as an Impurity in ,..VII, 2.'
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Changes in Bottled Samples of Acid Phosphate Y, 22

Chlorination of Auriferous Sulphides V, 68

Chord Common to a Parabola and the Circle of Curvature at any

Point V, 14

Circle of Curvature, Chord Common to the Parabola and V, 14

Cotton Seed Meal, Available Phosphoric Acid in Fertilizers Con-

taining VII, 5

Creosoting of Wood with Wood Creosote Oil VI, 27

Crude Fiber, Determination of VII, 22

Crude Fiber, some Modifications of the Method for Determining VII, 25

Crystallographic Axes, Three V, Q6

Dancy, F. B.—
Determination of Available Phosphoric Acid, etc VII, 2

Desmids of North Carolina, a Preliminary List V, 1

Edwards, G. W.

—

New Salts of Camphoric Acid V, 8

Elisha Mitchell, Erection of Monument to V, 55

Evolute of the Four-cusped Hypocycloid, Method of Finding V, 72

Fishes, with a New S})ecies, List of V, 16

Focal Chord of a Parabola V, 15

Four-cusped Hypocycloid, Method of Finding the Evolute of V, 72

Genus Ilex, Partial Chemical Exan)ination of V, 128

Geological Survey of N. C. Historical Notes VI, 5

Geological Survey of S. C. Historical Notes VII, 89

Graves, R. H.

—

Chord Common to a Parabolo, etc V, 14

Focal Chord of a Parabola V, 15

Method of Finding the Evolute, etc V, 72

Halogen Compounds of Lead, New V, 10

Heptane, Bromination of \, 5

Hidden, W. E.—
Addendum to Minerals and Mineral Localities VI, 45

Hinsdale, S. J.—
Improved Methods of Analysis VII, 52

Adulterated Spirits of Tur[)entine VII, 86

Historical Notes Concerning the N. C. Geological Survey VI, 5

Holmes, J. A.

—

Tem{)erature and Rain fall, etc V, 31

Historical Notes Concerning N. C. Geological Survey VI, 5

Historical Notes Concerning S. C. Geological Survey VII, 89

Hypocycloid, Method of Finding the Evolute of the Four-cusped.... V, 72

Kunz, Geo. F.

—

Three New Masses of Meteoric Iron VII, 27

Lead, New Halogen Compounds of V, 10

List of Exchanges V, 50; V, 134; VI, 155; VII, 89
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List of Members V, 40; VI, 152; VII, 89

Manninji;, I. H.

—

Tlie Creosoting of Wood, etc VI, 27

McCxarthy, Gerald

—

Botany as a Disciplinary Study VI, 33

Meteoric Iron, Three New Masses of. VII, 27

Meteoric Irons, Twt) New VII, 31

Meteorites of North Carolina, List and Description of VII, 33

Mica Mining in North Carolina V, 73

Miller, H. L.—
Lead Brorno-nitrates VII, 84

Minerals and Mineral Localities of North Carolina, Addendum to... VI, 45

Monument to Elisha Mitchell, Erection of V, 55

Morehead, J. M.—
Occurrence of Gold in Montgomery County, N. C. VII, 87

Musk-Rat, Aquatic Respiration in the V, 21

Necrology VI, 151

Nematode Root-Galls VI, 81

Occurrence of Gold in Montgomery County, N. C VII, 87

Parabola and the Circle of Curvature. Chord common to any point.. V, 14

Parabola, Focal Chord of a V, 15

Phillips, W. B.—
Changes in Bottled Samples, etc V, 22

Erection of the Moniunent, etc V, 55

Three Crystallographic Axes V, 66

Mica Mining in N. C V, 98

Turpentine and Rosin VI, 19

Phosphoric Acid Available in Fertilizers Containing Cotton Seed

Meal VII, 5

Poteat, W. L.—
North Carolina Desmids V, 1

Tube-building Spider VI, 134

Protective Resemblance in Spiders, New Instances of V, 28

Rain-fall and Temperature at Stations in N. C V, 31

Recalculations of the Atomic Weights . V, 98

Records of Meetings V, 131; VI, 38, 147; VII, 118

Reports of Officers V, 42 ; VI, 150; VII, 120

Respiration, Aquatic in the Musk-Rat V, 21

Root-Galls, Nematode VI, 81

Rosin, Turpentine and VI, 19

Soaring of the Turkey Vulture V, 59

Spider, Lycosa Fatifera (Hentz?), Tube-inhabiting V, 30

Spider, Tube-building VI, 134

Spiders, Protective Resemblance in.. V, 128
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Spoon, W. L.

—

Respiration in the Musk Rat V
Sulphides, Clilorination of Auriferous V
Superphosphates, Changes in V
Temperature and Rain fall at Various Stations in N. C V
Thies, E. A.—

C'hlori nation of Auriferous Sulphides V
Thorp, B.—

New Halogen Compounds of Lead V
Three Crystal lographic Axes V
Tube- building Spider VI
Tube-inhabiting Spider V
Turpentine and Rosin VI
Venable, F. P.—

Bromination of Heptane V
Recalculations of the Atomic Weights V
Examination of Genus Ilex V
Two New Meteoric Irons VII

List and Description of Meteorites VII

Lead Chloro- bromides VII

Proper Standard for the Atomic Weights VII

Vulture, Soaring of the V
Withers, W. A.—

Determination of Crude Fiber VII

Modification of the Method for Crude Fiber VII
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